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PREFACE
To investigate the status and problem of music appreciation
in Negro High Schools of Texas, and set forth without reservations
the findings, with the hope that exposure of the same may challenge
all who are interested in all-around development of Negro youth,
constitutes the mission of this work. From observation and teaching
experience, the writer has entertained a desire for years to attack
the problem with possible solutions; and so, the investigation has
I

been extended by means of contacts, letters, questionnaires, ex
tensive reading and also by some research. After presenting a re
sume of the general background and meaning of our subject, the facts
are set forth and soundly supported so that those who disagree may
decide to debate their differences with authoritative sources that
are quoted freely throughout the discourse. Many are unaware of
the cultural backqardness among Texas Negroes made hopeless by
sheer complacency of the great majority including high school ad
ministrators and teachers who ignore accredited music as necessary
in the curriculum. This thesis diagnoses the same in terms of the
following questions:
To what extent are the problems of social, religious, political,
economic and school forces responsible?
What have Negro High Schools done in the past and what are they
doing now to promote music appreciation?
How do Negro High Schools compare with those of the white race
in this respect?
i
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What are the existing handicaps and forces confronting music
appreciation in Texas Negro High Schools, and what solutions are
practical?
These questions are clarified and answered in topical discus
sion in sequential order on the pages that follow as indicated by
Chapters.
The writer's effort will be compensated if interest leading
to action replaces complacency, and desire and need for training
and knowledge in the field of music appreciation, especially for
Negro schools, are hereby encouraged and motivated among thought
ful and contientious educators and musicians.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
MUSIC APPRECIATION: HISTORIC CONSIDERATION
Implications of Appreciation
The study of music appreciation originated from the effort
to prepare American audiences at symphony concerts to listen
more intelligently to pure (instrumental) music. The aim was
to help the people to better understand and therefore enjoy what
they heard. The means employed at first were the analytic programs instituted by the Boston Symphony and Thomas Orchestras.
Soon after the introduction of these analytical notes in the pro
gram, a man with vision adapted the idea to the general study
of music appreciation by- music students not only for better pre
paration for listening, but for the cultivation of powers of
interpretation. To spread a desire for study and afford the
proper preparation for teachers, W. S. B. MATTHEWS wrote and publish
ed an outline under the title "HOW TO UNDERSTAND MUSIC" in which was
set forth the nature of the study and also well defined and systema
tized courses for teachers of appreciation. Naturally there followed
a number of similar books differing only in details of material
to be used and in order of presentation. His study was largely
technical and suited only for adult minds. The opening years of
the present century xritnessed an epochal advance if not revolution
ary in conception and development of music appreciation.
The perfection of electric recording machines, combination radiophonographs and this invention coincided with the spread of music
1
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education and art education for children and people of all
ages. And so, we see that music appreciation as conceived
when treated as a separate subject originated in America. Natural
ly we ponder over the fact that most all of our music literature
is transported from foreign lands. Hence, it seems as if music
appreciation should have originated at least in Europe. But
I think this is easily explained if we consider that Europeans
are born and nurtured in the cradle where music and the arts
have developed through many centuries. The people are steeped
in the tradition of many centuries of culture which is as much
a part of them as the air they breathe.
The music of the mashers and experiences with other arts
have not only religiously treasured by the fireside of rich and
poor alike but still pervade the very atmosphere of the countries
making the quaint antiquity so characteristic of Europe and so
distinctly different from America. (Only in the old countries
can one realize the meaning of tradition. He knows without having
been taught, because this unconscious knowing of the past that
Europe has in abundance is often held up to America as a serious
loss in art.) America, in order to make up for the absence of
this historic and romantic background, has created the avenue
of music appreciation for all who would approach and adopt the
great heritage of the ages for American posterity, In America
we already rank with Europeans in the performing of music, in estab
lishment of music schools, music settlements, music societies and
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amateur concert orchestras. Now we need to democratize the art
of music for the understanding by the masses.1
"Music appreciation" is difficult to define because it is
a broad subject which integrated all phases of music into one
blended whole. As mentioned above, it is an includive subject
which embraces not only listening, itself of paramount impor
tance, but also interpretation, creative expression, rhythmic de
velopment, dramatization, mood, voices, form, music, orchestral
effects, great musicians, music of the masters, nationality in
music, literature in relation to music, and harmony

all as

fields of experience in appreciation.
Thus the study of music appreciation becomes the study of
music in all its phases as a living thing, and as a part of our
own richer living. Music appreciation itself becomes an inte
grated course because it relates music to many phases of life
and learning.
Music appreciation should be essentially the basis of every
music lesson from the first presentation of a rote song to the
most artistic performance of an art song, chorus, opera, oratorio,
chamber music, or symphonic composition. One grows in apprecia
tion as one grows in technique, in performance, and in sensing the
spiritual and emotional qualities which come from intimate ac
quaintance with the great masterpieces of musical literature.
1
Bauer-Peyser, How Music Greg. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons,
1940. Pp. 456.
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In order to grow in music appreciation, it is helpful to
have an able counsellor to guide the way. It is true that many
people reach great heights of appreciation with no apparent
outside aid. It is also true that many have achieved success in
performance, in business, and in other careers without teachers,
sometimes indeed in spite of teachers. However, few will deny
that one finds the way more clearly, more directly, and with fewer
detours, when led by an able guide.
Many roads lead to the appreciation of music just as they
do to an understanding of all school subjects, A wise leader
will help the traveler to follow the most pleasant, the most
1
helpful, the most interesting routes in his destination.
Realising that music appreciation is an inclusive term cover
ing the entire field of music, we should review just how music
began in American schools and let our minds ponder on the develop
ment stages and the conceptions held by each period.
In this process of reviewing the past, one can better appre
ciate the significance of the present and anticipate the needs of
the future, especially in relationship to our specific problem.
We shall be able to view intelligently this problem among Negroes
in the light of the development of American standards.
Community music, which public school music sprang from was
the blending of voices of the old and young rehearsing for better
1
Rafferty, Sadie, Practical Problems in Education, pp. 1-2.
New York: Silver Burdett Company, 1939.
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for better church music.
The individual credited with giving most to the advancement
of music appreciation was Lowell Mason, born January 8, 1792,

(
)

in Medfield, Massachusetts. Early he showed an unusual gift
for music and began teaching singing while in his youth. In 1812,
he was sent to Savannah, Georgia, and obtained employment in a
bank, remaining for fifteen years. During his leisure time he
taught singing classes, composed music and directed choirs and
also gathered material later published in Boston under the title
"The Handel and Haydn Collection", with cooperation of the Han
del and ^aydn Society. This marked a new epoch in church music
and gave him the name of being an authority on choral music
which also decided his life's work. Boston recognized his
ability and credited him with the developing of the singing school
in 1827 to the height of its vogue and influence. The standards
set by Mason may be summed up under three heads as follows:
1. Intellectual (memory, comparison, attention, in
tellectual faculties.)
2. Moral (happiness, content, cheerfulness, better
quality.)
3. Physical (expansion of the chest, strengthening
the lungs and vital organs.)
1
Birge, Edward Bailey, History of Public School Music in the
United States, pp. 37-39. Boston: Oliver Ditson Company, 1928.
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Music appreciation is a subjective and highly personal ex
perience. Therefore, every contact with music and every music
lesson should be pointed toward the appreciation of music as a
whole. To learn to appreciate music, children must have it pre
sented in all of its phases, for it is impossible to limit the
fields o^ musical experience which contribute to music apprecia
tion. All music if properly presented is appreciation.
The most striking characteristic of public school music as
it has developed in the twentieth century is its many sidedness.
It is no longer exclusively vocal as in the past, although singing
is still the fundamental musical activity. The aims of school
music teaching have shifted considerably from epoch to epoch,
but always in the direction of values more and more clearly musical.
In the introductory period the aim was to have every child to
learn to sing, and the values most thought of were those of
recreation following mental fatigue from other studies. In the
next generation, the aim was to have every child to learn to
read music because this power is the key to an understanding of
its treasures, a value which was concerned mainly with the child's
future. The child-study movement in 1830 was largely responsible
for making clear the present aim of school music, which is that
every child shall appreciate and take pleasure in music , not in
1
Rafferty, Sadie, Practical Problems in Education, p. 2. New
York, Boston: Silver Burdett Company, 1939.
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a vague and indefinite future, but here and now.1
Mr. Woodbridge, who visited Switzerland observing Johan George
Nageli who applied the principles of Pestalozzi to the teaching
of music, and other educational leaders of Germany, convinced him
that music ought to have a place in the American school curriculum. He attempted to start the work in Hartford in 1830 with Elam
Ives as teacher, but with what result no records are available.
Such ideas were later placed in the curriculum and this made him
the logical leader in the enterprise. Mr. Mason became convinced
of the soundness of the Pestalozzian principles and their practica
bility in teaching singing, and incorporated them in his manual of
instruction. The principles thus formulated are the following:
1. To teach sounds before signs — to make the child
sing before he learns the written notes or their
names.
2. To lead him to observe, by hearing and imitating
sounds, their resemblances and differences, their
agreeable and disagreeable effect, instead of explaining
those things to him — in short, to make him active
instead of passive in learning.
3. To teach but one thing at a time — rhythm, melody,
expression being taught and practiced separately
before the child is called to the difficult task
of attending to all at once.
A. To make them practice each step of each of these
1
Birge, Edward Bailey, History of Public School Music in the
United States, pp. 37-39. Boston: Oliver Ditson Co., 1928.
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divisions, until they are master of it before
passing to the next.
5. To give the principles and theory after practice
as an induction from it.
6. To analyze and practice the elements of articulate
sound in order to apply them to music.
7. To have the names of the notes correspond to those
used in instrumental music.
About the year 1832, Lowell Mason's "Juvenile Choir" began to
sing in public concerts, creating, as we are told, a prodigious
sensation and exploding unceremoniously the old idea of "only
here and there is a musical ear." Hence, public school music was
born of Lowell Mason whose skill in teaching children and whose
standing as a musician made him the logical leader in the enterprise.
Mr. Mason became convinced of the soundness of the Pestalozzian
principles and their practicability in teaching singing, and in
corporated them in his manual of instruction.
Doubtless from the beginning this latter aim had some sig
nificance in music teaching. But it was not until one generation
had proved that all children could learn to sing and another that
all could learn to read music did it become clear that both of
these desirable abilities were but means or accompaniments of the
real aim, joy in music as music which is a more fitting term than
the general word, appreciation; or, as concretely stated in the
fourth year book of the Department of Superintendence, "The speci-
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fic or musical aim is to develop appreciation of the beauty
that is in music."*"
Authorities seem to agree that the development of music in
high school as a serious study has taken place almost wholly
within the present century and mostly within the last fifteen
years. The first school system to adopt the high school music
course in complete detail, together with its outside credit
provisions, was that of Chelsea, Massachusetts in 1906 under
the direction of Osbourne McConathy.
At the present time music appreciation with a planned
outline of procedure is given in most high schools and in many
grade schools, according to Mr. Birge.
For further study of the field of appreciation, I recommend
the following books:
1. Music Appreciation Taught bv Beans of the Phonograph,
by Kathryn E. Stone, Peading
2. Lessons in Music Appreciation, by Mable Glenn and
Edith M. Phetts
3. Musifi Appreciation for Every Child, by Mabelle Glenn,
Margaret De Forest and Margaret Lowry,
and
/. Mnsin. Annreciati on in the School Room, by Thaddeus C.
Giddings, Will Earhart, Ralph L. Baldwin and Elbridge
W. Newton.
The above application may invole but few, if any, Negro
schools in Texas. Investigation shows that in most of the high
1
Birge, Edward^
United States, p. 159.

« PnhMe
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schools for Negroes in Texas musifi has not been considered an in
tegral part of the program which provides definite place for music
appreciation in its true sense.

MEANING OF MUSIC TN TEXAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

This is a time when we are in the midst of conflicting
ideas in Music Education when points of emphasis are being
shifted so rapidly that we are hardly able to follow before
we must be carried away fcy another movement in a rapidly chang
ing social world. It is true that essential values of music
have remained the same but the environment in which they operate
must determine, alter and characterize practices in various
sections of the country. And here in Texas, as in the rest of
the south, accredited music in public schools is a movement
of the present decade as contrasted to other sections of the
country where it is a long established tradition. We face
the problem in many instances of justifying its existence and
converting or convincing school authorities while in more ad
vanced educational areas of the United States, music has long
enjoyed the respect accorded other branches of learning. More
recently, many school administrators in Texas have been quick
to recognize the value of music education and have given every
possible aid to further the program. Progressive school princi
pals also deserve credit for their sympathetic and intelligent
cooperation in the matter of arranging class schedules and assist
ing in class organization.
In Texas, we refer specifically to music as established in
the schools at this point so that we may have a norm from which
to contrast the music among Negroes, It will be noted that
music in the Texas schools, emulating practices in more advanced
11
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sections of the country, includes vocal music as the basic approach
but is extending to include everything that was found only in con
servatories many years ago. The growth of instrumental music is
so phenomenal in some representative Texas high schools that we
find concert bands and symphonic music in orchestra repertoires;
beside some high schools offer a major in music for talented stu
dents.
May I state for you the objectives and courses of study
set up for the teaching of music in Texas public schools?
Quote:
"All fully accredited school systems must offer a well
organized music program in each grade of the elementary
school and make available to juhior and senior high
schools the courses outlined as fully and completely as
possible. All elementary, junior and senior high schools
must have integrated programs, uniform throughout the
system, so far as local conditions and demands make it
possible. To this end, and for this purpose, wherever
classroom teachers cannot, in the elementary schools teach
their own music, the schools are expected to employ a
certified music teacher in that school so that a uniform
program may be maintained.
Chart I found on the following page will show a course of
study for an accredited high school, It will also explain the
vocal and theoretical music program which is comparable to that
generally found in accredited high schools in all parts of the
United States, and so we turn our attention to the more recent
instrumental trends.
1
The Teaching of Music in Texas Public Schools. Prepared for
the Department of Education, p. 17.

CHART I
COURSE OF STUDY FOR HIGH SCHOOLS
CREDIT COURSES

Course

Bre-

Symbol

Credit

Year

M

*1

1

None

Music II Theoretical
Music Theory

Mt

1

2,3,4,

M (or equi
valent)

Music III Theoretical
Music (Harmony)

Mh

1

3,4

Music IV (History &
Literature)

Mhl

1

3,4

Music I

(Orientation)

*Music V (Band)

Mb

1 to A

(Orchestra)

Mo

1 to 4.

+Music VI (Choral)

Mc

1 to 4.

+ -iMusic VII (Applied)

Ma

1 to 2

1,2,

3,4
1,2,

3,41,2,

3,4
1,2,

3,4

Requisite

Mt (Music)
II
M
I M
IM
IM
IM

o May be given in the ninth grade; either the last year of
junior high or the first year of senior high.
* One credit per year may not be earned in band and orchestra
beginning September, 1942 half credits not granted.
+ One credit per year may now be earned in choral music beginning September 1942. Half credits not granted (Write for new bulletin, "The Teaching of Music in Texas Public Schools".)
++ There is an entirely new set-up on Applied Music beginning
13

u
September 194-2. (Write for new bulletins, "The Teaching of Music
in Texas Public Schools.")
I May be taken concurrently.
Note 1: It is planned that Music I is a required course
of all high school students.
Note 2: All courses (with the exception of applied music)
must be regularly scheduled within the daily program and must be
taught not less than 4-5 minutes a day, five days a week, 36 weeks
per year to receive one unit of credit.
Note3: Students who intend to major in Music in college
should take Music I, II, III.
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The consistent uniform development of the instrumental pro
gram is explained by beginning instruction in the early grades.
The instrumental program courses of study have been outlined so
that the work can be started in the junior high school, or even
lower, and then carried on through in the senior high school.
If started in the lower grades, it is suggested to spread the work
assigned for one semester in the course through a period of one
full year instead. All students completing the work outlined
A

for the first year of this course of study, before entering senior
high school, and can pass an examination showing that the work
has been satisfactorily completed, will be granted one unit of
credit after being enrolled in the subject in senior school for
one year and successfully completing the work outlined for the
second year of this course of study. This provision is of parti
cular importance for three-year high schools.
In preparing the courses, a state-adopted text has been
selected which presents sufficient unison and sectional materials
for instrumental work. In this manner, each student is given equal
training, and is only thereby entitled to equal credit, and on the
same basis that equal credit is granted to students enrolled in
any other affiliated subject taught in Texas high schools. Book I
and Book II in this series contain eight extra pages in the back
of the books for special ensemble work. The orchestra training
material for the string ensemble is thereby given, special attention
in sharp keys. The unison work in all of the instrument books, is
written, other than the extra pages in the string instrument books,
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for unison playing with the entire group of wind, string, and per
cussion instruments. Sectional pages in each book are devoted to
the technical and special work necessary for each group of brass,
reed or string instruments.
We will not go into a discussion of the requirements of piano
and vocal music, but instead we shall offer sample charts for exam
ination in applied music.
Quote:
"For suitable and carefully selected materials for
choral singing, it is recommended that instructors secure
the "School Music Competition-Festivals Manual" of any
current year published by the National School Band Associa
tion, and the National School Vocal Association which are
auxiliaries of the Music Educators National Conference, a
department of the National Education Association of the
United States.!
In order to get a good birds' eye view of the general organi
zation and procedure of the state accredited music courses in
Texas public schools with reference to recent instrumental progress,
we shall duplicate forms that clearly explain the same.

1
Parmley, Nell, The Teaching of Music in Texas Public Schools,
pp. L4-15. Austin, Texas: State Department of Education, 19A4-.

THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Supervision

Austin, Texas
Music Instructor's Application For
Affiliation in
Applied Music

High School
Superintendent
Principal
1.

A. Name of Music Instructor Applying
B. Is Music Instructor properly certified?.

2.

Number of students to be examined in:

Voice

Piano

Violin

Organ

Band or Orchestral Instruments (Name Instruments)
Musicianship.
3. Where is teaching done:
Home
School
Private Studio

Approved:

Superintendent or Principal

Note: This application must be in triplicate; one copy sent to the
State Director of Music, State Department of Education,
Austin, Texas, one copy to Miss Mary Dunn, 2013 14-th Street,
Lubbock, Texas, and one copy retained for the Superintendent's
file.
Note 2: This application must be received not later than October 1.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Supervision
Austin, Texas
Town

High School

Superintendent

Principal

Report for Affiliation
Applied Music
1. Name of Examiners:
Voice
Violin
Piano
Band or Orchestral Instruments
Organ
Musicianship.
2. Date of Examinations:
Violin

Voice

Organ

Band or Orchestral Instruments
Musicianship

Piano

.—_

3. How many participated in examinations?
A. How many received credit?
5. Did the examiners make proper reports to the local system and
state chairman of applied music on forms provided for same, the
success or failure of each candidate?
6. Have these credits been certified to and treated as all other
regular reports and grades oT. high school work.
Superintendent or Principal
18
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THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Supervision
Austin, Texas
Student Enrollment

School
Superintendent

Name of
Student & Address

Principal

Grade in
School

Music Level Instrument Musician- Lesson
shit)
Period

Note: Must be submitted to Miss Mary Dunn, 2013 14th St., Lubbock,
Texas, not later than October 1.
Name of Instructor
Date

.19.
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ANALYSIS OUTLINE FOR EXAMINATION IN APPLIED MUSIC, PIANO
Course No. 16 - II - II
Column Designations: 1. Ma (Major) 2. mi (minor) 3. RD
(Right hand development) 4« LD (Left hand development) 5. LP.
(legato phrasing) 6. SP (staccato phrasing) 7. I (17th & 18th
Centuries) 8. II (19th Century) 9. Ill (20th Century) 10. M
(memory) 11. P (Public Performance) 12. E (educational) 13. A
(appeal) 14-. L (Length in pages).

Playing- Program
T^tle
Composer
2 Part
1, Invention
Bach
2.

Fantasie

Bb

Mozart

Prelude Op 28
3. No. 15
Chopin
Study Op 740
Czernv
A' No..J
Hungarian Dance
5. No. 5
Brahms

6. Prelude

1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1Z.
Ma'"mi 'Rd'Ld'Lp'Sp'I 'II'III'M ' P « E 1 A ' L

Gershwin

2
d

A

Db

A

Eb

1

F#' F#

A

c#

1

7. Scale

&

In all
8. Arpeggios Above Kevs

20

Totals
This student has been given 1 lesson weekly and has practiced
8 hours weekly during 1945-46 school year.
Teacher
Sight Reading

Examiner's Signature

Examination

$se Local Grading Plan)

Public School Admiiiistrator's Signa
ture
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ANALYSIS OUTLINE FOR EXAMINATION (VOCAL)
City.

School

Name

Course No.

Date

Classification

Title

Composer
Content
123X56 71 2

Objectives
3X567

1.

s?5

? * '«

3!
•H
Hi •rd
m S 6-1
P

x

§ £ ^

m » ®

. t> >

2.
1*.
At

(X
•H *H
5H ^
•H
0 o5 w?s

5_i.

ES

^

HI (X Pf.

/

2A

1,
g.

)

2*
10
Totals

This student has been given lessons weekly and has practiced
school year

_hours weekly during.

Teacher
Examination
Senior III Minimum one check in each folumn; Other grades, minimumone check in each column except X and 5 under each heading.
^Social, includes Glee-Club, church choir, etc.
Grade
Examiner

RELATIONSHIP OF INTER-SCHOLASTIC LEAGUE
Out of the organization of music in Texas Public Schools
under accredited agencies of the State Department of Education
sprang the extension of the Bureas of Public School service to
include music and the object of the Texas Inter-school compe
tition serves an secellent stimulant in Musical achievement
based upon sound educational foundations developed in the
schools. Therefore, the schools and the Texas Inter-scholastic
League are inseparable in the Cultural Music Development in
Texas.
With the cooperation of the State Department of Education
and the National School Band, Orchestra, and Vocal Associations,
the Texas Music Education Association sponsors each year an
official contest program for bands, orchestra choruses, glee
clubs, instrumental solos and ensembles, and vocal solos and
ensembles. Owing to the size of the state and the problems
involved in distances, the state has been divided into eight
regions, each region conducting a competition-festival and
winners earning first place from each region are recognized at
the National competition festivals the same as winners in the
state competitions in other states.
For the past fifteen years the

lJational

School Band and

National School Orchestra Association and many outstanding state
organizations have .jointly sponsored the development of school
band and orchestra contests, both state and national. This
contest program has provided the necessary incentive and the
22
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spark that has fired the enthusiasm of the nation to develop
finer bands and orchestras.
The following are the requirements for students, teachers
and schools participating in the White league: a student must be
making passing grades in high school work and must be registered
for and passing in the advanced or senior level of applied music,
including musicianship and sight-reading of the junior level, as
outlined in the applied Music Bulletin and in the 194-0 edition of
the teaching of Music to be issued shortly by the State Department
of Education. Teachers must hold a state applied Music Certifi
cate, and only high schools which are accredited in applied
music by the State Department of Education are eligible.
Quote:
"The level of performance-demands may be determined
from the following requirements: a piano or violin student
must perform the first movement of a sonata and a modern
or romantic number chosen from those listed for the
senior level in the applied Music Bulletin. An organ
student will play a Bach prelude and Fugue and one other
selection from the list for the fourth year; a singer
will give two solos, each different in character chosen
from the Senior level list."l
Quote:
"This department is particularly interested in
arousing such an interest in music in,the curricula of
Texas' various schools that everyone will receive music as
a part of his education just as surely as he receives
training in literature. Criminologists believe that the
increase in crime in recent years is the results of the amount
of leisure time people have, and that the best way to combat
this increase in crime through education — i.e., teaching to
children and youth subjects that may be carried over into
later life as hobbies and recreation activities in leisure
time. If they be right, surely music should be one of such
subjects taught, for more than any other art does it lend
itself to be enjoyed by so many simultaneously, irrespective
of season or time of day. In America, many schools now re
quire one year of music for all undergraduate students.

zu
Let us work to put it in all schools that all may profit
thereby."2
Such a music program should not cause the child to regard music
as a task nor as a means of discipline, but as a real joy and a
genuine exaltation, impelling and achieving purposeful attainment.
The result is appreciation not only of music, but of life.

1
Texas Music News, Texas Federation of Music Club, Editorial
Office, Athens, Texas.
2
Doty, E. W., Music in Schools. Colleges and Universities.
University of Texas, Chairman.

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND INFLUENCES
In order to fully appreciate the musical "background of the
Negro, we shall review briefly the nature of his African culture
and the adjustment of the same in a strange land, under strange
conditions and we shall see that the marvelous development and
musical contributions of the Negro are unparalled by any other
group of people in the entire world, considering their lack of
exposure to training or advantages of any kind.
Those who are interested in the phenomenal advances of the
Negro race that exceed the most rapid and unprecedented parallel
never before occuring in the history of any group of people in a
short span of three hundred years, may seek this information from
any treatise on Negro history, for this chapter is not concerned
with this phase of the Negro. We are neither attacking nor contradictting the advances made by the Negro along the lines of human progress;
namely in religion, music, science, education, business, drama,
literature and numerous other branches too extensive to discuss
in a discourse having a different angle of interest, We are not
questioning the remarkable way in which the Negro has adjusted
himself to American civilization so as to be an integral part of
America in all her trials of war and victories, and in all her
achievements, so that he is not only a part of America, but is
distinctly American.
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This chapter is concerned with revealing subtle folk cul
ture of the Negro as it differs from that of the Caucasian
group and the background influences that are responsible for
these differences. This chapter is also concerned about how
these background influences are affecting the cultural develop
ment of the race even for generations yet coming on, and how
a study of these influences may make us realize more fully the
heritage that is meant for all people regardless of their former
state of servitude and previous condition, if we only educate
properly without excluding the arts and especially music.
We shall not venture to review the history of slavery and
reiterate the harsh system to which the Negro was so long sub
jected because these facts are already well known. We cannot
escape, however, inviting your attention to reflect upon effects
of this system which have stamped certain patterns of behavior
that lie somewhat between the more primitive and tribally organized kind of marginal culture. In other words, the Negro lives
side by side with the white race and has absorbed much of American
modes of life and yet he dwells on a different plans of culture.
There are those who may contradict this statement which does, at
first glance, seem to be pessimistic and questionable, However, an
analysis will make us face the facts and then only can we hope
for progressive evaluation and enlightened progress with the aid
of the arts and especially music, We cannot dispute the fact
that the characteristics of a people are largely determined ^and
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shaped by environment. The environment effects the thought pat
terns and group and individual behavior. No one would refute
the fact that the environment of the Negro has been and is
still inferior to that of the white group in the south. The se
gregated system created environmental factors that placed the
Negro into his small compartment, cut off from the advantages
enjoyed by the majority group. Segregation, discrimination and
disfranchisement as background influences, which followed in
sequence the patterns set for the Negro by the institution of
slavery, have contributed to the difference in culture as found
among Negroes in contrast to that of the Anglo-American. May ftd
present a subtle and far reacting influence which cannot be over
looked? And we quote:
"An important aspect of the feudal ideal was provin
cialism, the splendid isolation. The plantation operated
against anything like wide spread culture. Cultural isola
tion was the method of the plantation."
And how does this method of cultural isolation carry over
into the present? Negroes in Texas and the south are still afforded
only minimum advantages, and those attractions of cultural magnitude
have been and are still more or less restricted to the other race.
There is still a more serious influence which was so well
established by the system of slavery that many generations must
pass before the race can outgrow and therefore escape its persis
tency. Quote:
"Literacy was not an asset; the belief that education spoiled
the slave, carried over with little modification into the
1
Johnson, Charles S., Shadows of the Plantation, p. 5. Washing
ton, D. C.: Associated Publishers, 1934-.
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belief that education spoils the field hand.""'"
Even today, this evil influence is deeply imbedded into the
thinking of many descendants of plantation owners, and we find
this idea carried out in many Texas communities where-in poorest
Negro teachers are considered for employment because there are
those who contend that the Negro must not be exposed to education
except the most meager kind, for it spoils them, Even in any
number of institutions of higher learning for Negroes operated in
various sections under state control in the south, we find the
same tendency of employing Negro administrators who are not too
aggressive, but who are predisposed to accept without question the
most meager support from controlling boards for Negro education.
We can see another picture clearly if we reason awhile to
gether on the influence of a recognized pattern of social behavior
as it exists today, but which can also be traced directly to the
old slave plantation system. Now we shall not argue whether the
patterns of social behavior, to which the Negro was exposed, were
set by the planters or by the poorer whites, But, we do know
that it was and is far from ideal, considering the point of view of
currently accepted standards. Quote:
"Many crudities of manners now largely abandoned by
the white population were at one time accepted rules of
conduct and still survive deeply imbedded in the modes
of social life of Negroes, modified only as th|y have
been able to escape their cultural isolation."
^ourch, W. T., Hnlt.nre In the South, p. 5. North Carolina: The
University of North Carolina Press, 1935.
^Johnson, Charles S., Shadows of the Plantation, p. 125. Washington, D. C.: Associated Publishers, 1934.
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And in support of this carryover into our present picture of
Negro life, the reader may draw his own conclusions as to the
validity of our reasoning.
Quote:
"The high vogue of drinking, gambling and dueling would
perhaps be expected to be carried over to the slaves as a
part of their conception of the privileges of freedom. This
had an influence which could prove of little value to the
maturing of the Negro plantation slave's social concepts and
ideals. Survival patterns of the same are reflected in social
codes as well as social attitudes which were set by the econo
my of slavery."1
In verifying the above, we may consider a typical Negro to be one
who interprets freedom to mean utter disregard for law and order,
and indulgence in extremes with lack of self-control or restraint.
Let us consider this carryover a little further intb the
thinking and behavior of present day Negroes. Go to a baseball
park, to a picture show or to any such public gathering and notice
the loud, conspicuous conduct of Negroes. On trains, busses and
street card, how does the conduct of Negroes in public compare
with that of others? We may consider a Negro main street and see
if we have a right to our contention in this respect. This is
such a serious fact that it should be analyzed. We shall see
that there was a very definite motive behind teaching the Negro
this false conception of freedom. It discouraged thrift, habits
of independence and constructive thinking. Booker Washington thought
it was the greatest sin against his race that the plantation lord
1
Ibid., p. 5.
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ever invented, and I quote:
to
"The greatest injury that slavery did^my people was to de
prive them of that sense of self-dependence, habits of econ
omy and executive power which are the glory of the AngloSaxon race."1
This claim of Booker Washington was revealed during the depres
sion when so many Negroes were in the breadline partly as a result
of a lack of thrift that would have enabled them to save.
This same lack of economy was ecidenced during the second world
war when most Negroes spent huge sums of money almost as fast as
they made it; of course there were exceptions where in a percentage
of the more intelligent of Negroes cannot be so classified.
Following Booker Washington's observation concerning the Ne
gro's lack of executive power, we must admit that the same holds
true to a great extent today. Shortcomings on executive power
are prevalent in Negro church organizations, college positions of
authority and in numerous Negro business enterprises; of course,
there are exceptions to be considered in all of those instances.
We cannot ignore the existence of a common college bred type of
Negro who exhibits an air of tig I" and "little you". Some who
attain Ph.D. degrees are so lofty in attitude that they can hardly
be approached. The practice of those in power taking advantage
of those not so fortunate is typical among Negro leaders in all walks
of life, including education and business. They subconscious
ly get gratification in oppressing others as the race has so long
been oppressed. To such symbolic examples of Negro accomplishment,
"^Johnson, Charles. S., Shadows of the Plantation, p. 5. Washing
ton, D. C.: Associated Publishers, 1934.
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we can only say that the race needs to replace superficialities
with realities and must please discard the apparent tendency to
mistake the shadow for the substance. The race is so far behind
in its standard as workers because of the racial tendency of nonresponsibility and as thinkers, we are too shallow, One writer
said, and I quote:
"Thy day of regeneration and renovation will never dawn
'til thou has learned to dig deep, and lay foundations
broad and firm and learn to educate thoroughly; learn to
distinguish gold from filding and silver from tinsel."
And the dawn of this new day is here for the Negro race if
we take the exemplification as found in the truly great person
alities characterized by simple dignity, humility and graciousness
such as that of Marian Anderson, Roland Hayes and George Washington
Carver. These are symbolic of heights of accomplishment unexcelled
and yet they exhibit personalities as pure and simple as true great
ness signifies.
Repression of initiative, prejudices and false representation
of the Negro people have caused their struggles to attain recogni
tion and mere necessities, to be so great, that there was neither
time, means, interest, nor even awareness of cultural pursuits.
Detached, set aside and cast on the margin of American standards
of life, the Negro was cut off from the cultural adventures of
the other race by the system of segregation and discrimination that
also has added their share of background influences to further in
tensify those so thoroughly instilled by the plantation system.
Satisfaction of what he has done during the past decades blinds
the Negro to the things that he should do now, and he has drifted
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into a stage of complacency. Inspite of all that 6an be said of
Negro progress, the Negro has been and remains today the invalid
in the family of races, culturally speaking. He scornfully re
jects expert diagnosis and treatment and persistently fails to
trsat himself or even to recognize that his energies or talents
are paralized by a malady which certainly could be rendered less
burdensome, which with careful and persistent treatment of a sound
culture might even be transformed into another of his great awaken
ings. The diagnosis of such subtle and unconscious disorders will
always remain a perilous task. Now with this analysis of background
influences that has given the psychological pattern of the Negroes'
cultural differences, and the reasons for the same, we shall venture
to trace his musical background and development, including his present
status which is largely determined by the same background influences,
and are, therefore, subject to very slight modification, by the Negro
Interscholastic League and other factors. The interest in instru
mental music among Negro schools is limited almost entirely to swing.
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Musical Background of the Negro
"0 black and unknown bards of long ago,
How come your lips to touch the sacred fire?
How, in your darkness, did you come to know
The power and beauty of the minstrel's lyre?
Who first from midst his bonds lifted his eyes?
Who first from out the still watch, lone and long,
feeling the ancient faith of prophets rise
Within his dark-kept soul, burst into song?
Heart of what slave poured out such melody
as "Steal Away to Jesus"? On its strains
His spirit must have nightly floated free,
Though still about his hands he felt his chains.
Who heard great "Jordan Roll"? Whose starward eye
Saw chariot "swing low"? And who was he
that breathed that comforting, melodic sigh,
"Nobody knows de trouble I see"?
What merely living clod, what captive thing,
Could up toward God through all its darkness grope,
And find within its deadened heart to sing
These songs of sorrow, love and faith, and hope?
How did it catch that subtle undertone,
That note in music heard not with the ears?
How sound the elusive reed so seldom blown,
which stirs the soul or melts the heart to tears?
Not that great German master in his dream
of harmonies that thundered amongst the stars
At the Creation, ever heard a theme
Nobler than "Go down, Moses". Mark its bars,
How like a mighty trumpet call they stir
The blood. Such are the notes that men have sung
Going to valorous deeds; such tones there were
That helped make history when time was young.
There is a wide, wide wonder in it all,
That from ah graded rest and servile toil
The fiery spirit of the seer should call
These simple children of the sun and soil.
0 black slave singers, gone forgot, unfamed,
you—you alone, of all the long, long line
Of those who've sung untaught, unknown, unnamed,
Have stretched out upward, seeking the devine.
You sang not deeds of heroes or of kings;
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No chant of bloody war, no exulting paean
of arras - won triumphs; but your humble strings
You touched in chord with music empyrean.
You stand far better than yoy knew; the songs
That for your listeners' hungry hearts sufficed
Still live, — but more than this to you belongs;
You sang a race from wood and stone to Christ."1
African Origin
It has been found that the content or significance of the African
dances may be traced in the legends of that continent, In like
manner, many of the songs are found based on a fable or folk tale,
or descriptive of a social custom or a tribe or nation, Here,
through music, we find a related myth that has existed for centuries. Had the explorers of Africa been musicians as well as archae
ologists, they would have appreciated the mighty ally of song which
was at their hand, and their historical researches would have been
expedited.
During 1913-14, James Barnes, the novelist and war explorer,
collected a number of folk songs in Central Africa. The music was
recorded, by the use of a reproducing phonograph. "It is surprising
• to me", says Barnes, "to find how similar African music is to that
of the Negroes in America. That is evident to one who is not a
professional musician. As you will see from our files and films,
many of the dances are like those which our southern Negroes have
made familiar, such as the Cakewalk and the shuffle. We can only
approximate the music, of course, for they use intervals that are
strange to our ears". It is quite likely that the feelings of the
1
Johnson, J. Rosamond, THR Book of Negro Spirituals, pp. 11-12.
New York, N.Y.I The Viking Press, 1929.
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the Negroes in America were expressed in the manner of the primi
tive music of Africa and that the first generation should unburden their troubled souls, and voice their homesickness in a
medium familiar to them. Krehbiel remarked that "they contain
idioms which were transplanted hither from Africa, but as songs
they are the product of American institutions."1
Early Secular Trend
It is noticeable that before interest was aroused in the in
spired and extemporaneous song of the race, Negro minstrelsy was
practised by plantation groups of gifted slaves who were allowed
to entertain plantation guests. As a forerunner of black-face
minstrelsy, a troupe of comedians under the direction of Louis
Tabary (1791), appeared in New Orleans giving their shows in houses
and tents, and finally in a theater on St. Pierre street between
Royal and Bourbon. Shortly after white groups were formed and,
with their unique style of entertainment, the stage setting, a
half moon of black faces, an interlocutor "star", the jocular end
men, and for music, bones, tambourines and guitars, they gained
widespread reputation here and abroad.2
On July 17, 1873, white men with blackened faces and grotesquely
clothed, gave a performance in Cincinnati, Ohio. This was'' said to
be the first authentic "Negro Minstrel" troupe. But troupes of
Major Dumbleton's Ethiopian Serenaders, active in 1844, played in
London in 184.8. Jerry Bryant, whose real name was O'Brien, was of
1
Cuney-Hare, Maud, Negro Musicians and Their Music, p. 16.
Washington, D. C.J Associated Publishers.
2Ibid..

p. 3A.
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this troupe, but later he led the Bryant's Minstrels with his two
brothers, Dan and Meil, and was prominent in the North in 1857.
Jerry died in 1861, but the company,said to have been an excellent
one, continued for some years. In 1868, their program included
operatic burlesques.
In 1859, Bryant's Minstrels introduced "Dixie's Land" which
became one of the most popular songs of the nation. It is said
to have been written for this troupe by "Dan Emmett", who publish
ed the song in i860. There is a controversy as to the authorship.
A correspondent writes in the Boston Evening Transcript that he
heard the song in Cincinnati in the early part of 1859, when it
was played by Menter's Military Band. They had been engaged for
a parade in New Orleans and had brought back this striking air
with them. It was said to be of Negro origin, the sentiment
having originated not from the use of the Mason and Dixon Line
but from the currency. In Louisiana, prior to 1860, citizen's notes
were printed both in French and English, Among these were popular
ten-dollar bills which bore the French term, "Dix", and were commonly known as "Dixies"."*"
From a judicious use of syncopation, ragtime, quickly followed
by jazz and the blues, gave unrestrained zest to the stage-dances.
Negroes had been engaged in the theatre, in the comedy type of entertaihment as early as 1820, when the "African Players" performed in
New York. In 1873, Lyles and Lyles, a musical comedy team played
"Free and Easy", a variety show. Twenty years later there were many
companies on the road. On August A, 1890, Sam T. Jack's "Creoles"
1
Ibid., p.127.
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opened at Haverhill, Massachusetts, with the novelty of Negro wo
men on the professional stage, John V. W. Isham followed in 1895
by presenting the "-Octoroons" abroad, in a comedy called "oriental
America". About 1896, S.H. Dudley's "Smart Set", including Walter
Smart, who wrote his own songs as well as the lyrics for his wife,
Marion, one of the beauties of the play, became known far and wide
for the chorus of extremely pretty colored girls."'"
A Contrast
Turning back the pages of history, we find it remarkable that
in a period as early as from 1847 to 1876, had arisen a number of
Negro musicians and singers whose work was of sufficient merit to
demand recognition from the white press and from cultured people of
the country. In various large centers such as New Orleans, Memphis,
Philadelphia, Boston, New York City and Detroit, groups of musicians
who made a wide reputation as performers of dance music, rapidly arose. Particularly in New Orleans, the home of the "French Opera",
2
the group turned to the classics as their standard.
With a keen recognition of the musical ability of Negroes, such
an organization as "The Nalle Jubilee Singers" was established a fewyears ago by Miss Mary Nalle of Washington, D. C., with Harry A. Will
iams as director. "The American Folk Singers" under the direction of
Henry Lee Grant of Washington, and the "Folk Song Singers" organized
in 1914 by Mrs. &irriet Gibbs Marshall, president of the Washington
Conservatory of Music, and directed by Will Marion Cook, were commend-
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able undertakings.
1Ibid.,

p. 157.
p. 197
3Ibid., p. 2a

2Ibid.,
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Descriptive names of the blackface form of minstrelsy which
white performers adapted included those of the Virginia Minstrels
followed by Congo Melodists (Boston 18^2), Ethiopian Serenaders,
the Sable Harmonizers, and the Nightingale Serenaders. Beginning

•

the 12th of September, 1932, Joseph Webber and Lew Fields cele
brated their partnership in minstrelsy by a Golden Jubilee of two
weeks' radio performance.
At this time, popular songs and writers also had their day.
The "Jim Crow" Song of Negro minstrelsy days, held the stage be
tween 1815 and 1857, but rumors of its coming were heralded by
Negro melodies from Missouri as early as 1810 and 1812. Henry E.
Krehbiel mentions a descriptive song of the battle of plattsburg
which he heard sang in Negro dialect in 1815. A song which was
printed in the Negro Singer's Own Book, I846, is a canoe song
typical of the racial songs of canoe and river:
"I got
I went
When I
I look

up in the mornin' 'bout brake of day,
to de ribber, by canoe gone away,
got to de ribber radder wide
oder yonder, my canoe on toder side."

It would be difficult, however, to declare that either of these two
songs are originally Negro ones. The first was incorporated into a
drama while the second is akin to the type of true Negro song that
was parodied by white impersonators on the minstrel stage•
"Grandfather's Clock" was published by C. M. Cady of New York
as the "most popular song in America" with words and music credited
to Henry Clay Work, a Connecticut white man. However, from the time
the song became known—in I876~it was spoken of as Sam Lucas' song.
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The most famous group ih the history of American folk music is
The Fisk Jubilee Singers. The earliest group under the tutelage and
direction of the Rev. George White undertook a concert tour in October, 1871. The troupe was composeo of Jennie Jackson, and Maggie Por
ter, Soprano; Ella Sheppard, Soprano and pianist; Minnie Tate, contralto; Thomas Rutling, tenor; Benjamin M. Holmes, tenor and I. P. Dickersdn
with Green Evans, basses. The songs which soon made an enviable reputation for the Jubilee Singers were the religious folk-songs called
"Negro Spirituals".
These musicians relied mainly upon the "songs of their people".
"Steal Away" charmed the Council of Congregational Churches at Oberlin as did "Swing Low Sweet Chariot" when sung for Queen Victoria and
the crowned heads in Europe. Received everywhere with great favor,
these singers raised a fund of $150,000., which built the fine Memorial
Hall of Fisk University.

Later

receipts made possible the building

of Livingstone Hall. The history of the Fisk Jubilee Singers - the
choice of their song material, the plantation melodies - refutes the
statement made in 1932 by George Pullen Jackson, a professor of Ger
man at Vanderbilt University, that the Fisk Jubilee Singers depended
on the Moody and Sankey type of white revival song, and not on Negro
spirituals.
Later Development
Negro music is one of the foremost subjects of discussion in the
modern world. "In the good south", says The Listener, writing in the
Boston Evening Transcript, "America should be sometime the greatest
of musical nations since she inherits the music of all the rest of
the world, including that of Africa, Asia and the Polynesian islands,
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to say nothing of the native Indian music which is coming to the
fore. But just now all these far-flung lines of musical inspiration are being jumbled into jazz".
In 1905 the first Negro Jazz Band was heard at Proctor's Twentythird Street Theatre. The orchestra consisted of banjos, guitars,
mandolins, saxophones, drum, violin, two bass and a double—bass.
The band was rehearsed by Will Marion Cook. Meeting with great success immediately, it appeared at Hammerstein's victoria, and shortly
afterwards the band opened the Olympia in Paris, Engagements followed
at the Palace Theatre in London and at the Schuman Circus in Berlin.
Compositions by the colored writer, Will Dixon, were played while
Buddy Gilmore, who originated the present d^yle of trap jazz drumming,
performed his acrobatic drum antics.
"Jazz" had been defined as a verb rather than a noun. Writing
in The Forum in the late summer of 1928, Sigmund Spaeth makes the
deduction that

,,iJass

is not a form of music. It is a treatment

applied to music, and incidentally, to all the other arts, and to
modern life in general. The Jazz treatment, in brief, is a distortion of the conventional, a revolt against tradition, a deliberate twisting of established formulas. As such, it is thoroughly characteristic of the civilization of today, Every rebel in
art has "jazzed" the formulas of his predecessors. In fact, "jazz"
is a verb, rather than noun... If jass effects are recognised as
mere distortions of the conventional, it is easy to see that there
but that all music may be subjected
is no such thing as jazz per se,
to a jazz treatment."

u
Higher Development
The individual Negro composer, caught in the controversial
trends of the time, is in a state of development, and his output
naturally differs from the product known as "Negro Music" which
is collective and more or less defined. They with renewed vision
are writing with unlimited National appeal, compositions based
upon seriousness of purpose and upon artistic foundations equal
to that of the better composers of any other nation.
The rise of Harry T. Burleigh, singer and composer, the most
distinguished of the Negro musicians and one of the most noted of
his time, well illustrates this point.
Clarence Cameron White, violinist-composer, born in Clarksville, Tennessee; schooled at Howard University and Oberlin College,
has done much to demonstrate the advancement of the Negro in music
of the finer quality. Schooled abroad, the Violinist spent the
summer of 1906 in study in London, England. During his two years
abroad, he was first violinist in the String Players' Club of
Croydon, said to be the finest string orchestra in England at the
time, and conducted by Coleridge-Taylor.
R. Nathaniel Dett has given to the world such music as the
"Juba Dance", "0 Holy Lord", an anthem for eight-part mixed chorus;
"Music in the Mine", an unaccompanied folk-song scene, written for
solo tenor voice and chorus.
We have already mentioned the phenominal advances made by concert artists elsewhere in this discourse, In this latter discussion
which is largely a verbatum reproduction from authoritative sources,
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we may arrive at this conclusion:
The Negro with a rich African musical background, inspired
and reenforced by American life and customs but largely denied
exposure to American culture and advantages of higher cultivation,
has followed the line of natural gift rather than societal culti
vation in its outlet, and given America a new vigor, color and vi
tality in music which is typically Negroid in character in the form
of blues, jazz and swing, which is influencing the style of true
American music of a more serious vein. We see also that a small
but growing percentage of Negro talent in proportion to exposure
to higher advantages, is developing into superior artists and com
posers of a higher branch of musical accomplishment comparable to
that of any other group of people.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEGRO
The following charts will clearly demonstrate the common
characteristics of the Negro from the following levels, cultural
and non-cultural.
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Parents with training above high school level - 12 %.
Parents with only high school training and below - 88 %.
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Those from high schools with bands or orchestras - 1 %.
Those from high schools that feature swing bands - 4.0 %.
Those from high schools with no bands or orchestras - 59 %o•

Homes having a musical instrument (excluding radio) 4-0 °/c •
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39.

Those able to comprehend and appreciate standard or Classical
Music - 2 °/o*
Those who comprehend popular and swing music only - 98 %.
Those with a desire to understand and appreciate the better
music - 6 %.
Those graduating from high schools with standard courses in
music appreciation 0 %o»
Those graduating from high schools with state accredited music
departments - 0 %.
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Comparison of the Interscholastic Leagues In Texas
The white interscholastic league was organized to serve as a
stimulant for excellence in musical achievement based upon sound
educational foundation developed in public schools. Therefore,
competition serves as encouragement for musical achievement.
In direct contrast, the Negro interscholastic league cannot
serve as encouragement of musical achievement based upon sound
education because organized music in Negro schools is practically
unknown. The Negro Interscholastic League might serve to focus
attention or stimulate interest in music.
The Texas Interscholastic League in cooperation with the
State Department of Education, National Band, Orchestra, Vocal
I

Association and the Texas Music Educators' Association, sponsors
music contests based on national standards for such organizations,
as well as instrumental and vocal soloists and ensembles. On the
other hand the Negro Interscholastic League having no such national
or state affiliation and questionable musical educational standards,
promotes contests limited to male and female quartets, vocal and
instrumental solos. The quality of performers and educational value
of such contests are almost reduced to zero since there are no educa
tional foundations developed along these lines in the Negro schools,
and accepted standards are unknown.
Judges for the white competitions are usually the most outstand
ing authorities in the given fields chosen by the State and National
boards. In contrast, the music judges for the Negro Interscholastic
League are usually one or two musically trained leaders or teachers
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employed at the school where contests are held, supplemented
by persons who are more or less musically inclined without any
special musical training, who were secured because of convenience
since they are more or less connected with the college where the
contests are conducted.
Owing to the size of the State, the Texas Interscholastic
League is divided into eight regions for competition purposes.
Those rating the highest are sent to compete nationally with
winners of other states. The Negro Interscholastic League does
not consider the size of the state, and all district winners
must journey to Prairie View for state competition. There is no
national follow-up.
In conclusion, the Texas Interscholastic League contest program
has provided the necessary incentive that has fired enthusiasm of the
nation to develop

fine# A capella choirs, choruses, bands, and or-

chestras. The results of the Negro Interscholastic League have not
fired such enthusiasm for fine music, but has rather created jealousy,
friction and poor sportsmanship among contestants, One of the specific reasons for this is the fact that the contests are limited to the
hearing of the judges only, The Texas Interscholastic league contests
on the other hand are public, and are open to contestants as well, add
since the judges are of national repute, there is no doubt concerning
decisions.
The interest in instrumental music among Negro schools is
limited almost entirely to swing, The educational value of music
is not stimulated because of the existence of the League.

AS

The Negro Interscholastic League is young in age and can be
a powerful musical influence in the state of Texas if it will de
fine its objectives and change its practices to meet the needs of
Negro public schools in cooperation with the State Department of
Education.

CHAPTER III
FORCES DETERMINING THE STATUS OF MUSIC
APPRECIATION IN NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS
IN TEXAS
In general the south does not realize that the great contrast
of difference in advancement between itself and other sections of
the country are as great as that which exists between the two
races (white and Negro) in the south itself. The south is so satisfied with itself that it does not bother to measure itself in
terms of national standards, educationally, politically nor economically. The south spends its spare moments in self-praise and in
complacent satisfaction, while the rest of the country viev;s it
in its true perspective of relative value, and smiles at its
naiveness and quaint antiquity of a forgotten age. And likewise
the Negro is inclined to become so secluded in his small sphere
that he may too be unconscious of higher standards of behavior
and response. Thinkers, educators and critics recognize the
cultural backwardness of the south on account of economic handi
caps and educational inferiority. Quote:
"The impressive fact that areas of high per capita and
income are identical with the areas of advanced school
systems, suggests that if the south is poor it may be so
because it has so long had poor schools."
"The loud boasting of the people and the beating of the
tom-toms about the trends where the south believes it leads,
may stop its ears to the truth about where it actually lags•
The south can attain national standards in education, in
industry and in other phases of life but it must first face
squarely its shortcomings, strive more mightly to demon
strate the quality and quantity of its educational facili
ties, by testing them comparatively with the best that other
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states possess; establish the habit of intelligent selfcriticism, and use more fully its material resources to
increase its educational resources. Otherwise the south
will continue to lag and to permit the heavy taxation of
provincial prejudice and false pride, which is not levied
and collected at many points in that section, to continue.
If the south is considered as a culturally backward area, how
much more must the Negro in Texas be buried below the scale of ap
praisement than his more fortunate white colleague?
In spite of the reputation of the South elsewhere, we shall
have to admit the marked recent advancement made by southerners
particularly in drama and music. Little theaters, civic opera
companies, symphony orchestras and civic music associations are
increasingly growing in popularity and are exerting a powerful in
fluence in spreading culture throughout the south including Texas.
Quote:
"In the South the radio has rendered an invaluable
service, for even the urban Southerner never experienced
in the past the opportunities for good music enjoyed by
the urban North. Millions in both the urban and rural South
who seldom or never heard any music five years ago are hear
ing music every day through the radio. Not that all the
music that comes over the radio is worth hearing. The most
that can be said for some of it is that it is the privilege
of everyone to turn the dials and find his own amusement ;
level. But the radio has made it possible, if one wishes, to
hear good music every day. Many southerners to whom the
great symphony orchestras of the country in the past were
mere names have now actually heard them. Great singers,
pianists, violinists, whom many southerners formerly hoped
to hear only perhaps once in a lifetime on some trip east,
can now be heard at home several times a year. To those in
places remote from musical centers who have the intelligence
to use it properly, the radio is a priceless gift."
1
Couch, W.
Carolina Press,
2
p.
Ibid

T•> Culture In the South, p. 288. The University of
1935.
288
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Economic and Political Forces
There is no practical value in advancing and proving that
Tejtas High School students are the prosterity of an environment
of cultural poverty for generations unless we analyze the causes
and provide means of altering the same. The economic, political,
religious and educational forces are so entangled and combined in
their influences in determining the status that it is almost an
imposition to analyze each separately. And so we shall discuss
them in their inter-relationship in shaping the pattern of the
status of music appreciation among Negroes.
First, we shall have to shift the position of our reasoning
so that we shall approach our study from the same viewpoint. We
shall have to consider scientific investigation and research as
established by the brilliant Robert E. Farks, carried out at the
University of Chicago, where the men proved by objective and im
partial investigation that the huipan community grows according to
a definite scientific law and that the process of growing rushes
toward the peripheral on the outside, In other words they established as far back as 1929, the idea that human society is an organi
zation in which something that happened in one part necessarily
affects the other parts, There are varieties of areas in a community zone which vary so widely that problems in one area may be
far more acute than in others and usually bring about community
disorganization, Then we must consider the economic angle concerning the proportion of the communities' population and those
that are unemployed - the extent to which they are supported by
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public charity or relief. According to the investigation, disease,
ignorance and social roal—adjustment follow the pattern of economic
low standards. The system of analysis they used does not depend
upon the time in which they made the investigation. It was proved
that whatever things are found true at any given time, conditions
remaining the same, will be true for all time. The low economic
status of the Negro in Texas is not a question for debate and
his political opportunities are too recent to have any affect
and will be slow in its evolution because all economic and social
changes involve a change in thought patterns. Deficiencies are
not only economic but educational as well. And cultural back
wardness will persist until economic handicaps are overcome.
Then it naturally follows, since the south, including Texas, is
too poor to offer standard educational facilities for all the
children, that the Negro as an increased burden, necessitating
a dual system, is denied cultural advancement in the educational
machinery. Therefore, two races in Texas living side by side in
the same environment, yet upon different planes, explain the dif
ference in the cultural status of the Negro as compared with his
white boss; and the difference in the musical ideals of white
youth as compared with the Negro high school pupil.
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Social Forces
Only in recent years have small' attempts been made to offer
high school youth any school advantages of music instruction.
The courses that are offered are intthe form of activity rather
than standardized courses which include music appreciation given
by persons who are not trained to understand what they are supposed
to impart. With his present background and environment, how can
he be expected to absorb higher musical impressions? Social forces
have conditioned him against it by depriving his kind of even a
glimpse of the existence of art, music for generations. His en
vironment nurtures music of the opposite type. So, to him, the
limited music courses in the school seem contrary to the musical
atmosphere already in existence, the fragrance of which is to him
the breath of life.
"Finally an aesthetic conscience is possible only if the
non-aesthetic standards and all judgements based on false
conception of the purpose of art are eliminated."
"In the south from which so many of our talented young men
and women have come, it is difficult to hear good music sung
or played by famous artists. In Atlanta, Georgia, lor years
the Negro was not allowed to attend the performances OJ visit
ing opera companies. It was only In 1930 that the Philhar
monic opera Society of New Orleans opened a section of seats
and allowed Negroes to become a part of its audience of
thousand subscribers. In Washington, the capitol city, Negroes
are either refused admission or segregared at symphony and
artists' concerts.it2
"'"Davidson, Archibald T., ''n.qic Education in America, pp. 70 71.
New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1926.
2Hare, Maud Cuney, M»gr-n Musicians and Their Music, p. 322.
Washington, D. C.: Associated Publishers, 1936.
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Teachers being the products of an environment void of cul
tural musical experiences enjoy jazz and popular songs as the
height of their musical understanding. But how can they so affect
music appreciation among high school pupils when each one has his
own field of concentration and teaching?
If they had professional etiquette enough to remain in their
respective fields of activity, they would have very little in
fluence for the wordt. But, they encourage the atmosphere of
general low taste in the school by forever presetting cheap,
sensational programs for their clubs, departments, athletics,
contests, and various other school activities. Such programs
fail to represent anything complimentary of educational worth,
but are sanctioned by the administration for the sake of raising
funds.
The possible objection ot the music teacher to such practices
is altogether misunderstood by other teachers, whose musical prospectives are barren because they are products of college environ
ments in the state of Texas whose academic programs did not de
velop the aesthetic side of their personalities.
"The function of the school is to provide education for
its cMldren, not entertainment. Young immature musicians
should not be overtaxed nor exploited, by public appear
ances. Several out of school appearances to acquaint the
public with the activities of the music department and to
serve as a stimulus to the elective musical organizations
are desired. Concerts for financial protitj if the funds
are not used for this may include concerts and operettas,
But use caution that the music department is not exploited
for furnishing libraries, buying pictures, school supplies
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and basketball outfits These things should come by
school appropriation."1
Exploitation and misrepresentation of the music department
without knowledge or conception of the evils involved are by
common practices carried on in innocent ignorance by teachers
of high school subjects, without knowledge or conception of the
evils involved by improper practices that defeat educational re
sults.
The appreciation of music is a matter of purely education
based upon intelligent familiarity with good music. But this
familiarity will come about only by enlisting the interest and
cooperation of the listener, How can Texas High school youth
become familiar with good music by means of a music department
offering appreciation courses when the rest of the school is
engaged heartily in off-setting this effort by confronting ohe
child with abundant music of an opposite standard, both by par
ticipation and listening? The child's interest becomes and re
mains divided. And since the cheap music is already deeply root
ed in the environment of the school and the community, it naturally appeals to him most because it is more familiar to him. So
to enlist his interest and cooperation under these circumstances
is a dexterious feat, which is practical only to the super human
powers of which no average teacher is equal.
1
Davidson, Archibald, Musi(L.Education.in America, p. 105.
New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1926.
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It is not the purpose of the music teacher to impose musi
cianship upon all high school youth, but to give all children a
fair opportunity towards all around development of his personal
ity including music appreciation. The non-musician needs the in
spiration of good music no less than the musician; for develop
ment of personality is the first duty of everyone. Acquaintance
with good music and other forms of art are as essential in this
connection as good food is to the body. A symmetrical life grows
out of a symmetrically composed personality without musical training of some sort, an education is truly one-sided, But good music
promoted by one source in a school and off—set by a dozen other
forces within the school has small chance to improve the musical
morale of the school, What is the hope for the status of music
appreciation in the Negro high school in the state of Texas?
"Mental and artistic developments are largely the re
sult of proper viewpoint - the right ideal, if you please;
and when our ideals are debased or beclouded, how can we
hope for progress?"1
This statement seems to sum up the artistic equipment of our
high school co-workers in the state of Texas.
"Works of art are ideals, possibilities of experience,
not given things which everybody can appreciate without
knowledge and effort... And what wonder that we find
oeople disagreeing in their judgements when, because of ^
ignorance, they are not reporting about the same objec s.
1
Erb, Lawrence J., Mu-irffnr the Student, p. 2.
New York: G. Schirmer Inc., 1926.
2
Parker, Dewitt H., The Principles of Aesthetics^, p. U6.
New York: Silver Burdett Company, 1920.
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So that the difference or the lack of experience render our
co-workers unable to interpret the fact that they by certain
activities are unfavorably determining the status of music appre
ciation inthe Negro high schools of Texas.
Religious Forces
Away from the glory of the Negro spiritual which stands as a
monument to the race in the age of religious fervor, aesthetic
change unguided for generations has lead the Negro not only into
the craze of popular swing music of his environment but into and
even far more objectionable lure of gospel music or songs. Some
may attack the writer and challenge him to recognize that religious
music cannot be anything but pure and inspiring in its effect upon the people. This is true of real religious music, but not of
the vicious cheap shallow uninspired music which in torch song
style steals religious words and dance hall rhythm. They lack reverence and conviction. There is no sincerity in them and they refleet the symbol of the age which is hypocracy. Musically, they
are void of melodic ana harmonic variety. The monotony is deafen
ing to the intellect and devitalizing, though tantalizing to the
untutored masses. Gospel songs are the result of undisciplined,
untrained musical production and interest, The Negro music talent
through them is seeking an outlet inthe avenues of least resistence. This class of music kills musical receptivity for a con
structive approach and the spreading of gospel music is rapid and
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unlimited in its effect as a' negative force determining music
appreciation for high school youth in Te±as. For a more detailed
discussion of the type of religious music see Appendix A, and read
a lecture given to a typical church group on the seriousness of
this problem.
In summarizing this chapter, let us conclude thats
Social forces have deprived Negroes in the south and in Texas
particularly of cultural advantages in the form of artists and symphony concerts because of color, for generations. And this had
conditioned the race into a state of cultural poverty, and causes
much undisciplined interest and production. And this low musical
atmosphere is found in no less degree in the high schools affect
ing pupils and teachers alike. The teachers, being products for
the most part of Texas colleges suffering from the same forces,
promote projects in keeping with their experience that retard
rather than aid musical appreciation in the high schools of the
state. All of this is intensified by religious music which deadens and devitalizes all hope of intelligent appeal.

CHAPTER IV
THE PROBLEM OF MUSIC APPRECIATION IN THE
TEXAS NEGRO HIGH SCHOOL

The Problem of Music Handicap in Early Grades

"Intelligent and discriminating listening to music can not
be too early begun. From kindergarden throughout all grades,
0.bout one fourth of the time might be devoted to this practice
•(• * ..Not all school children will be musical performers
and these, as well as those who will actively associated with
music, will be immensely benefited by an early formation of
the habit of listening
There is plenty of time later on
in which to dilate on reiterated motives and rhythmic
figures and also on form and content
With increased
powers of observation and wider experience, children will
accept quite naturally an explanation of details, but from
the very beginning, time should be devoted as often as
possible to listening uncomplicated and unhindered by ex
planation; for in no other way may children be brought so
effectively into direct contact with beauty.
Unfortunately, little or no opportunity is afforded the school
child to grow up with good music, Due to separate, segregated
schools, where only the minimum of courses of instruction are
afforded, music and the arts are either left out all together or
introduced in some small measure with decisive disadvantages. An
abundance of good well chosen records and an amplified electric
phonograph around which the teacher could plan effective listen
ing lessons to supplement and complement other music instruction is
not in most cases provided and it's importance is not generally
discernable. So the child mind when receptive, plastic, unbiased
or unprejudiced towards good music and could absorb lasting im1

Davison, Archibald T • ) Music Education in America, p. 70.
New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1926.
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- 60 pressions as a musical foundation for his later life, is robbed of
the opportunity.

And his barren artistic mind is easily the prey

for the coarse music invasions of high school days that are a
part

of his environment.
And more acute than a lack of early exposure to good music

to set the pattern for aesthetic growth in the fabric of his mind
as he grows, is a more serious problem.
Kindergarten and grade teachers are being assigned to the
most crucial task of establishing the fundamentals of musical
knowledge and tastes, many of whom are not merely unfited, but
who are lacking interest; and, in most cases, they are almost
totally illiterate from a musical standpoint.

Some of these peo

ple are unmusical,have an absence of favorable background and
forced into this new duty because of the tecent tendency to offer
to Negro children music instruction in the schools at the least
possible cost. This means that the grade teacher must assume
the extra work, whether she is prepared for it or not. It is
unfortunatley supposed that if there is a city music supervisor,
the grade teacher can be instructed enough to teach this phase
of school work, through the use of course outlines.
The argument given above is fully substantiated by questionnaires
which were answered by five representative city school systems
in Texas concerning music in Negro public schools.

The typical

cities contacted were Dallas,Fort Worth, Houston, Waco and San
Antonio.

If pronounced deficiency was found to exist in these centers,

how much less effective must the music programs be in smaller
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cities and in rural Negro communities?

It is safe to conclude

as previously stated that musical opportunities in Negro schools
of Texas are introduced with decisive disadvantages, or absent
altogether.
The reader may serch his own conclusions as to the future
of high school music appreciation from kindergarten up to high
school under conditions mentioned above.
In brief, let us make a contrast of musical conditions in
white schools in Texas where there has been for the most part
continuous growth from modest beginnings over a period of years
or even decades to some of the best organized systems in the south;
and the influence of music appreciation through progress toward
superior teaching with adequate facilities and equipment develops
throughout the grades and carries over into high schools. The
results culminate in high schools and are reflected in the
communities. The Creation, The Messiah and similar works are
sung with skill and enjoyment by high school choruses; and the
high school orchestras play movements for Brahms, Beethoven and
Tchaikovaski; while memberships in civic music associations
increase each year because of a growing interest is good music.
The condition is typical and is becoming general among the whites
of Texas.

But side by side in the same community we find just the

opposite among Negroes, because of other short comings of school
music opportunities.
The problem of musical handicap in the early grades
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presents us with a high school pupil with insecure and insufficient
musical foundation upon which to build higher musical ideals through
music appreciation in the high school. In the five Texas cities, we
found practically the same problem, differing only in degree and al
tered by slight differences in causes, but arriving at the same re
sults and so the musical insight of Negro children on reaching high
school may be itemized as follows: (l) Their knowledge of music
elements is either surprisingly small or lacking altogether. (2) The
musical taste or background is either pathetically undernourished or
absent altogether.
The extent or the failure in the early grades, in these re
spects, is proved by the present state of public musical taste and
by the fact that those who have passed and those who are just pass
ing from elementary school age give slight indication of increased
interest in good music.
Granted that we accept the results from questionnaires as au
thentic, let us review the findings as a sort of summary which are
as follows:
(1) Deficient organization of music instruction in the
early grades or no claim for organized instruction
with a contentment in useless music activity mas
querading under the same music supervision.
(2) A contentment with insecure and insufficient founda
tions provided showy performances which resulted.
(3) Inferior music materials.
(4.) Lack of adequate facilities and material to effec
tively teach music appreciation, augmented by in
efficient persons in charge of this responsibility.
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(5) Persons in charge of bands feature swing music as a
reflection of their lack of educational vision and
absence of knowledge and respect for music as an
art.
The criticism which applied to music teaching generally, about
a decade ago, when it was still in its pioneering stage, is too
true of the present handicap of the Begro school pupil in Texas.
Let us quote Mr. Davison on the subject:
"The fundamental cause of a lack of advance
ment towards music appreciation by the great
body of our people is to be found in the absence
of?'logical and continuous plan of music education
based upon the highest standards. Continuity which
exists in other branches of education and which
insures normal progress from elementary schools
through higher institutions is lacking in music
instruction
And, in some particulars, such
as consistent use of good music, we are still
highly deficient."1
In keeping with the importance of musical background in the
early grades as an indispensable beginning upon which to build
higher musical ideals in high school youth, Mr. Davidson further
adds:

"Chiefly should we insist that the materials
shall in every sense be the best, for without an
appreciation as comes by close contact with
the highest types of music, all our efforts in
behalf of educating children will be comparative
ly useless, and we shall send them on to other
and more varied musical experiences in the high
school, college, and in later life, unfitted
either to understand or to enjoy."2
The question may remain in your minds as to just how musical

progress in any degree could be made in the Negro high schools of
Texas.

The child comes to high school musically void, educational-

1Davidson, Archibald T
• * Music Education in America, pp. 7-75.
New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1926.
2Ibid

•9

p. 75
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impressions from his environment which he has absorbed and nurtured
from his earliest recollections.

But we still have other problems

to be presented that are also startling revelations to those who
are not familiar with the Southwest and especially with the edu
cational system in Texas among Negroes, from the angle of music
in the public schools.

In contrast to the Negro problem let us

compare the situation as it pertains to whites. Quote:
"A recent survey made in the Dallas Public Schools
and published in the Chamber of Commerce bulletin
shows very plainly the widespread and genuine inter
est among school children in that city. During
the survey 15,088 children were interviewed. Of
this number 1, 480 were studying piano under private
teachers; 1, 767 were interested in taking piano;
and 4,646 were interested in studying band and
orchestra instruments. The survey further showed
that there is an R. 0. T. C. band in every Dallas
high school; an orchestra in every Dallas high school;
approximately ten orchestras in grade schools;
and many choral glee clubs besides. The figures
carry real convietion of musical interest existing
among boys and girls in Dallas, Happily it is felt
that they can be paralleled in many other southern
cities!,1^
From the above we get a clear contrast of unorganized music for
Negroes and organized standard courses in the white schools. However judging from questionnaires from the five Texas cities via discover that recently definite steps are in progress to improve in
struction for Negro public school music departments.

On encourag

ing fact is found in attampts on the part of some of the cities to
secure trained music teachers for each of the elementary schools and
^Chouch, W. T., Culture in the South, p. 201.
of North Carolina Press , 1935

The University
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music programs seem to be neglected altogether and Negro schools
deserving the same seem to drift into swing music as a natural
recourse from undirected and undisciplined tendencies. The reader
is referred to appendix£ for an account of a music program for
one of the cities under observation.

(b) T.HE PROBLEM OF THE NEGRO HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER OF
MUSIC PROFESSIONALLY
~
~~—

You can understand just what is involved in the musical out
look and equipment of the Negro high school teacher of music in
the state of Texas, if you have again read Chapter Two of this
discourse. In that chapter you received an idea of the back
ground of the average Negro high school teacher, culturally
speaking.

The teacher of high school music in most cases is the

product of the vary same environment, especially up until the
time he may go elsewhere to seek professional training, However,
it will be found that the great majority of them seek this training in the state of Texas, thus hardly making a change by cultural
contact elsewhere.
In the Negro high school teacher of music we have a composite
problem found in no other race.

Generally speaking, we have in

most cases a person of talent tempered not only by racial heritage,
but by southern musical traditions and also by early unfavorable

musical environments. He has studied music to a more or less
degree, but there are certain subtle qualities that no amount of
training can erase from his nature. Why is this so? Because most
of the foreign training attacked his musical reserve after he
reached maturity, Just as we knoiv that stability in the shape of
a tree comes through growth, so because a certain musical bend in
the musical life of the Texas high school musician, it would be
to destroy him altogether if training in a more upright direction
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- 67sought to abruptly change his standards or to improve them
greatly.

In other words, his environment has given him his mu-

sical shape, in the form of curves and twists that do not meet
with accepted standards, and the professional school in the
East, North, or West attempts to alter these after the victim
reaches

maturity, and the feat is never accomplished, even though

the polish on the surface may appear as if his outlook musically
equals that of the foreigner or the white American. He may have
the same, or equal scholarship in the professional school, or even
aruperior talent to many, yet there are some items in his musical
nature placed there by the nurture of early days that are untouched
by his intellectual and professional musical training-as is
clearly shown in his digression in most cases from accepted standards
practiced by other school musicians, whose early impressions were
more wholesome and stable.
His path to becoming a professional musician should be ex
amined in order to understand his handicaps and problems in his
field bf activity.

Suppose that he is endowed by nature to become

either an ordinary pianist or a brilliant one, with promising
attributes towards becoming a teacher, provided he is trained for
the profession.

There are few if any first rate Negro piano teachers

in his Texas community, but there are some who are be lieved by the
masses to be excellent musicians and teachers. Under

su^h in

efficient tutorage his faulty technique masquerades in showy
performances buoyed up by the ignorant flattery of the untutored
public.

Lacking in skill of the most ordinary kind, and deceived
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he goes east to match his musical knowledge and skill against
those from other sections of the country, It is here that
he discovers his is only an illusion, and he is mediocre in accomplishment, because his talent has been mis-directed, his socalled technique must be first "un-learned" before he can acquire
anything akin to skill in performance. 'What an unexpected re
velation!

Those with whom

he must compete have, for the most

part, had superior musical advantages from early childhood and all
through high school days. Their musical conception, general
knowledge, and solid foundations were results of their public
school education, and their piano technique is a result of care
ful training ever a l®ng period of years under the guidance and
« -H
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And here he discovers, for the first time,

piano technique, is only one of the examples of mis-directed
talent so commonly practiced by ignorant sponsors of musical trainirgin his home state of Texas, where music in public schools was
practically unheard of until recent years.
Our Texas Negro musician before entering the eastern music
school had formed a habit of brilliantly improvising upon

blues

selections," .jazz tunes, classics and church music alike. He was
never taught to discriminate as to musical quality so he accepted
all music on equal basis. How he is met with the difficulty of
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trying to play simple Bach inventions in an exact manner with
no improvising on the music. This requires exactness and per
ception so new and strange to him that to overcome or rebuild
upon the kind of foundation that unfortunately is his, is
enough to 'cause him to give up professional training. The
allied courses in theory, history, and public school music
methods are all new experiences to him also. It is easy for him
to delegate his make believe musical accomplishments into the
category of things that never existed? Could he write and tell
his friends back home who are so convinced of his virtuosity
that it is all a mistake? There has been a position promised
to him in a certain Texas community to teach music in the high
school, after he has had some professional school, He may become
determined to stay and take a full course and compete with his
white competitors in musical accomplishment even though their
previous advantages and training have been too much greater than
his to stand comparison, He may decide to return to Texas and
take the limited courses offered in Public School Music at one
of the colleges of liberal arts in the state and avoid the extra
vagant demands of higher musical goals that, for him, seem so
uncertain in this eastern environment.
Suppose he remains in the eastern school and his once abused
talent comes to life under the spell of a new culture. His vision
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broadens as his musical skill and knowledge grows, yet he sees the
futility of trying to transplant such musical refinement to his
Texas community. They'll all think he is crazy! What kind of
ideas has he gotten into his head? He played better music than
that before he left here, and we don't see any sense in the songs
he sings.

And so he pictures the kind of reception he would re-

ceive with his new musical outlook.
He goes back home! But he goes back with the conviction that
this high brow music of the East will not take. He goes into the
school and begins to organize courses of music for high school
pupils who have had no previous elementary school instruction in
music. His courses are therefore elementary in scope, and, to
keep up interest, he must "pep up" his programs with some of the
music with which they are already familiar and gradually lead them
into a realization of the best music, But to play up to public
taste there is a danger that this cheap music may overbalance the
effect of his better offerings and the degree of improvement of
the musical morale of his school and community may be sacrificed
or become so diminished in quantity that it will not be felt.
That is one supposition, as to the possible direction oi oui music
teacher, let us consider another direction.
Let us surmise that the eastern music school had a more serious
effect upon our prospective high school music teacher,

Maybe he

received an inspiration and a determination to return to his Texas
environment and be a music missionary!

He is determined to carry
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the light of higher musical art into the dark regions of ignorance
and difference.
of art music.

Here we have one who is converted to be a disciple
He means to teach it technically and authentically

in evefcy way so that the youth coming under his musical guidance
will not meet with the handicaps that were his because of years
wasted in mis-directed effort. He will provide the fundamentals
and vision that will take them far, wherever they may choose to
go.
He comes into the high school ready to meet the challenge and
fight for the cause of his musical convidtions that are based upon
sound understanding and training. He realizes that the background
of the children has not been prepared to receive these musical
impressions that he so strongly advocates, and therefore he can't
enlist their help in fighting for something with which they are
not familiar. There would be little or no success with the children if he should try to force these high musical standards upon
them, so it must be a gradual process, Everything in the school
environment, everything in the community seems to oppose any move
that he should make to change the musical perspective from its
present state.
the teacher.

All are satisfied with the musical status except
He believes that by giving small doses of great music

to the children, that by degrees he will succeed finally to bring
them to the stage that discriminating taste will take root and grow.
Through such a slow but certain process, a new day will dawn for his
school and community in musical advancement.
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Here are minds capable of enjoying nothing higher than "Sophistocated Lady,"

How in the world can they digest "Beethoven's Fifth?"

The teacher decides to make a move by taking the children as they
are, let them sing what they like, and gradually lead them out
of the mire and gutter of musical experience to the hills of exalted
musical works J
After five years how well does he succeed? How has the prob
lem of the professional musician affected the musical appreciation
of the average high school pupil? Has his compromise overshadowed
his aims?

Has the musical morale, of his pupils improved? And how

much influence has his musical program exerted on the community?
This type of musician educated professionally in Eastern, Western,
or Mid-western schools of music is far too scarce in the state of
Texas, at present, to have definite influ nee upon the school music
problem in the Hegro high schools, We are more concerned with the
more prevalent type, a professional product of the liberal arts
colleges in the state, who has more or less pursued such courses in
music that are available in bis chosen field, where, formerly, most
modest attempts for educating music teachers were obvious, Such
courses are as mere shadows as compared with the vital substantial
courses in the lai'ge universities of the country but they are in
dicative of providing some type of training where previously none had
been considered.
This professional training serves to give our Texas musician
an insight into the problem of high school music teaching to some
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extent, but, for the most part, the musical conceptions of his
Texas environment are retained and practically unchanged and he
goes about the work of teaching with the same poverty of cultural
resources that he has nurtured all of his musical life. Very little
has been done to cultivate his taste or to acquaint him with the
masterpieces.

The inability of many of these teachers to dis

criminate between the good and poor in music is alarming. What
chance has music appreciation for the high school child under such
tutorage?

Mr. Davison's rash criticism of the general profession

as ix was several decades ago is still too complementary of our
problem in the Negro high school of Texas today.
"Our music education too long has been cursed
by a bland of acceptance of imcompetence buoyed
up by low standards. To many school musicians the
great composers are but names, and while undoubtedly
many are acquainted with the classics, yet they do not
know them to the extent that they see all other music
in perspective, with a consequent immediate revulsion
against all that is second rate."-'This statement, applied to the Negro high school teacher
of music under consideration, would have to read something like this:
"We are cursed by a bland of acceptance of incompetence
buoyed up by lowest standards. To many school musicians
the great composers are but names, for their musical
conceptions are of such small significance that they
themselves do not listen intelligently to the classics,
much less could they be expected to inspire or cause the
high school youth to absorb their beauty and worth."
Explanation and examples of faulty musical conceptions may be
1
Davison, Archibald T• » Music Education in America, pp. 62.
New York: Harper and Bros. Publishers, 1926.
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discerned when you are informed of this fact:
"A group of high school pupils from a small city visited
one of the large high schools and of course expressed a
desire to see the music department. A brilliant display of
pictures on the walls arrested their attention in the music
room. A real atmosphere was created by these pictures;
there were a few small pictures of great composers but
larger portraits were those of the leading jazz and swing
kings of the day] It was also discovered that the young
singers from this department included music like Saint
Louis Blues, Strasuss' Blue Danube Waltz, The DipsyDoodle, and a Bach Chorale all on the same program and
apparently upon equal terms.' Such is the musical practice
wherein, our Texas type of high school music teacher
reigns."
You may conclude that the reason for this state of affairs
lies in the fact that they are half educated and their actual know
ledge and musical conception is too small. You might say that their
musical conception is too small. You might say that their musical
experience is too narrow and their environment did not lend itself
to cultural growth. The truth in your accusation is insufficient
to cover the deeper cause. Don't forget that there is a permanent
hardened musical surface into which no amount of later musical train
ing could penetrate effectively, because it is built upon a foundation
of musical misconceptions and mis-directions from childhood to maturity
and more or less forms the musical personality of the teacher. There
are exceptions to all cases. Occasionally one finds a musician interested in some particular phase of work, like a capella choirs. li ow if
one profits well from his study in learning the secrets of exceptional
choral work, he will return and introduce his newly discovered success
to his department.

This may in turn lead our musician to try Soma
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thing else and break away from the narrow mis-conceptions that kept
him bound previously. This, too, is an exceptional incident and not
at all general. We have covered fairly well the various types of
professional training to be found among musicians in the state of
Texas in whose hands the destiny of music appreciate. for high school
youth rests.
Now you are probably thinking that there are some among these
types who possess strong points, and that if there were some sort
of state musical organization by which these musicians could come
together, there would be chance for improvement in the educational
program affecting musical appreciation in the high school as well
as other vital music problem.
The directing process of the Negro college in the state
would have to be seriously considered before such a program could
be a success.

It may be well to discuss the effect of the college

upon the high school appreciation program in the state at present.
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(c) THE PROBLEM OF THE NEGRO COLLEGES' INFLUENCE UPON
MUSIC APPRECIATION
We shall not dwell upon the type of musical training afforded
by Negro colleges which was incidently discussed in a previous
topic. We realize that the college under the many limitations,
gives as much logically ordered instruction as this type of academic
music department can give in the time allowed. That such instruction
is not complete, that it does not suffice the teacher who would edu
cate himself thoroughly, we shall all agree. In scope and solidity
it suffers greatly in comparison with similar courses offered in
great standard universities and would more or less be given small
consideration as credits in any of the leading conservatories of the
nation.

The rating and weaknesses of Texas Negro colleges according

to American standards are quoted in appendix A, pages 156 to 168.
But we are more concerned in this topic with the problem of the
colleges' influence upon our music appreciation program in the Negro
high school in the state of Texas, rather than upon the relative
value of its music courses, and it's training for the music teaching
profession.

How does the college exert it's influence?

It it

favorable or unfavorable? Does it make any attempts to connect it's
program with that of the high school

so as to influence it's di-

rection musically? If so, how? Indeed, we shall attempt to answer
all of this and more, in the discussion,

But before we could have

the proper prospective let us consider the musical tradition in our
Texas colleges.
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Quote:
"Truly if one should desire to investigate the history
of the Negro colleges in Texas, or anyone of them, it would
be discovered that these colleges were organized by various
agencies, religious, social or governmental, following
the Civil War."^
The reader may turn to the appendix for definite information on
Negro colleges in Texas as described on page 168. The foundations
were built primarily upon what was then considered practical and
necessary, namely, the trades and academic studies.

Music was of

no consideration, it was merely incidental and was limited to re
ligious activities and social gatherings with the exception of piano
lessons available for the few who were so inclined. This musical
tradition persisted, partly because of the uncertainity of the future
of such institutions. There were struggles against financial barriers,
and other problems that kept them within narrow bounds, Catalogs from
some of these colleges will reveal certaimfinancial triumphs in the
form of endowments or other securities in the last several years.
Catalogs will also reveal the recent trend in the last ten or twelve
years to gradually add and recognize music as an academic subject,
and to delegate it's purpose a little higher than recreational or
incidental to college life.
With the above information you are able to answer this question.
Was musical growth conceived as

part of the plan of the N©gro college,

or is it something attached to it after the institution has ciystalized
and therefore destined never to really become a part of it structually?
1Brawley,

Benjamin, A Short History of The American Negro, p. 132.
New York: The McMillan Company, 1937
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If it is something just attached then it is not embodded into the
consciousness of it's traditions and heritage and must be acquired
only by those who lend themselves to it's message willingly, un
prejudiced by the misconceptions which preceeded this new musical
adventure. What about the traditional Negro Spiritual? The spiritual
had it's place in the religious life of the early %gro college, but
you couldn't expect for the Negro to remain static musically. Students
developed other musical interests, and sought outlet. And since this
new musical awakening was not guided by the college, it sank lower
and lower as fast as time could permit, as we remember from a pre
vious discussion. Quote:
"By change of environment as well as by internal
development, individuals and nations have progressed
from one degree of advancement to another (and
occasionally through some unfavorable circumstances,
their progress has been backward instead of forward)
So taste and appreciation of art may be developed
from a lower to a higher plane; or it may retrogress,
as in the opinion of many, has to some extent been
the case, apparently, in certain directions within
recent years."!
This statement helps us to see mors clearly, the colleges
unfavorable influence on it's musical mission in the cause of
culture. Now we shall examine her influence upon the music appreciation problem for high school youth, Let us consider the influence
of these colleges in the state of Texas, and their means of affecting
the music appreciation problem of high school youth.
We shall consider any of the several colleges listed in the
1Davison,

Archibald T., Music Education in America, p. 81.
New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1926
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appendix

A

in the discussion which follows. From this analysis

we shall have a cross section of college influences upon the pro
blem of music appreciation in the Negro high schools of Texas.
We shall not personate any particular college by name nor locality;
and the reader may interpret what is said in terms of the several
colleges in general. In refering to any of these Texas colleges as
listed in the appendix we shall use letters of the alphabet.
College A has been offering music for college credit since the
fall of nineteen Hundred and Twenty-Eight, but enlarged it's scope
to stress public school music about six years ago. Musical apprecia
tion seems to be possible only for students specializing in music.
But programs of a musical nature representing the music department
are regular features for the whole school.

It is the custom for the

special chorus to make tours giving concerts to represent and
popularize the college.
school pupils.

This is the opportunity afforded high

Whenever the chorus visits a city it usually ad

vertises its nights performance by visiting the public high schools
and renders a few numbers.

Ihe director in charge of the group is

a good musician and is sold to higher standards of music literature
and exhibit fair interpretations.
experience.

I'he teacher is also a pianist of

She truly realizes the types of audiences to be found

in the various Texas communities and tries to keep from rendering
music above average comprehensive.
College B has music courses for credit but the present ad
ministrator (recently elected) is more interested in securing a
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swing band leader to head his music department as a publicityfeature to increase funds for maintenance and greater popularity
for his college. He has tried several band men but has not secured the sensational type of dynamic leader, he desires, and
is therefore still seeking to find the same.
College C on the other hand has long since established her
fame throughout the state by the wide popularity of her bollegians.
College C offers music courses on a small scare and maintains an
a capella choir and other music organizations, but these are not the
attractions for which the college is known. The great majority of
its students possess musical backgrounds that can enjoy very little
beyond the music of the famous collegians.
You are wondering if the college under consideration has a
department of music. Yes, it does, but the publicity of the collegians overshadows whatever influence they might otherwise have in the
way of music appreciation. This organization of collegians flavors
the college musical environment with swing so that the two types
of music complement each other on every hand. The serious student
of music feels that he must be also a swing king, in order to be
an all-round musician. The effect of this collegiate musical organization upon the music appreciation problem in Texas needs no
further comment.
College D is very large and influential in the state among the
race. It is almost the pivoting spot for all Negro interprises, of edu-
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cational significance. Those of regional or district nature naturally
claim this college as their head-quarters. So, we see that her
radius is far-reaching, for she contacts directly or indirectly all
Negro life in general in the state of Texas.
Her graduates make up the majority of the teaching profession
in the public, city and rural schools of the state, because her
graduates are usually preferred by school boards to graduates of
other colleges.

Within the last ten years, her physical and educa

tional facilities have been much improved and enlarged to meet with
the growing demands, so this college ranks as the best equipped
among many colleges of the south.
Now this college, whose wings hover the brood of the ^egro's
potential outlook, civil, social, educational and cultural, is
influencing music appreciation in the Negro high school to a far
greater extent than all other colleges in the state combined.
College D and E are the only colleges in the state that propose to offer bachelor degrees in music, Granted that the quality of
work done would not be considered of sufficient worth to be compared
with the greater professional music schools of the country whose
wealth makes possible greater expansion in every way, this nevertheless
reveals the tendency to offer better musical opportunities to
Negro youth, within the own home state. College D has the largest
choir of any Negro school in the south, It is striving to build a
strong music department with a variety of branchesfbr specialization
as well as graduate courses. The director is one of the finest of
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accomplished pianists in the entire south as well as an authoratative
scholar and teacher.

He will soon increase his music faculty which

will be perhaps the largest and best in the state.

Recently string

instruction has been encouraged as the foundation for a symphony
orchestra.

However this College D has always maintained swing bands

which are symbolic of the college popularity among Negro people not
only of the state but nationally as well.
country on good will tours each summer.

The co-ed band tours the
In spite of other musical

activities of a high order the swing bands are the most cherished and
proudest of the college's traditions, not only of the college but of
the alumni and citizens of the state as well. And high school youth
considers these heros and heroines of rhythm as the apex of musical
accomplishment and no amount of appeal for music appreciation can
alter their state of depreciation.
Before proceeding further in this discussion, we must stop to
commend College E for failure to bow to the musical trend so prevalent in the colleges just mentioned.

This college has held up

high standards and has sought to maintain music teachers who would
create an atmosphere of culture and diligent study of music in
keeping with the dignity of the art of music.
Here is college D in the center of the musical stage of the
state, an enviable position to occupy as other colleges look on.
7/hat a golden opportunity it has to influence Negro high school youth
musically through several mediums,
feet,

Through the annual Scholastic

through the many teachers who are graduates do not lose contact

with their alma mater, and so carry her spirit far and wide, through
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the many spectators, too numerous to calculate, who are all around
viewing her musical stage set by what they believe to be the authentic
representation of education and culture.
her worshipers, willingly accept.

What she presents, they,

They watch her every move believing

her to be superior to all colleges of her kind,

l'he musician trained

in D college, gets a complex that he has the best to be acquired anywhere.

The average teacher who graduates there, likewise believes

that the standards are the last word musically and otherwise, and so
the spirit of College D is handed down as it passes through the edu
cational veins from old to young. High school youth, innocent,
ignorant, receptive and willing looks to the D college to feed his
musical hunger as well as his intellectual hunger. He drinks at the
feet of his college-trained teacher who breathes the spirit of D's
musical atmosphere into his thinking and therefore into his per
sonality,

So he seeks musical know/ledge, musical expression and

music appreciation from the model set by this college for Negroes in
the state of Texas. To them it is so authentic, that they long to
emulate her practices ana worship her policies.
As we have seen, the Negro having been left to his own musicax
resources in the community and likewise in the college for so long, that
he has deceived himself into believing that he may defuse his own
exclusive musical traditions, disregarding that world standards all
speak in a different language. So, the college student, under the
spell of being modern and sophisticated, has organized his own collegiate
orchestras, which are the symbols of swing music.

Blind in southern
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Negro musical traditions, he persistently ignores the

practice and

experience of the other race with its traditional superior musical
advantages, and deceives himself into believing that swing music is
superceeding all music because it is the most popular music of the
day.

This musical illusion not only causes him not to recgnize the

existence of standard musical literature, but he takes his collegiate
swing orchestra into every community in the state, this swaying the
mind and attention of high school youth away from whatever music
teachings that he may be exposed to, constructively at school.
Anything that the collegians do is considered authentic by the
average high school pupil. Why can't the high school orchestra
emulate these collegians, he thinks. High school youth reads in the
Negro press about the collegians, he sees their pictures, reads
their programs and the route of their tour through the state, Opposite this, he sees pictures of other swing bands and torch singers.
He does not see anything in the paper about those musicians he
learns about in school.

So he concludes, they must be out of style.

He wonders why the teacher insists upon having him listen to their
music.

He remembers seeing something in the Negro press about

Roland Hayes, Marion Anderson and Nathaniel Dett, but these writeups about the swing kings are more glorious. If the famous collegians play swing music, it must be alright, for him to play. The
music teacher can't be right and the whole world wrong,

Surely these

collegians represent todays music, and he wants to be iike them.
And in most Texas Negro colleges we stand by and see art music de-
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legated to its small catogory in the class room, while the vicious
cheap, deceiving sister under the name of jazz, proudly substitutes
for her as she graces the college platforms to entertain an educational
meeting, or to play for socials on equal terms. Even though the
student contacts standard music in the classroom, the practice in it3
daily use is off-set by its greatest enemy, whose presence is wel
comed by the so-called sponsors of education in colleges and public
schools alike.

The music rendered from time to time by the choir,

the chorus and glee clubs, as well as by various music students, are
all ignored by the general student b«dy because of the mad craze for
popular music, re-inforced by both the college and school sponsorship
and environmental conditions.
Swing bands are perhaps just as prevalent throughout the United
State among the white race as they are among the Negro and share
equal popularity regardless of race. However, in white colleges
and public schools swing bands serve in the recreational and social
life of the students restricted almost entirely to social dancing.
While to the average Negro citiaen college student or high school
pupil it forms his only conception of music, The environment musically
has afforded advantages through public education, entensified by col
lege musical influence and extended unto community attractions of
superior artistic worth for white students,

And as has been pre-

viously stated the same cannot be said of the Texas negro music
environment.
In the face of all this, high school students who participate
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in the Inter scholastic league contests for quartet honors, are
required, to attempt good quality music.

However most of the

renditions are pitiable; since nothing is done at the !;!eet to give
them a true conception of the rendition of fine music and discrimi
nating college music teachers serving as judges must painfully
listen to inexplicable distortions of selections from Grieg, Wagner,
Straus, folk song arrangements and Negro spirituals, etc.

These

high school students look forward each year anticipating the "Meets";
and should receive some inspiration and instruction to help them
to improve in standards of renditions.

r>,

But they come and leave
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retaining the same narrow sphere of existence in the realm of their
various school environment which the college fails to improve.
If we reflect upon an earlier chapter devoted to the Negroes
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background influences we shall readily agree that education is the
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of rectifying many evils due to lack of previous advantage.

And if institutions of higher learning choose to serve their true
mission theycould influence by training and stimulate and enrich
the Negro envirorunent by the college musical influences.

But on

the contrary this chapter has reveaied how low musical conceptions
are further stimulated by college musical attractions of the same
level, as that offered in the Negroes home environments.
do not want to be misunderstood as delegating the craze
Popular music to Negroes alone.
"For this problem of tremendous interest in popular music
is nation-wide and is not limited to any race nor group.
In other words it is of vital concern to serious musicians

I
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and more progressive teachers. We shall also have to
admit that on a whole, the trend of so-called "jazz"
or swing music is upward and increasingly improved
standard. Most musicians agree that it is a futile
gesture to combat it and many musicians often use it
to aia people in discriminating between music of poor
and finer quality. Popular music may serve a useful
function in pointing out the difference between good
and bad musical literature, thus cultivating the
faculty of discrimination so important for all. Often
if materials to be used were left to the whims of the
pupils the content would be trifling and transient.
Environmental influences might prescribe the use of
so called popular music which is ever with us and has
a strong lure for many. Yet we cannot ignore merely
because it is beyond the pale of respectivity, the
interest and fascination that this type of music
begets. Surely we realize there is a place for
lighter music in the play life of the people, but it
should not form the substance, for, it can serve only
to amuse.1
The above expresses the approach to music problems in white
high schools and colleges. The students are taught to delegate
popular music to social enjoyment and to his play life.
From observation the Anglo-Saxon race does not live up to the
best of knowledge and training. They choose what they know is
wrong, eat and drink what they know is harmful, and read what they
know is trash. They disregard judgment in the matter of morals, diet,
literature and music. They often go out of bounds in wild night
club life manifesting greater extremes and apparently as great a
road erase for juke-box and swing music as their darker brothers who
suffer from lack of any other kind of musical experience, However
we fehall remember that these extremes in musical dissipation among
Pre pared by the Society's Committee on Music Education,
^ c,The
, „
Thirty-Fifth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, Part II, pp. 155-192; Public School Publishing Company
Bloomington, Illinois, 1936
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the whites are tempered and balanced by a duel musical capacity.
They are capable and do swing musical interest easily from the lower
to the higher.

From the recklessness of the play impulse for the

juke-box at its worst they are inclined to turn to more serious
moments when the loftiest of a Beethoven symphony or a Schubert
lieder are impelling and gratifying to their thirst for art.

On

the other hand the Negro is limited to the juke-box as his play
music and also as the height of his aesthetic satisfaction.

This

plight of the Negro can only be changed by the Negro public schools
and colleges. The reader is referred to appendix

for a questionnaire

form submitted to college students which verified beyond a doubt
our claims in these latter statements.
With few exceptions it may be further stated that the so called
artist aeries as presented under sponsorship of all Negro colleges
in Texas are so mediocre that they represent anything except "art"
according to accepted standards.

And they intensify and deepen

Negro artistic misconceptions and defeat the cause of culture which
they so nobly misrepresent.
In this chapter was an attempt to affix a clear picture of our
problem as it really exists,

Perhaps some may accuse it as being

a pessimistic view of displaying the dark side of the situation
instead of stressing some deservable progress, fu^l of' enthusiastic
hopes for more.

It is not pleasant to make such an arraignment,

but no good will come from uttering half truths. Certainly so much
is wrong, that it is difficult to find the right which more or less
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is covered up by the pressure of opposing forces,

Only after we

recognize and frankly admit our short-comings from a musical angle,
can we hope to reshape our efforts for effective music appreciation
progress in our Negro high school in Texas.
It is true that some musical progress has been made.and here
and there we find a few examples of gratifying results which are
certainly to be pointed out in the course of this treatise.

But

our journey towards a real understanding and appreciation of music
has been and is being subjected to great unsurmountable and dangerous
ly fatal risks and we should recognize these, admit their presence
and not try to travel under the tunnel into deep dark places where
cultural light is not to be found, because of these dangers,

The

problem of musical handicap in the grades, by some readers will be
considered the worse pitfall, making growth impossible without a
root or foundation upon which to develop.

Others may consider the

problem of the high school teacher of music from a professional angle
to be even worse, because here false ideals are traditionally subsisting and making the future appear void, unless some unexpected
erradication takes place, by some unforeseen means,

There are those

who will blame the whole situation upon the college whose very
conception should be a beacon light of culture, including the
highest musical inspiration to all that come within her inf^uen

,

sfl-d also in which should rest the mission of training leaders
the knowledge of exalting musical art in its best in theory and in
Practice.

So we shall pass on to the

next topic of finding solutions

ho our musical entanglement, that may seem hopeless.

CHAPTER V
REMEDIAL MEASURES FOR MUSIC APPRECIATION
IN THE TEXAS NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS

Need for a Re-Conditioning of the Negro Press Musically
Aesthetic standards of Negro high school children are in
fluenced greatly from reading 'music features' in the N9gro
press.

Every community where there is a supported Negro popu

lation has its own little Negro weekly newspaper.

Examples

are: The Waco Messenger, published in Waco, Texas; The Dallas
Express, published in Dallas, Texas; The Austin Eagle, published
in Austin, Texas, and many others.

The Chicago Defender, the

Pittsburg Courier, the Black Dispatch, the Houston Informer
and the Crisis are almost universally read by high school pu
pils everywhere,

and no less by the Negro youth of

Texas.

All of the above, except the Crisis, are weekly newspapers,
published by Negroes and concerned chiefly with Negro

life.

The Crisis is a monthly magazine published in New York City,
the mouthpiece for the National Association
ment of Colored People.

the Advance

It deals with the social,

political and economic problems of the race,
Negro equal rights.

1 or

educational,

and lights for

Regardless of the functions of these

pub

lications, they all carry music features, which are largely
read accepted as authentic by Negroes at large,
high school youth.
90 •

and no less by
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They all create atmospheres of race pride, and applaud loudly
all achievements of Negroes in any line without discriminat
ion, For example, a great prize fighter is lauded upon equal
terms with a great painter; a great tap-dancer is given as
much importance as a great scientist; and a great artist
singer is acclaimed in the same breath with the great jazz
orchestra leader.

The Chicago Defender, carries a page or more devoted to
amusements; in this department, we find features from the
stage, screen, radio and music; most of which is Negro taient.
(The issue of Saturday, May 28, 1943, is a typical issue, in
the music section. On pages 18 and 19, we find glowing accounts
of shining Negro stars in all walks of the amusement world).
All music is classed under the heading of amusements in this
publication, in this issue, as in the case of most issues, we
find no representation of high artistic worth. All musicians
included are the current jazz and swing kings, singers and
actors of the sensational popular kind.
With the exception of the Crisis magazine, the same wall
be found true as rule in all Negro publications, upon investigation. The trained Negro composer,
ferentiated

from those who

if mentioned is not dif--

follow the opposite path. Artisus

like Roland Hayes and Marion

Anderson frequently %re given

highest praise by the Hegro Press, but the fact the popular
dance orchestra leaders are

the constant headliners means
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that they are continually kept in public attention, while the
greater artists fade into insignificance so far as the interest
of the people is concerned.
So we see that the trained Negro musician of taste, insight
and accomplishment, who is distinct from those who follow the
line of jazz, and recognize that music must be more than dexterous
feat, and who are attempting to create or understand music of
aesthetic and emotional sincerity, are not differentiated from
their opposites.

They are not appreciated by the readers of the

Negro press, including high school youth. Quality of higher musi
cal accomplishment does not save the Negro musician from being
spoken of in the same breath, and in the same columns with those
who blaspheme his art, by directly opposing its mission. Topical
examples may be found in any Texas Negro weekly newspaper or in
any of the publications named in this discourse. Below, we quote
from the "Music Feature" of the Waco Messenger, August the Fifth,
Nine teen-hundred—thirty-nine, Volume VII, No. 21. Read and con
sider the possible outcome of a high school pupil's mind which is
continually fed articles like these by the Negro press:
"One of the most popular American composers in England is
Duke Ellington. England hails Ellington ass the orchestra
apostle of jazz, still finds 'Moon Indigo' a particularly
vital force in musical thought, something that seems to ex
press aptly the restlessness and recklessness of the age.
Ellington,' eminent on the roster of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, is a sort of black
Wagner, creating new and startling forms of jazz.
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(Below we quote further from the same column, showing how musicians
of artistic worth are mentioned in the same breath without dis
crimination with the most representative exponents of jazz.):
"If New York's World Fair wants to go to town musically in
a big way, it will assemble an orchestra of a thousand men,
engage the publicity-alert Leopold Stowkowski to wave his
eloquent hands over them, make room for such occasional guest
artists as Benny Goodman, Gene Krupa, Marian Anderson, Louis
Armstrong, Bing Crosby and Fats Waller."
The Negro press sometimes goes as far as to satirize art music,
as you will see from the continued quotation from the same column;
"Wonder how many Russian singers there are in America? All's
well with the land. Edwin Goldman has again mounted the band
stand in Central Part... Blanche Waldo Dewey, cousin of Ad
miral Dewey, is a composer. Her best known piece is 'Love Will
Decide' ...The sixtieth anniversary of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra isn't so far off... Only really happy kings today
are jazz kings. So too, in dance music, harps, oboes, French
horns, but always the same old smile. The maestros' smiles
never change - A chief difference between symphony musicians
and jazz box in the studio concert orchestra is that the former
has more work to do. They have to play both Bach and the
'Saint Louis Blues'. The directors hardest test is to see
that the jazz box don't get impatient and stArt doing things
to Bach."
Not only does the Negro press agitate and keep alive low
taste, but 'white' press also seems to encourage Negro talent to
follow the line of least resistance as Negro performers and Negro

composers. It gives the compower impetus, which the Negro press
seizes as a signal honor of greatness, We have reference to
several outstanding American publications that have gone on record as giving assent and praise to Negro composers of amuse
ment music.

(The New York Herald Tribune of Tuesday, April seventh,
nineteen hundred-forty-three, published an article commending
the use of W. C. HANDY's "Saint Louis Blues", as fitting and pro-
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per for school use, from which article we shall quote a portion):
"Music courses and group singing in school auditoriums
would be more pleasant, real and instructive to children,
Dr. Campbell said, if a few current songs were interspersed
among the classics and patriotic airs now in every school
program. I much prefer the popular songs to some of the
present day level and novels some people applaud; some of
the literature today is unspeakable. Some of the books re
ported in the book review sections give a completed distortioh of life. There is no objection to any jazz or popular
tune, so long as it expresses a wholesome sentiment, for
many of the 'blues' songs are derived from the Negro spiri
tuals. John S. Roberts, also indorsed popular songs for
school instruction, going so far as to recommend the Saint
Louis Blues with its beautiful low chords, ...If we don't
let the children sing jazz songs, the schools will become
more -unrealistic. We older people sing the songs we sang
in our youth, why shouldn't the children be allowed to sing the
song of their day?"
The Saint Louis Post-Dispatch on Sunday, November the twentyninth, nineteen hundred forty-four, carried a long article in
praise of W. C. Handy, entitled, "The Bard of Beale Street and
the grand-daddy of the Blues."
The Pacific Coast musician, an old music magazine on Jan
uary fifteenth, nineteen hundred-forty, published an article by
Francis Kendig, entitled "About American Music". We shall quote
a part of this article as follows:
"The accumulation of two hundred years against fifty
is not exactly the ratio of four to one, because both
quantity and quality are cumulative. If we take from
Europe the names of less than twenty men - Bach, Handel,
Haydn, Chopin, Brahms, Ravel, Stravinsky - there is not
so very much left. Much, indeed, most of the music in
Europe is of cheap composition, superficial tawdry an
deservedly
has
been forgotten.
-n
er
the great cities throughout the United Sta es, ^ ^
has been a great cry for American music. Too, er~
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the matter of public demand — People will certainly never
demand that which they do not know. This goes even deeper}
as a nation, we regard music as superficial... Classic
music is erroneously considered everything which is not
jazz - for those educated to it.
"In America, jazz and music are synonymous; we flatter
Europe to the extent of having at least heard of her most
famous composers, but not to the extent of accepting them
for popular consumption. With the fanfare and trumpet of
organized publicity, the essentially jazz composer, Gershwin,
drew nearly 30,000 auditors, the average symphony program of
universally accepted great music, ten or twelve thousand...
the sober truth is that, as a whole, America does not deeply
love noble sentiment expressed in great music. I suspect that,
barring two or three nationally conspicuous exceptions, the
statement is not wholly untrue elsewhere. The growth of
American music - that is, music by Americans, nationalistic
in spirit, loved and performed by Americans - must be a para
llel progress of production and consumption; the composer
and the public. Europeans have by the thousands, crossed the
pond to assist in helping us to appreciate music, but it has
been their music. So our visitors say that we have low musical
tastes and talent, but out of the mass we shall find the
American Bach, Beethoven or Brahms. We probably have had,
already, one or two claimants to musical immortality, but
our grandchildren will have to determine who they are."
Now what happens when the Negro press discovers such articles
published by the white press?
of

racial

It takes the article with pride

satisfaction, republishes it in its own columns

and writes glowing editorials upon
nition of the

great

genius

never

once occurs

merely

opinions given

authentic facts to
tion.

to

be

found

the Negro
by

white

man's recog

in the Negro race.

It

press that those articles are

individuals of

accepted

There are men of

the

free thought and not

without question of cont^adic-

sound musical judgement vrhose utter-

ances are not based upon personal opinions who wouli smile
at

the nativity of such articles, and not even consider them

of sufficient importance
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to combat. Such articles from the

press merely serve to prove how popular taste can be kept in
discordant conditions of affairs of modern debasement. The
stage, the novel and poetry are getting coarse; the system
of home training, the system of education, the system of
commercial procedure and even much of professional devel
opment- all are lacking in a foundation of taste and culture.
Discriminating people who know the character of music and verse
mostly sung by young people in their homes, the pictures they
see in the newspapers and movies, the kind of books they read,
can attribute some of this gloomy analysis to the press, but
most of it to the school, college and social order, that are
becoming lax in carrying out the real mission of their true
and original conceptions. From the press, the students receive
impressions to offset the deeper and more significant truths
offered by the school.
The press is not an agent that acclaim musical standards,
but is it accepted as being authentic by the greater portion
of its readers.

Only the discriminating realize in spite of

the press, that in art as in morals, a thing is not good today
and bad tomorrow, true in one age or country and false in ano
ther. The Negro press glibly accepts and quotes anything
praiseworthy written about Negroes in the white press, It doe*
not teach its readers to distrust personal estimate when un
supported; instead, it glorifies that which is fickle and

-
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arbitrary even though such depends upon temperament and moods
which have no ultimate validity and certainly no authority
over the utterances of the deeper musical thought of the sages.
Those who regularly read the ratings of Negro musicians
as featured in the Negro press, partly of its own accord and
partly from amusement features of the white press, realize that
jazz and music are synonymous to the conception of these in
charge of the write-ups. Such a conception is almost entirely
characteristic of the Negro readers, who think of music in terms
of this: There are no rules of musical tastej I take what I
like, for one's feeling is the only concern, and my inclin
ation are as good as any other. Music depends upon ones likes
and personal opinion. Few people realize that music implies
comparison of standards, just as literature does, and is not
a matter of chances. The Negro press does not serve to change
or enlighten that manner of thinking. Those who write for the
press, follow popular demand for the sensational in music,
disregarding the intellectual element, and have no idea that
at the basis of all art production, there is a science, that
music has a special technique, and that appreciation of music
comes in proportion to one's training into the understanding
of its idium. Deflected musical taste as found in the high
schools and colleges and which is rampant in the Negi o publie at large, is reinforced by the Negro press whose writers
suffer unknowingly from poverty of musical insight.
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There follows verification in our minds of the process used
by the Negro press to keep the mind of high school youth suscepti
ble to the musical corruption which it is fed weekly through its
pages.

The only solution in the process of re-conditioning the

present harmful aesthetic impressions given by the press, is for
sound race musicians, teachers of public school music, heads of
music departments in colleges and educators to band themselves
together in an organization and petition to the Negro press at
large to include on the staff a musical critic and historian of
the highest calibre obtainable to write and supervise the musical
writings for the Negro press, in other words, be the music editor.
This person in turn should keep in contact with the musical move
ments" in the schools, and cooperate so that its contributions in the
papers might be constructive educationally, and not destructive, as
at present.
In this way, the press would aid the school in keeping before
high school youth the inspiration of artist-musicians of highest
culture, in contrast to the mere entertainers who are the musical
heroes of the pages today. From the press as well as from the
school, high school youth would learn that no seeker after beauty
can find inspiration in the common combination of unlovely tones
and suggestive lyrics,

The education of the public as wel-L as

high school youth along musical lines, should be juo^ as much the
concern of the Negro press as to enlighten them along political,

c, -
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social, literary and economic lines.
The music critic or scholar, who would be the syndicate
editor for the Negro press at large would bring before Negro youth
both musical pioneers and modern musicians whose worth is of
sufficient merit to demand recognition of artists of highest
accomplishments. Negro high school youth would then be able to
consult the Negro press for information concerning Negro musical
celebrites of a by-gone day.

The press will then seek to per-

petuate names and deeds of race musical masters, as high in
spiration for youth, and as examples for him to emulate. The
Negro press will realise that unless it does the job, no other
press will seek to erect verbal monuments to Negro genius of the
past.
The press will revive the story of Thomas H. Bowers, who was
born in 1836, whom critics called the American Mario, in com
parison with the Italian tenor, Conte di Candia Mario, the most
celebrated singer of that day. The noble building of memorials to
the great, in the minds of youth, by bespeaking and recreating
their momentous achievements through publicity for the inspiration
of Negro youth will be a note-worthy goal that the Negro press will
seek, in its re-conditioning process. (The increase ol depth of
musical vision is promoted by aesthetic contacts with nob^o crea
or representatives of art music, Such is evident in the genius of
Elizabeth Taylor-Greenfield, not in Mamie Smith, This great lady
who sang in 1851 before the Buffalo Music Association, was

received

G-
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with such acclaim that her voice was likened to those of Jenny
Lind and Parodi; and the soubriquet "The Black Swan" was bestowed
upon her. Justin Holland, Mme. Marie Selika and many others
whose musical direction marked a path upward in musical achieve
ment will be constantly brought before Negro high school youth,
by the re-conditioned Negro press, He will thus learn, revere
and emulate them.)
The press will publish Negro musicians of modern times who
have refused to be influenced by marked demands for the superfi
cial and cheap. Fortunately, high school youth will learn from
the press that the Negro music student, like all students the world
over, seeks to appreciate the refined Romantic taste of the Italian
school, the intelligent insight of the German lieder, the refined
delicacy of the French, and the sensuous allure of the Latins of
the tropics, as well as the higher racial music of his own group.
The Negro press will strive to perpetuate in high school youth
a growing admiration for this type of musician, from which class,
the two most outstanding representatives are Roland Hayes, and
Marian Anderson, who are too well known to justify prolonged dis
cussion.
In the field of composition, there will be ground to laud
the efforts of many noble sons who travel the discouraging higher
intellectual and scientific musical direction, instead of the road
of least resistance.

Duke Ellington, who ranks with Gershwin, will

not receive greater publicity and notoriety than the immortal Samuel

K)0
Coleridge-Taylor in the re-conditioned Negro press.

Let us

quote briefly concerning this great mans
"A concert given on September 12, 1898, at Shire
Hall, Gloucester, launched Coleridge-Taylor decisely
on a notable career,
r. The "Ballad in A Minor" had
been written for the committee of the Three Choir
Festivals. The commission came through the kind
suggestion of Sir Edward Elgar, and the work was a
triumphant success. It brought the young man un
mistakable recognition as a serious composer, and
from this time he wrote continually. "Hiawatha's
Wedding Feast" made him famous. An African Suite;
Symphonic Variations; A Violin Concerto; an opera,
"T'helma", and many other works flowed from his
pen."1
In America) the Negro Press will seek to acclaim sons of whom
it will be proud. Foremost among these, is R. Nathaniel Dett,
whose interest in Negro musical creations of highest calibre is
of permanent value; and whose genius as a composer is almost
wholly appreciated by the white race. Because of his high
standards, of which his race has little knowledge, he seems to be
ignored by his own people. They have been unable to cope with
his pace, artistically, Carl Diton, Harry T. Burleigh, and many
others who have so far outdistanced their race's musical horizon
are of little or no value to the race in their musical adventures.
The re-conditioned Negro Press will bring them into the Kegro
public's eye by its newly attained magnifying ability.
Lastly, the Negro press will cease to limit its musical art
features to the race. Music is too universal to be limited to
1Hare,

Maud C., Musicians and Their Music , p.^308.
Washington, D. C., Associated Publishers, 1936
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certain groups.

The press will be as magnanimous as its most re-

presentatiV3 musicians, and. will include artists wherever they be
found. It will disseminate their praise in language of such elo
quence and moving power as to inspire the unselfish thinking of
both its young and its mature readers.
With the Negro press conscious of its duty to create a higher
musical sense among its readers, by featuring artists instead of
cheap musical representatives, there will be a new tradition- the
tradition of educational and artistic recognition. This would go
far to clear the path of musical rubbish for the high school student
of the future. The light, happy-go-lucky Negro musician who graces
the headlines of the Negro Press today, will not be the idol of
tomorrow.

The glamorous pictures of dance band leaders with their

exciting musical adventures in acrobatic rhythms, blatant sounds
and idiotic percussion stunts, who are today's musical heroes will
be myths of the past to high school youth of the future. For this
purpose, we shall hope and encourage the Negro Press to become re
conditioned; if it does not, then we shall demand it.
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Re-conditioned Ideals and Purposes of Music Rducation
Under College Direction

A decade ago, a prejudice against music lingered in the minds
of scientific and literary men because of the mental processes
involved. It was difficult for scholars to realize that there
could be scholarship in a department so different from their own.
Those who followed the academic or scientific habit, wanted what
they called ideas, facts, and contact with reality. In this,
music seemed to them to be entirely lacking. The benevolent thinker
who claimed to be a little broader, felt that there was always
need for some sort of apology in behalf of the life of a great
musician, and that the so-called best music, was simply a higher
form of play or merely entertainment. So music, from an educational
angle, was by its very nature subjected to a suspicion to which
none of its sister arts were exposed, Religious music was received,
because the conservators of scholastic tradition thoughtthat it was
an aid to devotion, and that it served to renouncing the sensual
allurements and emotional agitations 3ince it was associated with
the most tranquilizing ideas.
Fortunately, in our age, music has proven itsell to be OJ.
unique educational value, and its rightful place in the curriculum
is no longer debated; the college not only accepts it, buu stii/es
to place it in relationship of importance with other academic
studie s.

If this be the case, do we not have college directed music

- 103education?
It is not enough

for the Negro college of Texas to admit

music study into its scheme of education, by merely accrediting
it a place in its curriculum. In this treatise, we shall not be
satisfied that music be simply under college direction. Such
direction must first be re-conditioned in ideals and purposes,
not unlike the established standards that exist in art music
generally.
As discussed in Chapter Two of this thesis, we recall that
the musical environment in our Texas Negro colleges is anything
but conductive to cultural growth, Therefore, in this topic, we
shall present steps by which this state of affairs may be re
conditioned, and present reasons as to why such a change will have
a direct bearing upon the cause of music appreciation in the ^egro
high school of Texas.
A new viewpoint is needed by the Negro college, musically
speaking. It needs to think in terms of atmosphere as well as in
terms of academic courses, Those agencies out of which the
festive spirit and impulse grow, should be of such stability and
quality as to improve the musical morale of the student body, tne
community, and the high school students who look to it for whatever
is authentic.

College students are

constantly receiving aesthetic

impressions from a multitude of sources, not only from within
college circle but beyond it.

These external impressions are de-

rived from the amusements which have taken so large a plac„
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American life. Whatever the college fails to furnish, the students
wiH .snatch

from the atmosphere; but often with the wrong application.

But, what if the college fails to offer its students amusements that
differ from those offered by the community?
We fear that this is only too true of our Negro college in Texas.
The prominence of Negro music that has degenerated into jazz flavors
the musical environment so that the effect of music departments to
instill intellectual music becomes futile in such a poisonous atmosphere.
Vast numbers of people aeek relief from labor through the most acces
sible means of entertainment. Advantage is taken of them by specula
tors, who under the pretense of giving people what they want, hum
bug their patrons by making them believe that they want just what
their exploiters can furnish at the greatest pecuniary profit to
themselves. These same people would flock to the college for their a
aesthetic entertainment. What if the college also feeds the hungry
minds the same sordid entertainment that they get from the commercial
enterprises?
The administration of the Negro college should aun for the
improvement of public taste.
debasing

The college should not allow the

elements to capture the interest of the people in its corn-

munity without trying to direct the
ards.

The re-conditioning musical ideals of the college should cause

it to purge its atmosphere of all
growth.

tendencies toward higher stand-

that is contrary to cultural

It will then pay the honor to music

their function in the history of

and the fine arts which

civilization entitles them by

using them as a means of refining and

liberalizing the minds of its

students, exerting through them an influence

that will enlighten
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the community.

In thus fulfilling its plain obligation, the college -

will not be compelled to sacrifice principle or to depart radically
from approved scholastic methods.

The administration also needs

to provide for the aesthetic needs of the community,
maintain a theater that produces the best plays.

It should

It should utilize

and train the dramatic talent of the college, and encourage public
patronage.

By maintaining a hall of music, a picture gallery and

the like, the college can exert and influence toward standardizing
taste and enrich the culture of its students and of the community.
The college, thus, will set a standard for the high school,

Under

the pressure of such an atmosphere, there would be a complete re
versal of the present condition.
How shall this be done? The administration needs oo realize the
fact that aesthetic change is constantly going on in the minds of its
young people, for better or worse.

If the regulation of these

preferences is of any importance to education it is the plain duty
of the college tb offer some guidance to reinforce higher tendencies
in their conflict with the lower.

In this age almost everything in

general use is syndicated, and irresponsible exploiters have gra.pe
the business of public amusement,

Having no motive except that of

making money, their method consists in engaging the sense
reflection has had a chance to effect a delay in the ac
the lure.

They take advantage cff the passion for novelt>

grows by that which it feeds upon.
It ie of greatest importance, therefore, that while the ma.s.s
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of people are demanding aesthetic gratification and will have it,
good or bad, the college which is free from commercial temptation
and which has the mission of lifting mankind should bestir it
self.

It should work against forces that seek degredation of

intelligence instead of following suit with inferior musical prac
tices.

The improvement of popular taste and wholesome recreation

are as much needed by the social group as hygiene and physical
comfort.

And nothing can direct the processes and set examples

better than the re-conditioned college musical atmosphere.
How shall the college administration purge its atmoshpere
so as to become re-conditioned in musical ideals and purposes?
How shall it begin? Here are its bright young people who would
consider everything in literature and art, written before Nineteen
Hundred Twenty as void.

Their philosophies assure them that the

faiths by which men have lived are but idle dreams. Ideals built
by the ages are to them but sentimental illusions. Their con
ception of life urges them to smile at the naive point of view
of their elders, who lack modernism, In the face of this situation,
the college can solve its problem from suggestions inferred in the
following questions:
Does the college allow its bright young people choice in re
gard to the books that are added to the library, or does it consuit the heads of departments? Is the popular sensational literature
of the day given precedence over standard literature on library
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shelves because students are inclined to like it?
consult the taste

Does the college

of students concerning the paintings that adorn the

art gallery or does

the teacher of art have the privilege of s»—

]ecting them?
Then why shouldn't the teachers of music direct the musical
activities of the

college?

to guide musical taste as

They should be allowed to create and
it unfolds unmolested by the influx of

infested degenerated music which has

been encouraged by the administia-

tion to feed the fancy of an untutored jazz-mad
all goes to prove

student body. This

that the college must set standards, the goals and

the ideals, for its students

not only in scholastic realms but in

artistic or aestetic direction as well.
Our administrative forces then, need nou necessarily
claim to musical knowledge, but they

should assign music to

ligitimate place in the field of learning;
upon the music professors

to administer it properly. The college

music teacher should present
mas present, a nice

and therefore, depend

to the administration, for a Christ-

little volume like Dykema's

Music For Public

School Administrators, which being Just as practical for college
their minds for a change in the
heads, might tend to re-condition
college campuses.
musical atmosphere on the Negro
conclude that music, like other
The administration would
authentic and
branches of cultural studies, must be that which i
v/ho train and preserve
approved. He will realize that bhoce
incur a serious responsibility,
knowledge for the coming generati
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and therefore must have a standard of measurement.

That which is

verified and has stood the test of time must have prodominence
over the cheap and superficial.

That of lasting and intrinsic

value will invade the college's musical environment becoming per
manent.

In literature, educators know that it is an illusion to

try to build a new age upon any foundation less stable than that
of the ancient past, so they do not ignore the classics.

Now,

why can't the same attitude be taken towards classical music?
As in literary lines, there is an amazing refreshment in an escape
from the feverish atmosphere of modernism into the calm sphere
of universal vision afforded by the master seers of the past.
Every age has its literature and music, but works that live are
the distilled essence of universal experience.

The administration

needs to allow the department of music to so penetrate the college,
that the students will gain some sort of musical philosophy, which
will become fused into their thinking similar to this one, given
in simple language by Mr. Davison:
"Music is very much like individuals; some pieces are
acquaintances, some are friends-depending on their
qualities. So-called popular music resembles acquaintances
those who come casually into our lives, who attract us
for the moment, but who, having no power of sustained
interest, pass out of our ken to make way for others like
them. The leave no marked impression upon us, nor do they
represent character, which is the cross-section running
through every conceivable relation. Music masterpiece^,
on the other hand, are friends. As is so often true
with human beings, their great enduring qualities, tneir
beauty of character, are not at once apparent but grow on
us with each hearing until they become a part oi our nves.
Years might pass without the opportunity of hearing a
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Brahms or a Beethoven symphony; but if these were
truly known and loved, no space of time would ever
prevent a recollection of their sound, and the mere
consciousness that they exist for us would never fail
to yield us happiness. The "Passion According to
St. Matthew" was buried for a hundred years after Bach's
aeath, but if it had not been discovered for a thousand
years more, it would still be great, for its sublime and
moving eloquence cannot be bounded by time. How terrible
would a world be made up only of acquaintances, a world
which concerns itself only with the superficial and epheme
ral music; the sentimental ballad, always senselessly
emotional, always eager to weep over one; or the jazz and
comic song, always snichering, or slapping one on the back,
or playing jokes on one."*
"A complete education indludes the nurture of the
intuitive powers, the cultivation of the instincts which
spring to meet those spiritual communications which can
not be analyzed, weighed or measured, cannot be demonstrated
by one who feels them to one who feels them not, intuitions
and laten capacities which blend with the active faculties
to compose the full life of reason. No serious thinker will
disregard the needs of emotional nature. What sort of
science is that which enriched the understanding but robs
the imagination? The real man is found not in what he does,
not even in what he thinks but in what he feels,••• It is
the feelings awaken in us by thought that ennoble and
brighten our lives."2
"Feelings are the materials of character. It is of
supreme importance therefore, that the chosen objects which
exercise emotional power over us should be such as to
stimulate the emotion to healthful activity, an activity
that does not merely turn back upon itself but that which
elevates and refines and seeks a channel outward into our
own life. They are experiences. A love for one of them
whether it be a work that is good or bad, draws it i-1^0
ourselves; it becomes forever a part 01 us, it is an item
in the formation of character. What more serious iactor
in education can be found than in those \orks oi literatuie
and art in which great artists have incorporated their
visions, their longings, their great human sympathies?
1
Davison, Archibald T• 9 Music Education in America, p. 80.
New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1915
^Dickenson, Edward, Music and the Higher Education, p. 33.
New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1915
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Is it not an advantage that students have a right to
demand that these messages from the most gifted, the
most representative minds of the race shall be brought
before them enabled by the help of wise introduction,
to act the humanizing part for which they were de
signed?"1
The above is the philosophy upon which the college should base
its mission.

This summarizes the direction of the re-conditioned

policies which the college will set for the high school.

The

many leaders and teachers who go from the colleges into the high
schools will establish the type o£ culture that have been nurtured
according to the new philosophy, they will be an asset to the high
school and to the community. They will realize that the development
of character depends much upon the aesthetic growth of the child,
good or bad. Since the high school teachers will be products of
colleges that lend forces strongly to character building, they
will not leave it to chance in dealing with children. . Ihey will
give the child experience with great works of noble personalities
which serve to strengthen character. Guidance into standards and
ideals shall be their mission in teaching.
The college which is re-conditioned in musical ideals will admit
that it is required by its very relation to the community to be both
a beacon light of culture and a training ground for those who are to
carry the light into dark places, It will lend its foroes strongly
to character building and not to mental processes alono, realizing
that much depends upon aesthetic growth, which in this case will
'Dickenson, Edward, Music and the Higher Education, p. 3o.
New York: Charles Scribners Eons, 1915
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always be the best.

The sending of leaders out into high schools

and into the community in general will raise the standards in all
phases of'Negro life.

Having re-conditioned our musical ideals, we

shall give a special college a duiy,which only one Negro college in
/
Texas is in position to complete.
There is one specific duty of a particular college in the
state of Texas that we should not overlook.' If we can recall the
description of D College, as was given in Chapter Four of this
thesis page 66 we shall remember what a glorious opportunity it
has to revolutionize the entire musical morale of the "lone stafc"
state, because of the unique position it holds as the dominating
educational institution among Negroes in the entire southwest.
Granted that our D college becomes re-conditioned musically, as
set forth in these pages, we shall state briefly the great mission
that is within its power alone.
The Inter-scholastic League which is an annual affair at this
college affords an opportunity for the college music department to
utilize this period of time educationally, The college has an opportunity to provide a chance for the many state public school teachers
and would be musicians to organize into an educational institute
for rural and city music teachers, The better teachers could be
used on committees and upon the teaching staff for the institute.
The culmination of the years work could very well be in the form
of a regional music festival, and contest. The theme should be
"Better Music For Rural Schools and Higher Musical Standards for

V
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All Schools." This movement should so spread that the college would
be obliged to maintain the D Music School Service, an organization
of music graduates and advanced music students providing instructors
for communities throughout the state where there is a lack of com
petent music teachers.

Also, this organization should serve to

send representatives into communities to conduct musical forums a few
times a term, to places that desire musical impetus and strength.
Out of this movement should grow a state musical organization
having sound policies in the promotion, of higher musical standards,
with conscientious leadership inspired and radiating from the col
leges' unselfish influence. For D college to take the lead up
ward in music progress would mean that other colleges in the state
would follow suit, and soon Texas would be an entirely different
musical area for artistic insight for high school youth.
This type of activity is being practiced by Dillard University
in Mew Orleans with gratifying results, for public school teachers
in Louisiana and Mississippi. Ihe movement is only one year old
but promises to go far.
"A new type of practice teaching is being advocated
in certain training schools. It is called "teacher
interneship" and in its operation a teacher, without
paid experience is placed in a school or a system where
he may be given very frequent supervision and .here he
works on a low salary, in return for the special di
rection of administrative and supervisory officers.
After one of such interneship, successful teachers may
be eligible for full time positions on regular salary
schedules.
"The widespread adoption of the so-called 'music
clinic' also offers the musician opportunity for im
provement of his work, Reading about what outstanding
leaders are doing in distant centers may give the
teacher a few ideas, but seeing the leader at actual
work with a group of high-school musicians will be

-
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productive.
As one of the most important recommendations, I would submit
for actual adoption in the school music department of D college
would be the educational innovations mentioned above. In coopera
tion with the Department of Education,the school music facultyshould take definite steps to set the pattern for early action
along these lines. D college should invite other colleges in the
state to cooperate in this movement.
Our Negro college, we shall assume is re-conditioned in its
musical ideals. With an invigorating and inspiring musical atmos
phere that serves the community, as well as the college student,
we may take for granted that the high school student too basks in
the radius of its artistic enchantment. So now, we focus attention
towards the college's department of music, in its relationship to
the high school music course
"Is it possible to make music education continuous
throughout school and college? Yes, but only so far as the
college determines the entire course and trains the teachers
in the conduct of it. Might college music be administered
for the many rather than for the few, as is at present the
case? Yes, but only as the college sees to it that the
substance and teaching are auch that every child has its
musical chance, with the result that upon entering college
he will not find the doors of music closed to him unless
he has had some special training in music other uhan ohat
received at school. The absence of the connection between
the music of the school and the college, a situation
that exists in no other academic activity, is lamentable,
«2
and it is the solemn duty of the college to rectify the evil.
1Prepared

by the Society's Committee on Music Education,
National Society For the Study of Education, pp.2i7-219.
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1936

2Davison, Archibald T., Music Education in America, p. 143.

New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1915
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It; seems from "the above that the college has the responsibility
to set the standard of music instruction from the kindergarten through
high school, and also the duty of training teachers with sound
taste, knowledge of music and such skill in imparting that knowledge
as to form a connecting link between the school and college, with
a logical plan of instruction.

,J-he

realization of such an ideal

would go far into the solution of the entire problem of music
education in Texas among Negro youth.
"We wish the educators and music teachers would see the
•whole*of music education; not as problems for grades four,
five and six, for the high school or for the college,
but as one long progressive crbscendo of interest and achieve
ment from kindergarten through college and afterwards.
But, we must assume one fact is certain; any effort to
improve conditions of teaching, to better standards of
music, and to bring unity out of disjunction, must come
primarily from the college... .Indeed if there is one issue
upon which the whole question of success or failure turns,
it is upon that of a proper recognition by "merican col
leges of the validity of music as an entrance requirement.
Without that any progress along the road of better music
education will be slow indeed.
So we see if uniform high standards are to exist, as in other
branches of education, the college music cannot be isolated from
that of the high school but must be a directed continuation of the
- same.

All of Mr. Davison's claims do not apply verbatum to our

problem to be solved in the Negro college and school, We must
agree however, in as much as the college is the highest educational
unit, and since through its high standards it sheds its light, in
fluence and direction to all other educational branches, music should
likewise be accorded the same consideration.
^Davidson, Archibald, Music Education injmerioa, p. 106.
New York: Charles Scribner and Sons, 1915.
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j.he old college tradition of setting standards for the high
school to meet college entrance requirements is of no concern to
us; however, we realize that public school authorities are becoming
independent enough to make courses practical for the majority who
never enter college instead of glibly accepting rigid college dic
tatorship as in the past. Even so, we must admit that college
standards will always influence the continuity of progress from
the lowest to the highest in every branch of education, so why
not in music also?
Should the college stand off and view the while substance of
school music as a strange demonstration of mis-directed effort
with which it is only slightly concerned? Should the college
consider itself as the rightful and legitimate agency to take the
directing process in hand and rectify existing evils in highschool music? With a knowledge of what actually takes place in
the public schools of Texas as given in the earlier chapters of
this discourse, we shall see that the college may expect little
in the way of musical foundation from its freshmen students. It
is obvious that the college should not be satisfied to accept
things as they are. It should be the agency to analyze and to
improve the music conditions in public schools. Its mission is
to bring unity out of disjunction and it should not hesitate to
accept the responsibility. As long as the college views the con
dition as one over which it has no control, our public schools
will remain in the mire of misdirected effort and inferior teach
ing of music.
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The college must not be satisfied with its own musical en
vironment and progress in its music department, however gratify
ing it may seem in growth and development.

It must also adopt

the musical adventures in the public schools under its guidance.
As we have seen, its first duty wall be to train teachers for the
music profession. So, music is to be a continued plan of instruction
from the lowest to the highest under college directorship.

The

teachers must have sound taste, thorough knowledge of music and
a skill in imparting it effectively to pupils.
The college must demand a more accurate and more extensive
musicianship in its products, involving taste, technical knowledge, and an inclusive understanding of the classics. The teachers
must be true educators who will administer to high school youth,
not the 'wants' but the 'needs' of men. So wee see that the high
school musician of the future in the Negro high schools of iexas
will require a type of training that is not probable unless the
college takes the initiative and sets the standard.
At present, as we may recall from Chapter Two of this thesis,
the prevalent type of music teacher, to be found in Texas public
schools, is drawn from young men and women who play or 3ing in a
mediocre manner, with little or no musical insight of any degree
or artistic merit; or those who have acquired slight and superficial
training gained in the summer sessions of some Texas Negro college;
or those who have fairly good skill in singing or playing, also
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some knowledge of musical fundamentals, but have had very little to
cultivate the taste or to acquaint them with the masterpieces of
music. ifhen we consider that such persons are thought of as capable
musicians in comparison to grade teachers who carry on the in
struction in the grades although confessedly ignorant of music
generally speaking, we cannot hesitate to usher the Negro college
of Texas into the scheme ofrectification under high standards, and
rigid requirements.

Musical activities and practices then border

on the ridiculous, to the exclusion of music of educational and cul
tural value, in favor of the cheap and superficial music of the
day.
The training of musicians in colleges and professional schools
should plncse emphasis upon far more important elements ohan that
of meeting academic requirements, musical skills and teaching
efficiency.

Important and indispensiole as these qualities are they

are of no educational value if the teacher possessing them has not
developed respect and reverance for the art he represents,

Atti-

tudes of teachers of music should be so highly developed that his
standards of appraisement, ideals and practics should function on
the highest artistic levels,

If his attitudes are not refined by

his exposure and training in the field of the greatest of arts, if
he stoops to subversive practices

of featuring music not in keeping

with the dignity of his profession, then the college nas failed
in its efforts to develop a music educator.
A school music teacher cannot serve
and its counterfeit.

two masters namely, art

A school musician who does not religiously
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consider his art as such huh is swayed hy the commercial, corrupt
music of popular fancy ho hhe exhenh that he includes such in his
school music achivihies is as dehremenhal ho hhe field of educahion
as a quack dochor is ho hhe medical profession. Any college guilhy
of sending persons inho hhe music beaching field whose ahhihudes
have nob developed ho hhe highesh respech for music as an arh
is feeding Texas musical life hhe same anhi-culhural dieh all ready
common in Negro environments.
Quote:
"We can reflech wihh pride on hhe fach hhah
'America is hhe greahesh musical nahion in hhe
world' and hhah we as public school and college
and universihy musicians have helped make it so.
"Sere is a part of a very directly written article
that appeared recently in The Music Teacher's Review;
it is by Kaare A. nolgen, a Norwegian musician wihh
wide European training, including study wihh some
of hhe most famous violin teachers of modern times.
What he has ho say on the subject of jazz and its
position in hhe musical life of our country is of
hhe most serious problems now facing American music
educators is how ho deal wihh this tremendous threat
ho our musical civilization. It may be, as so many
of us hope, that hhe United States is headed for
a musical renaissance; There are many signs which
seem ho point that way. But one thing is certains
such a movement can never be representative of the
whole people, can never come from the heart of the
nation, unless this counterfeit, commercially
inspired and produced, unrepresentative music is
done away with. Here is another example of a
nation not being able to serve two masters. Unless
this counterfeit, commercially inspired and pro
duced, unrepresentative music is done away with.
Here is another example of a nation not being able
to serve two masters. Unless the musical profession
becomes aware of the necessity of an attempt on its
part to counteract the influence of jazz and every
thing it stands for, we will be confronted with the
sad spectacle of a nation divided into two unequal
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were to sit back complacently and wait for it, we
should wait till doomsday. On the other hand,
united and working systematically towards the end
of replacing jazz with music, we would constitute
a formidable body that could not be stopped. We
could accomplish anything.
In what estimation would a teacher of literature be held who
selected for his course of study the "best sellers" and popular
magazines, because the children liked them? And what result whould
we expect to get from the use of such literature?

And more than all

else, how would we classify such an English teacher? Now to carry
this parallel into the field of music as we find it today in the
Negro high school of Texas is no exaggeration,
atmosphere which is general,

This is the musical

Occasionally a rare case is found where

a competent teacher is found, but the atmosphere is negative, mater
ial inadequate, and there is a tremendous opposition ollered b^
other phases of school life that contradict and react against
upward direction of musical progress.
The blame must largely be laid at the door of colleges who are
not seriously preparing teachers for the music profession instilled
with the highest musical standards and convictions, nurtured in an
atmosphere conductive to such growth,

The college must recognize

the need of adequate instruction in this field, and must therefore
offer courses designed properly to equip students thoroughly for
every department of music education,

So, music supervisors, music

teachers and grade teachers all need more and better instruction,
1
Fisher Edition News, Vol. XVIII, pp. 5-7. New York. J.
Fishcher and Brothers, (January), 1942
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which remains the duty of the college to provide, and direct.
"This musical knowledge and skill so absolutely necessary for success in music teaching can be secured only
after years of study and practice and no amount of academic
background or personal charm can.compensate for its lack.
In this connection it may be well to call attention to the
fact that in many colleges a student may attain a so-called
major in music, often as many as thirty semester hours,
without a single unit of credit in appleid music that is
performance. Indeed, the colleges often make no adequate
provision for the study or practice of applied music. The un
fairness of such a system must be apparent when it is
understood that the acquisition of an ordinary degree of
skill as a musical performer demands hours of unremitting
practice, certainly several hours daily. To ask the serious
music student to carry fifteen hours of work in academic
subjects calling for daily preparation and then to add to
that normal load and hours of practice without which no
real musical skill can result, imposes an unfair burden.
In setting up a music major college authorities might well
take into some account the fact that musicianship is a
combination of knowledge and skill.
if the supervison-teacher must carry on instruction
in both vocal and instrumental fields, success will be more
difficult. Administrators have discovered this through
experience and are more and more likely to engage two music
teachers, one for the vocal work and another for the in
strumental. Where there is not sufficient music teaching
to justify the employment of two-full-time teachers, it is
often possible to employ a teacher of high school subjects
who can also handle instrumental work and another teacher,
of either grade or high-school subjects, who can devote
a portion of his time to vocal music. This practice will
usually be productive of better results than one demanding
that the teacher of music be a musical jack-of-all-^rpdes.
The bandmaster, for example, is rarely equipped either by
experience or inclination, to develop a satisfactory pro
gram of choral music in the elementary schools. To do the
latter requires an acquaintance with the child's voice
in singing, which is seldom part of the bandmaster's train
ing. On the other hand, the teacher, or vocal music,
particularly if a woman, is seldom equipped fo th9 duties
of a bandmaster, requiring as they do the giving ol actua
instruction on a variety of wind and percussion instruments
plus the direction of organizations, not only in concert,
but also on parade and as a part of community events of
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of one kind or another. Since the tendency to divide
the music responsibility between two individuals, one
a specialist in the vocal and the other in the instru
mental field, is very common in small systems, it
is obvious that our teacher-training institutions
must prepare a large number of candidates competent
to teach some subject other than music. The alternative
should be a large number of candidates equipped for
all types of music instruction. Since such equip
ment is rarely found, the obvious solution for the
small school system is a combination of music and
academic teaching.
The Prairie View Music Education graduates suffer acutely in
the training program as discussed above particularly are they
extremely deficient in practical music in the majority of cases.
The writer would suggest that special concern be given by those
who control course requirements if the college expects to prepare
efficiently for the field of music teaching.
"Lack of interest in music on the part of school
executives retards progress in the work. It is easy
to judge the musical interest of these school executives
simply by visiting the music classes in the schools
under their supervision. In too many cases a lack
of interest in the subject, along with ignorance of
it, on the part of these executives, is resulting
in neglect of the music work in the rural schools.'
One of the most serious problems which could be remedied by
Prairie View concerns the attitude of public school administrators.
Since the majority of Texas school principals are either products
of Prairie View or frequent the campus for numerous state meets,
they are accessible to college direction and guidance along many
lines.

These attitudes toward music in most cases ere unfavored®

1Prepared

by the Society's Committee on Music Education,
National Society For the Study of Education, p. 208.
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1936

2Ibid

p. 209
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due to lack of information and training under college direction.
It is the duty of the college of Texas to devise instructional
institutional institutes in cooperation with the Department of
Music to condition the attitudes of executives favorable to
music if the program in schools is to be effective.
The college must see that every stage of music education is
carefully and skillfully constructed, from the elementary grades
through college.

Persons who attend college for the purpose of

becoming grade teachers, should be required to gain a certain
amount of musical proficiency, in order to adequately teach music
in the grades under supervision, having as the basis a real abiding
musical taste.

The poor quality of music used in Negro high schools

by teachers, may largely be accredited to the fact that the colleges
are responsible for their musical poor taste, for it failed to in
still into them higher musical conceptions.

In other words, the

Negro college of Texas is responsible for, half educated music
teachers, whose actual knowledge of the elements of music is often
surprisingly small and wliose taste is pathetically undernourished.
Thorough courses in music education, theory, history and appreciation,
applied music study, and a broad general academic education demanded and
provided by the college will be the cure.
Now the college with re-conditioned musical atmosphere may not
only send out thoroughly qualified instructors of music for the
Negro schools, but such teachers whose work will be an inspiration to
countless children.

We shall not attempt to map out courses of
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study for the college music departments engaged in the business of
training public school music teachers.

Our object is to give in

a general discussion it s vital relationship to music education in
the Negro schools.

If the Negro colleges should attempt to measure

up to even seventy per cent of its obligation, as given in this
topic, there would be no occasion for concern over the musical
future in our Negro public schools of Texas.

GENERAL MUSIC APPRECIATION IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
ITS DIRECTION AND PURPOSE

Under normal conditions, if there be any in the Negro high
schools in the state of Texas, wherein the conditions are not so
extreme as pictured previously, we shall give a general idea of
direction and purpose of music appreciation.
The direction of music in the high school depends largely
upon whether or not the children were led early to find something
joyous, invigorating and lasting in music, while pursuing the early
grades; such in most cases has not been evident, in the schools
for Negroes in the state of Texas,

The direction of music instruction

will also depend upon the amount of time alloted to music study
in the particular high school considering the course.

The direction

of music instruction, should at all times be concerned with the
masses of children first, then special courses for the gifted
or those with sufficient talent as to require special training,
may be worked out in proportion to the needs.
In this discourse, we shall look more carefully at the masses
of high school children whose outlook musically will be that of
general culture, not musicianship.

Music to refine; music to bring

exalted enjoyment of the musical heritage of all times; music that
appeals to the highest impulses and emotions of mankind, that influences thought and action on higher nobler planes.
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Such is
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the music appreciation for which the average high school youth of
Texas has yet to experience, as a part of his educational awakening.
After all, relatively few high school graduates will take part
in music to any great extent, requiring an understanding of sight
singing or theory; while everyone will have to hear music- there
is no escape from the fact.

And it therefore should be the ambition

of every high school teacher of music to develop within the pupil
an admiration for good music and a will to have a part in it,
together with the power to discriminate between what is good and
what is poor, and leave the more advanced professional departments
to the college and the conservatories.
In the purpose of music appreciation as determined by the
college, the question will arise among teachers of music in the
Negro high school as to the best way to off-set the influence of
modern popular music and to substitute a devotion to that which is
offered during school hours, The high school teacher, in spit®
of sound musical taste, can hope for little along this line until
music is more wisely administered in the lower grades and until
they themselves learn from the colleges to present the material in
a more stimulating way, and to abandon the U3e of showy but in
ferior part songs, operettas, and cantatas, in favor of music of
real value, whether it directly appeals to pupils and the public
or not. The public will grow to standards; do not stoop to them,
but lift them up to your plane, It is natural for the high school
child' to find his satisfactions in the cheap and immediate appeal-
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ing music of the day, but ^he wise teacher can always so administer
the music appreciation course, as to delegate the cheap sensational
music of the child's environment to its small catagory in the amuse
ment world.

In short, do not talk against popular music, but

arrange the appreciation lessons, by correlating them effectively
with the child's study of literature and history, and gradually
lead the children to discriminate and discover the sturdy equalities
of standard music as is found in standard literature, in contrast
to the thread-bareness of popular music and cheap literature. The
process should be gradual and subtle, but finally the child will
delegate jazz to a limited valuation in his emotional experience
as he learns to love the works of the masters. The tenacity of the
old bond for degrading music will be hard to break and will make
progress slow, but the tactful and interesting teacher can succeed.
"The listening should be thoughtful and dis
criminating, stimulating desire to examine details
and background; it should afford guidance into the
realization of enjoyment to take prominence in the
emotional and aesthetic life of the child."1
If the school program can afford only one period per
week for musical activity, then such work should be conducted as
a course in music appreciation rather than an hour of enforced
theory of music, historical facts about music, or purposeless
community singing. The latter may be worked into very good advantage
during the general assembly period.

It is necessary for the high

Dykema, Peter, "Music for Public Schools Administrators,"
Bureau of Publications, p. 71. Teachers' College, Columbia
University, Ohio: 1931
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schools to accord a reasonable amount of time to music. The
theoretical courses may be arranged according to needs of special
students, but a course in appreciation should meet two or three
times a week, and may be planned to cover a period of two years.
In view of the experience which proceeds this work, the study of
music appreciation should begin at the beginning and be satisfied
to cover comparatively little ground. With adequate illustrations,
it might start with the folk song and progress into modern times.
The college should meet the high school situation with three
requisites which are necessary if the course is to be practical
and effective. First, the teacher must be a reasonably well-educat
ed musician, possessing a knowledge of the subject far more ex
tensive than that required by his immediate work, and an acquaintance
with other branches of education such as would enable him to draw
parallels between music and other fields of learning. He should
have without fail a highly cultivated taste, and a faith in the
capacity of youth to percieve and enjoy beauty without the aid of
sugar-coated musical palliatives or sensational devices which are
calculated to enhance interest, but which in reality, distract
attention from the music itself.

And lastly, the illustrations

should offer as nearly as possible a true presentation of the work
under discussion.
Difficulties in procuring

suitable illustrations, are many.

Many teachers do not perform well enough to play illustrations on

129the piano. And if they were able to do so, the piano is a poor
medium to illustrate chamber music, symphonic movements, and
string quartets.

All of these organizations are expensive, and

so foreign to the child's experience that he may be fortunate
enough to hear one in person may be once in his life time. To
create interest in something so foreign takes a super imaginative
teacher.

Good records and good phonographs are about the best

mediums that the teacher can depend upon, in spite of the count
less objections and inadequateness of the medium; sometimes the
radio may be worked in conveniently. And pictures of the organi
zations, often great pianists, great singers, symphony orchestras,
and of the great music masters, all help to heighten the interest
and enthusiasm for the course. Note books containing the themes
and titles of compositions studied, together with pictures and
important items concerning the composers and their contemporaries.
in poetry, literature and history, would serve to make the music
course more vital and impressive for the young minds. Constant
repetition, under the disguise of cleverness and variety in method
of presentation will go far into making lasting impressions upon
the young mind.

The children need contact with the music itself.

"If we could see that music is a universal language,
all_engrossing and self-sufficient, that the best music
is often the simplest, lying easily within a child's
comprehension; if, as teachers, we understand the language of Bach and Bethoven as we understaiti Tchaikowsky;
if we but had faith to believe that children, lacking
our sophistication which grows out of prejudices and
complicated experiences, hear what we cannot hear; and
if we could but stop talking about music and stop
trying to interpret it, we should afford to children
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an opportunity which is their due, and to the best
music the privilege which as a great art it merits-the one, of listening naturally and freely; the other,
of speaking its own message in its own way.
"In protesting against talking about music, I do
not mean explaining it, but rather the vague and airy
comment which is better described as 'talking around'
music; for an explanation of"what the music 'is', its
structures and form, is just as necessary from an
educational standpoint as an explanation of what it
means is unnecessary. Merely to listen to music, like
children,to let it play pleasantly or disagreeably
upon one's emotions, is to be an unintelligent
listener and to miss the greater part of a possible
enjoyment. In the high school a course in appreciation
should include instruction in the simpler forms;some
treatment of the structure of the music; illustrations
of the sound of the various orchestral instruments by
competent performers (the phonograph is unable to
produce exactly the different timbres); and an historical
and aesthetic comparison of styles; At no time, however,
should these details interfere with the hearing of the
music, for this is above all things important. More
over, all explanation should come after the class is
thoroughly acquainted with the work as a whole, having
heard it played a number of times. With such preparation
there is no danger that the quality of the composition
as a work of art will be destroyed.
The most effective way of supplementing music appreciation and
the most ideal way is to be found in cities where symphony orchestras
are maintained and where they sacrifice enough time to give young
people's concerts, Such is impractical in Texas, since there are
only a few symphony orchestras in the making, and they are all in
the other race. Perhaps in some far distant day, such opprotunities
will be available for the Negro high school youth, but no shail not

^Davidson, Archibald, Mugi^ Education in America, p. 88,
New York: Charles Scribner and Sons, 1915
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attempt to discuss any issue except those that are in reach at the
present time or in the near future.
There is not an intention to disregard other high school music
activities, like the a capeila choir, the orchestra, band, and glee
clubs, all of these agents under proper guidance can contribute
immensely to the general music appreciation program, bince the
quality proportion and skill of these organizations differ so
greatly, and therefore have to work in accordingly as they present
themselves in particular cases, it is not safe to discuss their
place in a discourse of this kind.

burely,

the teacher who is

qualified to follow suggestions as given in this part of the dis
course with good results, will be capable of utilizing student
organizations for the promotion of the appreciation course if he is
fortunate to have any of these organizations far enough advanced
to serve the purpose.

The reader is invited to see Appendix D

for further feference to Music Appreciation. Sample outline
of courses as well as projects and dramatizations growing out
of correlative activities are included exemplifying varied devices
serving as music appreciation aids.

^See Appendices C, D, and E

SPECIFIC MUSIC APPRECIATION PROJECTS

Our remedial measures for Music Appreciation in the Negro
high school in the state of Texas, as set forth so far in this
chapter, may appear to you to be far fetched and idealistic; or it
may appear as being practical and desirable. No matter what con
clusion you may reach concerning them, we must admit that they are
not yet in practice and therefore cannot alter conditions that
sadly affect music appreciation at present. The solutions as
suggested will be of importance to the teachers of the future,
let us hope.
So, today, it is necessary for the teacher of music who is
doomed to come up against non-penetrative obstacles that prohibit
the growth of music appreciation to thrive in b'arren soil, to
find some means of cultivating the soil before planting the seed
of music appreciation. May we read again Chapter Three of this
thesis, and review conditions as they actually exist?

fVe recall

clearly from this review, how the average high school teacher of
other subjects, having been trained in college environments that
failed to develop their aesthetic insights, are agents for degene
rate musical activities among high school pupils, as a means of
raising funds throughout the school term. We also recall how the
administration of such high schools endorse and approve such enter
tainments fox" financial gains even to the sacrifice of cultural
and educational aims; and that the administration interprets
democracy in a school to mean freedom on the part of all departments.

•
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and clubs to produce whatever they please without restriction from
any other department.

So, that minstrels, cheap operettas or any

sort of vicious entertainments sponsored by any organization with
in the school is perfectly in keeping with democracy, without
regard to the true purpose of the organizations. In an environment
of such musical activities we see how impossible it is for the
music teacher to bestir the department of music effectively against
these forces that work for degradation within the school, much less
outside of the school.
As a typical example we cite the Moore High School in <Vaco,
Texas where all of this was found to be true in an exaggerated
manner, plus the fact that the songs sung for devotions and assembly
were relics of the most abysmally melancholy spectacle, and sung
in a dry

unenthusiastic manner. Ihey seemed to have been the

type of songs which most of the children had gained familiarity
with through their church connections, To add to this that the
introduction to the children of standard hymns, chorales, plain
songs, and religious folk songs met with resentment almost o ual
to their attitude towards standard music, gives us our music situa
tion as it is, with the mass of students in Moore High school.
Now there is always small proportion of select students who have
musical inclinations which they wish to develop.

^hese are usually

students who possess some talent for singing or playing music,
and therefore afail themselves of the opportunities offered within
the school for musical growth, They enter with an interest in
music and all the teacher has to do is to hold that interest; and
Personal interview with Waco Music Supervisor
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to make it grow. We ar9 not so much concerned with this special
group of students; we

are concerned with bringing music apprecia

tion within the grasp of this larger non-interested mass of child
ren who keep a shield of resentment between them and music's approach.
Before launching upon the methods of reaching these musical de
generates, we shall in a general way give you an idea of the music
courses offered those selecting music for high school credit.
The high school music course as introduced in MoopeHigh
School, eight years ago met five-times a week. The activities were
divided into three parts, namely:
Part I. Rudiments of music; nole reading; elementary
theoretical knowledge; study of simple song forms;
larger forms.
Two lessons per week.
Part II. Chorus music, chorus rehearsals employing part
songs.
Two lessons per week.
Part III. Stages of Musical Development (Music Appreciation)
One lesson per week.
This third activity is the one which is of ohief concern to
us.

Because of limited recorded material, this course was limited

in scope and in time; nevertheless it proved to be of both interest
and value to the children.
In describing the course, we may say, that this phase oi -he
music course required very little preparation outside OL -ho cia-s
room.

It is divided into two courses, extending over a semester,

with one period weekly of forty-five minutes each, called "Musio
Appreciation' and'Music Appreciation II! The first semesters work
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practically covers the same ground every time it is given, with
changing illustrations. Music Appreciation II, open to all students
who have had Music Appreciation I, varies each semester; therefore
it may be elected year after year and still give the student some
thing new.
istic.

This elasticity of the course is a valuable character

Everyone knows the danger which besets a teacher of falling

into routine, and in the case of an art this is especially deaden
ing.
Music Appreciation I aims to give an elementary general
knowledge of the materiaL and structure of music as may be acquired
by attentive listening to repeated performances of compositions,
complete or in parts.

Opportunity is given of noting resemblances

and differences in melody, harmony, or rhythm, of hearing simple
themes and their variety, of tracing more than one melody at a time
and of hearing the various other things which little by little lead
to the description of the most important type of musical lorm.
In conducting the class an effort is made to have the pupil observe
as far as possible what he hears, without being told. The first
thing, and the chief thing is actually "to hear'. While the main
subject of the first semesters work is the structure of music, there
are many subordinate matters which properly find their places
here. Mo study of the structure of music can amount to anything without at least a slight knowledge of harmony and rhythm, sup lamented
by melody writing and ear-training as conducted in Pirt I o.
course in Rudiments of Music.

So, much general information io in-
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cidently communicated, like the meaning, pronunciation and spelling
of musical terms, hints of the history and development of music and
occasionally facts of biography, while many other miscellaneous
typics are naturally discussed.
It will perhaps suffice to name a few of the subjects treated
in what is known as Music Appreciation II. Sometimes a semester
is devoted to a sketch of the general history and development of
music, sometimes to the study of symphonies, perhaps two or three.
Half of the semester may be devoted to art song, the other half to
piano music.

Our music course in Moore High School is young so

that our variety for course II, has not as yet covered many
eras of musical variety, It is so planned however that other
second semester courses may deal with, violin music, string quartets,
symphonic poems, or operas, After which the cycle will begin
over again.
Whatever the subject may be there is always enough repetition
to fix things in the memory and enough variety to stimulate interest.
The great ne* d of pupils to hear great music, and the comments of
fered are only such as will enable them to grasp the music moie
easily.
The query naturally arises as to haw the results attained
in these classes can be tested, but the most important results can
not be measured in any tangible way. It is easy enough to find out
whether the pupils remember the names of compositions studied, and
names of the composers; it is easy to find out whether they can
distinguish a major chord from a minor one and an authentic cadence
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from plagalj it is easy to discover whether they know that Bach
lived earlier than Wagner and whether they can give an outline
of sonata form. But all of these things even though very interest
ing, have little in comparison to the real culture that come3
from familiarity with the best music. If tangible evidence of
good results seem somewhat unsatisfactory, the limitations of the
students vocabulary must be considered, as well as the fact that
they are just learning to express their ideas, They have not yet
acquired precision in the choice of words or skill in putting them
together.

Anyone who has attempted it knows hew difficult it is

for even an experienced person to express himself clearly in
regard to music and should make due allowance for these immature
children.

The main thing, the teacher must always make sure

that explanations are understood by the class, Even if the pupils
seem rather inarticulate the watchful teacher can trace the growth
of love for good music and the development of taste, ^uch growth
is evident among the special students who elect music study in
Moore High School.
But since these talented pupils who sing or play are naturally
interested in music, the teacher is more concerned about the
great mass of the student body, who fail to avail themselves oi
any contact with music, and have no desire to do so; because"thoy
are satisfied with the degenerate musical conceptions of the
dance hall, of cheap radio programs of their own choice and of their
environment generally.
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How can the teacher of music reach these students?

Should

he render music for them when they gather for assembly? This has
been tried, and it not only met with disfavor but with disgust.
Such an innovation as to introduce something so strangely unfamiliar
must because of non-association be a flop. The mind of the pupil
must first be prepared to receive the music. If they are capable
of enjoying nothing higher than "Sophisticated baily" or"Beautiful
Lady In Blue", then why impose upon the uninitiated a Beethoven
bonata?
In seeking to prepare the children's minds, the first thing
to do is to rid them of prejudice against music. They entertain
a natural prejudice against anything that seems to ts different
from their experiences, musically, So the teacher who is selling
the idea of music to the special high school music classes may in
turn have patronage to enjoy their musical wares,

In Moore high

school, the teacher found a good avenue of approach, in making
frequent interesting talks during the assembly hour on various
phases of music, for the benefit of the entire student oody. These
\f

talks were both educational and cultural and invoked no little
interest.^ Students who were not enrolled for courses in music,
were offered prizes for the best written report on th various ta
given by the music teacher from time to time, The prize was usually
as assembly song book, presented by the department of music to the
student whose review of the talk won first place, These talks proved
to pave the way for music which was to be presented to the assembly

1

See Appendix B
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from time to time, from the department of music or under the
auspicies of the department of music.

And in contrast to presenting

programs which the children had nothing in common was the scheme of
having won at least the curiosity or interest of the masses when
the programs from the department of music wer9 to be presented.
From this interest, understanding and enjoyment to some extent
has been realized, with promising tendencies for continuous and
more of such results.

Samples of these talkw will be found in the

appendix. How after having prepared the minds of the masses of
children into a couriosity bordering upon interest towards the music
department by these instructive short lectures on muaic, we next
shall seek a means to feed this curiosity or interest and make it
grow somewhat towards understanding and enjoyment of the best music.
The teacher of music at Moore High School realizes that the
antidote for an evil lies not in preaching or censorship but in
offering better examples, To kill an idea or misconception, one
must present another idea not merely by verbal teaching but by
providing illustrations. Now in trying to reach the mass o. high
school pupils in this school, there are some who are mildly cuiious,
some who mildly interested, a few who are very curious or very
much interested. On the other hand there are those whose attitu e
proves that they will have 'none of it,

and whose actions prove

that they are satisfied with the musical ooncpetions that they have
entertained all of their lives and which is heard in their nones,
in their social and school environment in the form of jazz. Any
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thing foreign to their musical experiences is therefore rejected.
The lectures had very little or no bearing upon the minds of
such children, nor did the musical illustrations which were presented as timely offerings by the music department. So we shall
face the facts in acknowledging that to a large proportion of the
students a favorable reaction to the above named devices is not the
case.

Let us recall the true musical character of the average

Texas Negro youth, that runs through the veins of this discourse.
We recognize him as being a victim of musical circumstances that
have warped his musical shape, blinded his musical sight, crippled
his musical progress and has almost rendered him deaf to all
except the jazz erase of his day. He has a hardened resistance
to the approach of new musical experiences which contradict his
musical experiences. All of this has been re-inforced by the
Negro press, the college musical atmosphere and also by the music
which various high school teachers of other subjects have encouraged.
Lectures on music, with adequate illustrations from the music
department, cannot off-set an atmosphere like this, even though
it may do some good toward improving the state of affairs, The
teacher of music desires to reach these children in some way; so
by utilizing the music classes to present from time to time
such programs that are attractive and immediate appealing while at
the same time serve to create a higher culture in the school
seem to be the best solution, In this way such presentations which
have a musical moral as the basis can serve to gradually erase

HI
the dark misconceptions that cloud the musical vision of the
average Texas high school pupil, just as it is being done in Moore
High School of Moo, Texas. ~l
These musical projects may be in the form of pageants,
plays, playlets and musical sketches.

All should have attractive

settings and highly interesting content, conveying a lesson in
appreciation of some phase of art music, in simple but effective
manner of unfolding itself, so that the idea intended to be
conveyed will be in evident to the stupid, as well as instructive
to the alert.

Examples of such programs are to be found in the

appendix of this discourse.
Such projects in Moore nigh School, have proved to be very
valuable and will in time have tremendous influence upon the musical
morale of the entire student body, Such progress is sadly retarded by the fact that the teacher of music is not placed in
charge of all of the music to be used in the school either by
direct or indirect means, The prevalent U3e of inferior or even
degenerate music for the benefit of raising funds for athletics and
other projects, work in opposition to the otherwise successful scheme
just mentioned. So we find both good and inferior music lighting
for first place in the musical environment of Moore High School.
The former, sponsored by the department of music, the latter in
popular favor with all departments except the music department.
What could divide the student mind more?
^Personal interview with Music Supervisor of Vaco, iexas.
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excellent little .ook on school music recentlv

and in dismissal! "mth^hifideal1
accoi d, and my suggestion is that the supervisor of music
at le-ast encourage the teacher to bring to him for approval,
ists of phonograph records, marches and other music to be
used in calisthenics, and even songs to be sung in the
morning devotions. Musical taste is at least partly the
result of musical environment. If a child hears only good
music, therefore the chances are that a taste for good"
music will evolve; but if he hears some music that is good
and some that is bad, his taste is as likely to turn towards
the lower as towards the higher. It is for this reason
that I am advocating that the supervisor of music be held
responsible for selecting all music used in the school,
/hen this custom has once been established no objection will
be raised to it and the school will thus come one degree
nearer to exerting only ideal influences.1,1
perhaps you smile at that which is so universally accepted in
educational circles, in this advanced day. The validity of such a
natural and common practice as was advocated by Mr. Gehrkens nearly
twenty years ago is no longer debated. But in Negro High Schools
no other point could cause greater contention, as being entirely
contrary to the principles of democracy within the school.

Each

department and club must have freedom in their chosen activities.
Ihis educational fallacy serves to perpetuate an unhsilthy musical
environment, because of constant use of inferior music, in home room,
clubs and other activities.

In spite of this, the music teachers

lectures on music, the illustrations from the department of music,
together with playlets, plays, programs and various music projects
which are presented to the entire student body, are having an effect
upon improving the musical morale of Moore High School.

With better

^Gehrkens, K. W., An Introduction to School Music Teaching, p. 89.
Boston: C. C. Birchard Company, 1919
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cooperation from other departments, an alleviation from the laboring
process under opposition would be the result, and progress musically
would speed up.
It is important that the music department should present at
all times careful performances of good music in the process of
promoting music appreciation. The iviiter has on the contrary observed not only an abundant enployment of mediocre music in several
Texas cities, hut also performances in an un-musical manner, many
of the better choral works.

Both cases are prevalent when high

schools sing during the Interscholastic League Contests at Prairie
View College each year.

Distortions of good music serve to injure

rather than improve taste for good music, and it also serves to defeat efforts towards developing appreciation by other means,

These

hopelessly inadequate ideas of interpretation of good music can only
be traced to short comings in musicianship on the part ox the
directors.

In such cases the only re-medial measures, lie in

employment of sound musicians with high standards.
In the several cities, the writer observed that there is a
tendency to preserve the traditional custom of singing Negro Soiritur s
by high school groups,

These genuine American folk songs are in

most cases sung with a fair degree of naturalness and racial eloquence.

And in some cases it is truly representative ox their

true character.

There was a tendency on the part of some high

school groups to over-emphasize the rhythmic element in these songs
by exaggerating this element into jazz style, which Ox course de
stroyed the religious quality which is the secret of their true
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beauty.

Such high school choral groups however are accustomed to

jazzing everything they sing and are not considered as contri
buting anything to the cause of art. These Negro Spirituals when
sung at their best, serve to establish a foundation for music
appreciation, and should therefore be sung in a characteristic
manner at all times. It would be very easy to make a study of
these American folk tunes, and lead from them into the study of
folk tunes of other nations and finally into the study of higher
musical forms.
The writer also observed that the music appreciation courses
in some Negro High Schools in the state of Texas are not much more
than intellectual exercises, wherein a knowledge of historical
facts, names and works of great musicians are discussed, But
dry facts do not alter the pupils spiritual attitude towards music.
The pupil learns the names and the most outstanding composers and
their works.

In most cases there are no good records available to

afford musical illustrations; and it was also discovered from the
teachers' procedure and satisfaction, that there was a lack of
mature musical taste, musical scholarship, inspiration and vioion
on the part of the instructors. The entire lesson period was spent
in a dry academic review of the main facts in musical history. Appreciation classes, even if efficient teachers are employed must
be supplied with an abundance of good musical illustrations, ihe
teacher should be able to play or sing at least parts o. compositions,
and a phonograph with good records is of primary importance. A
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reproducing piano is a valuable asset but there are many local musi
cians to be found in each community even of the other raoe who
would occasionally favor the music department with special numbers.
The teacher of music must also produce musical projects, utilizing
the children in the department for the benefit of the entire school.
The raising of the general music morale of the Negro High
school campus rests in the hands of the competent music director
who can reach'the masses through the promotion of musical projects
that will change the prevalent conceptions entertained by the
untutored masses. Such projects as are included in the appendix
of this discourse are applicable wherever such conditions exist.
In conclusion let us consider a few comparisons and thoughts
for consumption and digestion that might help us to accept the
remedial measures for improvement of music appreciation in the Negro
High schools of Texas.
The children are taught in their science class, the laws of
health, sanitation and the danger of infection,

Now this teaching

meets with no contradiction when these children contact other departments in the school.
this teaching.

In other words there is no anti-olimax to

No other department in the school would contradict

the fact that every pupil should keep his body clean; on the other
hand they would cooperate with the science department in advocating
clean bodies.

So, why should these same departments contradict the

policy of keeping the pupil's mind and his emotions exposed to
healthy experiences within the school as advocated by the

- U6 -

-department?

While the music department is striving to offer

higher or healthier musical experiences, why is it that other
departments offer unhealthy musical experiences, to off-set this
tendency of creating a school environment of higher culture?

1'his

local condition stamps the Negro's national music character.

He

is branded as one who concieves music and jazz to be synonomous
terms.
Only by an effective music appreciation program in the Negro
high school of Texas can we.hope to elevate the musical morale of
the youth of Texas and the musical horizon of the N0gro population
of the state of Texas. For in the state of Texas among Negro
high school youth, we venture to say that the most vital feature
of music education has not even been attempted, or tested, for
that feature is the promotion of love for good music \vhich each
person may gain in varying degrees in proportion to the experience
with the best music. Whether appreciation comes more from actual
participation, or through well organized instruction in music appieciation, it is certain that unless employment of the best music
is involved that the aims are defeated from the start. , The ultimate
aim should be to cause children to know, love and enjoy good music
in

as many forms as possible, thus to bring added joy into their

lives and added culture and refinement to their natuie3. The science
side of music should always be a means to an end and not the end
in itself.

Above all the high school environment must be conducive

to healthy growth, or else all Negro activities will be in the
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future as in the past lacking in a foundation of taste and culture.
The Negroes' persistent ignoring of experience of other races has
decieved the race into thinking that we may devise our own ex
clusive original musical traditions, alter both substance and re
quirements of accepted musical standards and then arrive at the
same musical goals as the other race. The Negro is a young race, al
ways ready to adopt the new, the easy, the music that calls for
the least preparation.

bo his adoption for the new is not tempered

by a respect or knowledge for the established,

The Negro high school

must admit the musical failings of the past and make serious eiuort
to overcome them or the educational advancement in music is bound
to be slow, labored and ineffective.

tuch subjects a3 music and

the arts which are not the material of the Negro's main thoughts,
must be reinforced by the school in it's important educational
mission as it's chief agency for lifting the cultural level of
it's students and finally the racial group as a whole.

The remedial.

measures as given in this discourse should suggest a point from
which the great adventure may proceed on its mission to revolutionize
the musical outlook of the Negro people in the state of lexas to
higher artistic goals of enjoyment and accomplishment.

H8
A Music Appreciation Teacher's Concept
A teacher of music appreciation must realize the true re
lationship that music has with the elements of human life and
progress, in considering it's educational value in more than one
way.

Music can never be understood if it is divorced from life.

The resourceful teacher will grasp every opportunity to correlate
musical progress with other phases of human progress with which
it is so much a part. In other words the significance of musical
works is not exhausted when their immediate aesthetic impression
has passed.

Someone has said that every musical composition is

a human document, and in it we see more or less a clearly defined •
likeness of its creator.

This may be an exaggeration. But we

know that each is an event in the artist's emotional life; and
each leads us back to the most worthy objects of study, a living
man. We know that the artist is not isolated or self-determined.
He is not what he is, by his own resolution, He is shaped by inate
and inherited dispositions, by physical, social and moral influences.
He is influenced by modes of thinking, feeling and acting which
prevail in the epoch in which he lives, and which he shares . ith
the members of the community or race to which he belongs.
"It is perceived that music has been subject to
the ebb and flow of tendencies which offer such
analogies to certain general movements in the in
tellectual world that would seem impossible to con
sider the correspondence as accidental.,•••The
truth would seem to be that music is equally sensitive
to those currents which are always flowing in the
deeper tracts of human consciousness; and when they
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orm of Ideal manifestation, is swayed and colored by
Sua

T

Wi.tneSS t0 th9ir nature and

necessity.

Thus the life works 01 such commanding geniuses as
Beethoven and Wagner canrot be explained by looking at
the periodic progress musical art considered by
itself
J
aione.,,J'

We must therefore consider the spiritual elements combined
to form what we consider a genius.

So a teacher of musical ap

preciation must be able to go deeper than formal analysis of a
composers works.

The teacher is an investigator who not only com

pares different sjjyles and phases of musical development, but
he also examines contemporary activity. He looks for other manifestations and conditions which determine the direction of all
art.

In the study of single compositions he will often discover

that the musical forms respond in the most sensitive fashion to
the hidden impulses that reveal themselves in the literature, art,
philosphy, religion and even sometimes in political events of the
«

time to which they belong.
From this point of view music rises to the dignity of a world

oracle, and he who would expound its message musht have so broad a
range of vision, a mind so cultured and sharpened, that he is able
to gauge all influences in art, science, belief, individual and social
dispositions, which have from age to age laid hold of the art of music
and have fitted it to become, like its sister arts, a means for the

"'"Dickenson, Edward, Music And the Higher Education, p. 103.
New York: Charles Scribner's Eons, 1915
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expression as well as the adornment of life. These reactions of
music upon life and life upon music easily evade clear demonstra
tion by reason of the very mystery of music's origin and the indefimteness of its experssion, it cannot give such detailed and
positive testimony as poetry and the graphic arts are able
to furnish. It reflects, rather, those general diffused states
of consciousness which are more easily divined than described,
but which are the underlying conditions of those particular
phenomena with which words and pictorial representations deal.
Difficult as it is to trace the relationship between music and
life, they cannot be disguised, and the fuller one's knowledge of
history, the deeper one's insight is into what really constitutes
the problem of history. The more apparent becomes the truth
that music has its roots in that common soil from which all human
emotions spring.
io cite only a few of the most striking correspondences: There
is the fact of religious music, the adaptation of musical forms
and styles to the forms and ideals of worship in different branches
of the Christain church; the inseparable union of music, poetry
and dancing among primitive ancient peoples. The utilitarian con
ception is that music is an indispensible aid in labor, magical
incantation, and all manner of social activities. The reciprocal
action between music and lyric and dramatic poetry from the earliest
ages until the present day is evident. One might trace how the
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spirit of the Italian Renaissance seized upon music in the sixteen
th and seveenteenth centuries, when the frank delight in the in
dulgence of sense and the revival of pagan myths were the subjects
of art. There was a passion to embrace life under a new guise.
Music served especially to separate the individual from the masses
and to bring his special proclivity into action, Metamorphosed
art, science, literature and manners deployed themselves once
more in the field of opera.
And one can trace how fundamental national racial qualities
may be traced in music, from simple folk-song to the most elaborate
achievements of finished art.
"The revived study of folk song in recent times is
the expression of the belief on the part of modern scho
larship that in the more remote records of melody and
poetry are to be found important lessons in racial
psychology. For the songs of the people are the most
spontaneous expression of fundamental traits of
character; truthful because they are not the product
of that deliberate reflection which often involves a
certain danger of insincerity. The songs of a nation
that pssesses a strong marked individuality will dif
fer from those of its neighbors; they will embody
peculiar types of melody, tonality, rhythm, or some
embellishment which are plainly suggestive of certain
distinctive qualities in national temporament
Ro conniseur in such matters would mistake a Gaelic
folk-song of Scotland or Ireland for a French chanson,
or a German lied for an Italian komanza. These songs
first appear in the unlettered class, and have no
connection with the cultured art which may flourish
in their neighborhood. They are quickened by the com
mon place events that arouse personal social self-cons
ciousness; they are adopted into everyday life of the
community and become endeared by association with a
multitude of inimate and common interests. If we
wish to penetrate into the very heart of a peeple, and
to comprehend what is most sincere and fundamental in
its character, we must receive no slight assistance from
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the testimony to be found in its stire of popular song."-1Let us take for example the possibility of actually studying
the characteristics of the Negro spiritual, and we shall discover
distinctive qualities in racial temperament in these songs,

T'here

is evident in these songs sentiment that is always exalted.

The

philosophy in these songs never falls below the highest and purest
motives of the heart.

Such was the characteristic of the early

Negro's religion, based upon his native musical instinct and his
rich and varied talent.

These songs reveal the racial traits of

the early Negro which may be summed up as voicing all the cardinal
virtures of Christainity, namely, patience, forbearance, love,
faith, and hope,

Today their sociological as well as their musical

value are realized by scholars.

For a study of the Negro's musical

background, the writer refers the reader to Chapter One of this dis
course, where in a detailed discussion is to be found in the
Introduction.
uet us come higher, into the vast wealth of the cultivated,
scientific music of the past three centuries, and we find a more
illuminating relation to life. The genius of each of the three
foremost musical nations, Italy, Germany, and France has imparted
clearly defined and special characteristics to the works of its
representative composers. ij.ghtnes# of movement, a vocal quality
as distinct from instrumental, emphasis upon tuneful melody.
1
Dickenson, Edward, Music And The Higher Education, p.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1915
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symmetry of form, a strong tendency to reflect transient emotions
and general ideas, are apparent in Italian music.
In Germany the melody is less suave and regular, more free,
terse and impassioned, is less separate in its impression from the
solid basis of harmony out of which it seems to grow; grandeur of
design, massiveness and complexity of structure, depth and earnestness,
an insistent striving after varied expression even to the sacrifice
of superficial charm all of which are characteristically Teutonic.
In the work of leading French composers there is everywhere
apparent a love of the dramatic and picturesque, an eflbrt to pre
sent definite conceptions, a fondness for moulding the work in
accordance with preconcieved theories, predominance of the critical
and reflective over the creative and spontaneous, super-refinement
of technique, elegance, grace and proportion.
These traits have their parallel in tendencies that have
given to the whole intellectual achievements of these nations, pai ti
cularly literature and art, their historic Character, Equally
illustrative of the persistent Control of music by national tempera
ment are found in Russia, Norway, and iinland.
Let us turn to the Negro's contribution to music, .Ye know
that the attainments of Negroes in any line of. accomplishment
omitted from history, If we study the history of our country, we
shall find that the bravery and heroic deeds of Negroes are either
omitted altogether or are given an insignificant mentioning.

In

the study of literature we likewise find, that the contributions of
Negroes are minimize or omitted.

And it follows in the study of the

-
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art that there is very little credit given to the small percentage
of Negroes who make their contributions to the art world,

This,

then, is up to the Negro educator and teachers of music to do
enough research in the fields of Negro accomplishment, for resourceful purposes. The Negro has achieved in the field of music, just
as he has done in the field of science, literature and art.
The teacher of music appreciation should consult the Negro
Year

books published by the T'uskeegee press, for information

concerning race artists and creators of musical compositions of
serious worth. The teacher should also become acquainted with the
publications and books by Negro writers. There are many national
and international music magazines that publish criticisms of Negro
artists without prejudice or reservation. The teacher of music
appreciation must be alert and keep up with current musical events.
And he must keep race artists forever before the children as an
inspiration. They will realize that it is possible to attain hai ^hts
inspite of handicaps.
The teacher should secure recorded music by race composers.
And if this is not possible, he should perform the piano works from
the better composers for his classes.

Thus, the children will

become acquainted with the artistic Negro composer who believes in
the interpretation of Negro musical idiom through his own indi
consciousness in such a manner that it will p03o0oo unlimited national
appeal.
The Negro high school pupil should be exposed to the life
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and vrorks of this class of Negro rausiciansand
composers; for he is
\
not included to any great extent in music histories. And unless
the Negro school takes the initiative to bring her worthy sons and
daughters before the attention of her youth, who will?
The name of Harry T. Burleigh has met the world standard in
his chosen field, and still stands as one of the most famous Negro
musicians. His career as a singer, untainted by sensationalism
differed somewhat from that of an earlier group of talented vocalists
of the race in that he had the advantage of an educated mind as
well as a trained voice.

This mental attainment is one of the prin-

ciple causes of his being one of the foremost writers of music to
• the English text.

A signal honor is now being planned by the state

Museum and "isual Education in Harfisburg, Pennsylvania, "where ex
hibits from the states four outstanding composers, Steven Foster,
Ethelbert Nevin, Charles Wakefield Cadman and Harry T. Burleigh,
are to be installed in the Museum.
Clarence Cameron White, sought possibilities in Negro folk
music as

source for art forms and particularly in pieces for

violin and piano and for voice.
ustjal lack of means,

Although handicapped by an artist's

White has oourageously worked toward hi3 goal

and has never for a moment swerved from high ideals o. a true
musician.

He is an outstanding example of the consistent growth Oi

a composer who mastered his technique so as not to e re^tric^ed
to a verbatim interpretation of Negro melodies.

His use o

themes

has proved the stylistic adaptibility of the same and his com-
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positions show a universal unity based upon a diverse racial ex
pression.
R. Nathaniel Dett should be the musical hero to all Negro
youth, instead

of Cab Calloway.

Detbis one of the group of active

musicians whose work in the interest of Negro music is of permanent
value.

Referring to him as a pianist-composer, a reviewer in the

Chicago tribune wrote:
"It remained for the pianist of the evening, R.
Nathaniel Dett, to show how the characteristic accents
of Negro music may be developed into genuine art forms
without resorting to imitations of the white man's
music. His works of course are based upon original themes
devised by the composer."
These and scores of other Negro composers of the higher order
may be found written up in full account in Maud Cuney-Hare's book
entitled Negro Musicians and Their Music, published by the Associated
Publishers of Washington, D. C.

There are also other histories on

Negro music where the resourceful teacher may find adequate material
with which to supplement the teaching of music appreciation, with
the inclusion of outstanding Negro composers. lull accounts may
also

be found concerning Negro artists of today from the same sources;

below we shall discuss a few, whose names should be symbolic ohighest racial musical achievement to all Negro high school youth.
Mrs. Hare quotes from the world's music critics concerning the
following artists when she writes:
"Dame nature gave Mr. Roland Hayes a
She also gave him singing brains. Not content with natures
cifts. he has studied intelligently, he has learned also
by observation, by pondering his art. ano by
"Year by year he has gained in vocal control and in power
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of interpretation, until now in Great Britain,
France, Austra, Hungary, and Czecho-slovakia he is
hailed as one of the few concert singers of the world
and his return next year to fulfill many engagements
is eagerly awaited. Last night he showed beyond
doubt and per adventure that he is not a specialist,
but a singer well versed in all periods and schools
of vocal compositions. T'he old Italian, the Old
English, the German classic, the modern French, not
one of them is alien to him. His art, his taste
and his soul respond to each demand. It matters not
whether he is called on to shine in florid song re
quiring execution and perfect breath control; to ex
press pathetic sentiment, as in the noble and solemn
air from Perce 11's'Dido'and Aeneas' and Schumann's
Ichabe in Traum geweinet'; or to be lightly gay as
in Schubert's "Forelle" and "Quilter's Song". If he
sang 'Claire de Lune' in a manner to enchance the
heaurt of Verlaine's verse and Gabriel Faure's music,
comprehended the religious feeling of Frank's Pro
cession' and the sadness and dramatic force of Dvorak's
•By the Waters of Babylon.'
"Then there was the group of Negro spirituals which
Mr. Hayes sang inimitably, with fervor, exaltation,
depth of feeling; without the slightest exaggeration;
without any obvious appeal; without thought of audience,
but as a revelation of his ov® soul. Few actors, if
any could gain the dramatic effect he produced with the
utmost simplicity by his delivery of the 'Crucifixion,'
•He Never Said a Mumblin Word' an interpretation that
to applaud seemed almost sacrilegious,"
"Marion Anderson, the leading contralto of the Negro
race, is endowed by nature with a voice of opulent
color, tonal splendor and fine range,...Miss Anderson
has one of the rare voices of the time-a noble contralto,
spontaneous in utterance, amazingly rich in timbre, and
smooth as satin in texture. There is an absence of
coarde exaggerated chest tones of 'registers' o. per
ceptible transitions in its ample and remarkably even
scale. With such natural ability she could not hei. out
go forward. In New York 3he was chosen from among three
hundred competitors to sing with the Philharmonic Orchestra
in the New York City College Stadium. Winning still more
applause, she evoked expressions of deep interest in her
In 1930 sh9 was given a Rosenwald Scholarship
career.

1Hare,

Maud Cuney, Negro Musicians and Their music, P. 354.
Washington: Associated Publishers,1935.
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to study in Germany, from which she profited
immensely. After singing at Hamburg and Berlin
University, she returned to the United States
where she appeared in many concerts on tour from
Atlantic to the Pacific Coast. After being
presented by Edith Abercrombie in the second of her
mid-winter musicals in Bancroft Hotel in Mew York
City, ih 1931, the great contralto was booked
for a second European tour. As a result of advanced
vocal studies under Miss Aldridge in London, the
singer made noticeable improvement in the freedom
and smoothness of her technique. She was engaged
for two concerts with the London Symphony Orchestra
•••...Following her last appearance in Germany
the 'Berliner Morgenpost' declared, "Such caressing
timbre is very seldom heard....her singing techni
cally reaches to the highest possible degree."!
These two accounts of two present day great artists are given
so that the prospective teacher of music appreciation in the Megro
high school, may be inspired to examine the source from which the
above material was gathered, and find more material of like nature
to supplement the regular music appreciation course in the wegro
high school. Excellent records by these and other similar I.egro
artists may be obtained from the Victor Company, upon request, And
such is excellent material to be used in connected with Negro
History week, in the month of February, as well as at other times
during the term, Pictures of this class of noted Megro artists may
also be obtained; and should grace the walls of the music room
along with the famous composers and musicians of the regular
music course.
To go back a little, we have discussed and given examples to
shew how fundamental national and raciai qualities may oe or
1'.York, Monroe, The Negro Year Book, Division XXXI11 (Negro
en Music), p. 473. Tuskeegee, Alabama: The Tuskeege .ieaa.
1937-38
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in national music, from the simple folk song to the most elaborate
achievements of finished artj we have cited representatives of
art music in the Negro rache who are universal in their musical
offerings and therefore not limited to the music of their own
race or age. We hope that the teacher of music appreciation, will
seek acquaintance with all great artists through reading the
various music magazines and current literature, and will in
spire the children to do the same.

It is not intended that Negro

artists be given the precedence over all others, but they too be
recognized according to their general artistic ratings along with
other world artists who are of national and international fame.
Now we shall proceed with the general revolution in artistic ideals
which signalized the opening of the nineteenth century, namely
the romatic movement.
During the romantic movement there was a demand for a more
subjected expression, the striving to penetrate the very roo^s
of emotion. There was an effort to substitute direct personal revela
tion for academic routine. In other words the idea was to make
personal disclosure the first endeavor and conveyance oi delight
come second.

This of course is the reversal of the dominant eignteenth-

century motive in which conveyance of delight was paramount.
The teacher of music appreciation should be resourceful enough
to stir the mind of pupils to a wider range of sympathy and under
standing of each eopoh, and invoke a larger capacity for .1
for the music of all stages of art music history, He should be able
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to create the atmosphere of the age that the student should feel
and experience the musical illustrations in their original settings.
The correlation of music with history, will reveal that great
historic crisis create a turnoil in the spirits of men from which
is issued new habits and states of mind, effecting extraordinary
spiritual changes throughout a continent or epoch in art and
literature alike.

Out of such fermentations art and music leap

into new shapes and reveal more clearly to men the upheavals that they
have endured. With the study of history along with music, the
pupil will take into account the influences and social conditions,
of public taste and fashion, of patronage, of the church, of anstocracy and of the public, The teacher of music appreciation in
high school should have just such a background, if he is to make
his courses facinating, alive and effective.
then be able to measure

The teacher will

art works by the laws involved in their

own peculiar nature, and not by a pedantic canon or
predilection,

an arbitrary

He will see how every sincere production met with

a need of its time, how it indicated
at a certain point in its career

the achievement of art music

, how it contributed to music's

advancement, and also how it reflects some

pecial phase of feeling

And at the
that was rife among those for whom it was created,
transcends into the realm of univera.l appeal
same time how music
of the great
as the heritage of all people «t
human quality envolved.
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•When the technical analysis of musical works
gives way to the study of them as results of force
within and without, the tracing of processes extends
to the recognition of relationships which connect
the lives and productions of the composers with
issues of the widest sweep and importance. Weber's
operas not only have German romanticism for a back
ground, but they have a significant part to play in
the momentous struggle for independence waged by
German national art against foreign dictation. The
sharp heat-lightnings of French romanticism play
through the works of Berlioz; he is the house and
lineage of Hugo, Gautier, Dumas, and Delacroix. Such
men as Schumann, Liszt, and Wagner stand in such
vital connection with the spirit of their age, their
works are so obviously symbolic of certain emotional
tendencies which have created new types in literature
and laid bare new capacities of enjoyment and suffer
ing in the human heart, that one instinctively feels,
and their commentators inevitably, that one who would
properly estimate these musicians must bring to the
task an understanding enlarged by broad familiarity
with philosophy and art. itl
The background of the teacher of music appreciation in the
high school should be assigend to greater limits oi range of
thought and study to which music requires than his common olfice
as teacher may suggest.

Suggestive comparisons will meet the

music appreciation teacher on every side, depending of coui3e upon
the extent of his experience and knowledge,

Pertinent illustrations

will also crowd up on him, and his imaginative thought will become
soon exhausted if his mind is not fortified to meet the demands. The
limited powers of the music appreciation teacher often cause

him

to read into music some misconception of what he thinks oughu to b»
its meaning because of his limited insight.

His unfamiliarity with

Edward, Music And The Higher Soucnt on p. 193.
New York: Charles Scribner's ions, 19io

1Dickenson,
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the manner of expression causes much misunderstanding and a lack of
interest in good music on the part of his students, 1'he attempt to
read into music from the outside some misconception that we think
should be there, is common practice on the part of many music appreciation teachers.
Dramatic music and song, to be fully understood will lead into
the study of poetry and the drama as psychologically and historical
ly allied to music, and in the maimer in which these arts may oe
combined to a common action. The teacher's enthusiasm will rise
in proportion to his advance, and he will find that in this Held
of intelligence, nothing is isolated and that there are no finalities.
i, ei:

problems will confront him as he goes,

fresh paths of enrichment and wonaer.
ing results be from

and he will be guided into

How different will his teach-

the teacher shrouded in mystery, wonder and

ignorance of all except the technical content of music.
who cannot discriminate keenly between the pure
could not very well guide a pupil to do so.
music appreciation

Ahe

teacher

and the impure

Let the teacher of

read the following quotation, then maasure his

own. powers by what it suggests to him.
"The guide to musical appreciation need not
em
effort wasted when he preaches upon the need
his
preparing the auditory sense to catch
^

°f rin^aiSrof th, eye, in acute ^

consists,
attention, observation, >n|?
on, let
l°ver be not contant
£C^re which inhim learn to detect a
hims0if to
struments and voaoes «fford^i8ties ^
t, „hloh
^"drto the ielatiu, predominance of overtonesare
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the differences of quality between the adjacent
strings of a violin, between the violin and the
viola, the oboe and the English horn, the registers
of the bassoon or the clarinet; and while his ear
is invaded by the surge and thunder of the full
orchestra, let him try to analyze the thick
and luscious current into its elements, and gain
something of the expert conductors acuteness in the
exercise of that wonderful faculty which stirs and
selects, and turns the dense mass of tone color
into a huge spectrum of scintillating hues. The
advice to the teacher of musio also accords with
that given by Professor Van Dyke to the lover of
painting—"Learn to take delight in subdued and
delicately modulated tones and combinations."
As the volume and garnishes of our orchestras in
crease, so much the more virtue is there in ac
quiring a love for what is moderate and justly
balanced. The test of refined hearing is not
furnished by the orchestra, but by the string
quartet. The pianist of the present day studies out
and applies a subtlety of nuance and color by means
of pedals and finger touch which even in the days
of the mighty Liszt was undreamed of-let not his
skill and taste be wasted upon an ear too crude
to notice the figurtive beauties that he offers
to the sense, We must however acknowledge that there
is danger of attaching too much importance to the
sensuous element. A Kreisler or a Sembrich could
easily commend a worthless composition to the approval
of many hearers, by mere exquisitness of tone and
perfection of delivery; and although a true artist
will not so descend, yet there is constant danger
in musical performance that the greater merits of
thought and feeling will be sacrificed to the
lesser values of timbre and technique. On the other
hand the connoisseur who disregards the a9"au°"a
element that he will approve of bad tone and fau y
delivery, if only a composition is a masterpiece,
is likewise in grievous error; for musicre Y
exists only as it is performed and when the PhYa|°al
ear is offended there is no true expression.
latter doctrine is hard for many
f J jU y
intellectual
values
in
art;but
it
is
emphasize
the
foundation
principles
ol
nevertheless one of ..1 '
musical appreciation.

•Dickenson, Edward, Music And The Highe
New York: Charles Scribner s bons, 1-

r Education, p. 193.
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Such would be the musical equipment which the average high
school music appreciation teacher should aim to attain.

A re-

finement of the senses as well as the intellect, has a direct
\
influence upon the character of the individual, f'here is a certain
refinement of nature back of every tone that is pure, and a glad
response to it is an evidence of a kindred grace in one's self.
"The Greeks most sensitive of all men to aesthetic
impressions, abjured coarse and noisy instruments, and
chose as their distinctly national instruments the
tinkling lyre and soft-murmuring flute. It is commonly
accepted as being one of the signs of degeneracy among
the Romans of the empire that, with the corruption ol the
circus and-theatre, a love for the sweetly modulated
melodies of the Greeks faded out and a passion lor
harsh instruments and great masses of players and singers
took its place. The law holds good in all conditions
that nobility of taste affirms itself in a desire for
simplicity, moderation, and refined gradation and balance
in form and color and sound. The teacher ol music
appreciation must justly give emphasis to this factorin the preparation for wise judgements.
here is lit
tle danger that his deciples vail stop with this, for
a finely trained ear, habituated to nice distinctions.,
will readily unite its acquisitions to those of the
understanding and the emotion. The culture of these
organs of sense prepares the way for that high att
ment which Thoreauhad in mind when, in hap y
ness of intellectual progress, he exclaimed: I heurii g
get who had but ears; And sight, who had but eyes
before.1,1
In the above quotations the teacher of music appreciation will
his musical preparation
find a sound philosophy upon which to base
for performance and teaching. If this appears
then it is good to have a

to be too idealistio,

musical ideal, towards which to work.

it is not possible to reach the stage of perfection as

If

stated, we can

Vckenson, Edward, Mnsis And The Hiphsr Mue.tlw. P.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 191b

197.
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at least work toward it and have ever before us its bright
light of inspiration to guide us into the higher paths of pursuit.
It is not intended that the teacher should include abundantly
such material mentioned in this topic in his teaching.

But it

is intended that the teacher shall have a rich and resourceful
background.

Historically , philosophically, sociologically and

psychologically, the teacher of music appreciation should be
able to view his ifield of concentration.

It is granted that the

teacher, must be fortified scientifically, and literarly.

All

of this is essential if the teacher hopes to inspire the imagina
tion of the pupils to understand the motives and conditions that
influence music.

If the pupils come to understand and to feel, they

will also come to love music,

In art then as in life, love is a

condition of growth, and is a fulfillment of the intellectual as
well as the aesthetic law.
The correlation of music with all human progress will erase
the fallacy that music is unreal, apart from life, shut within
a lonely sphere where

it's spirit is lost to view.

It will also

erase the fallacy that it's relationship with intellect and
truth is a fancy,

The pupils in contact with a teacher of wisdom

and understanding will have

the minds invigorated , enlightenec

and strengthened in the vision or the

world through the facinating

avenue of music.
Reflect, think and act and direco /our
to the landmarks as

path to adhere olosely

found in this topic, is the writer's

advice
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to the prospective appreciation teacher. The time is coming rapidly
when there must be a long and thorough training for this department
of education, as much as for any field of science or philosophy.
A sage in the history and criticism of music who possesses a glow
ing inspiration, plus ability to interpret in a facinating manner
the works of the masters in relation to human progress will be the
savior of music in America, if it is to be saved from degenerate
tendencies of the present day. Let the high school music appreciation teacher advance in this direction, A developing of the senses
to respond favorably towards refined, delicate shadings of tone
quality also must not be neglected in the process.
To the Negro high school appreciation teacher oi the ^cte of
Texas, this later topic may seem preposterous in its scope and
demands, and perhaps beyond the horizon of the undei ^tan
in the far south
some. Nevertheless, the Negro music educator even
out of the dark
needs to awaken to a new day; he needo to
the light of a higher
caos that surrounds his music world, and see
musical culture that is becoming the possession of the ooher laces.
traditional music-esteem and the
The Negro teacher must ignore the
misconceptions, and strive to see
stubborn insistence of his own
his preparation and
ducational light and measure
music in its true e
of musical 'goings on'
The high percentage
knowledge in those terms,
ducational value must be realized.
which fails to have the slightest e
-essential and© there
a frill, a non
Standard music in his locality is
of the people,
embedded into the lives
abides a hostility that is
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who in general are totally ignorant of it in any form,

Awaken,

high school music appreciation teacher, and go about your pro
fessional duty to rectify such conditions rather than to magnify
them.
"I concieve art to be not an applied science nor
a branch of industrial training, or yet an extreme
refinement of culture study, but simply an indispensible means towards the achievement of that which
is the end and object of education - namely, the
building of character. - RALPH ADAMS CRAM.
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ARTICLE;
by VENICE T. SPRAGGS (Defender Washington Bureau)
Washington-Howard University officials were rocked this week by charges
that the nations top Negro school had hit the bottom in scholastic stand
ing. The bitter charge came from 275 teachers inside the famed University.
They warned that the 79-year old institution may be dropped from the accred
ited list unless student standards are improved.
The explosive sta tenvent was hurled in the lap of President Mordecai John
son by Howard instructors through the education committee of the Howard
University Branch of Local 10 of the United Federal Workers of America (CIO).
The charge which may have widespread repercussions in other Negro schools,
warned that the educational program of the College of Liberal Arts is
functioning far below any reasonable level of effectiveness. It declared
that neither the President nor the Board of Trustees had any program of
alleviating "an obviously unwholesome" situation.
Specifically the committee charges the following as some causes of in
effectiveness of the educational program at Howard University:
1. Large classes.
2. Inadequate student personnel service.
3. Low faculty morale.
4. Faculty admission policy.
5. Absence of definite and generally recognized objective.
in the College.
6. Poor instructional procedure in some instances.
7. Inadequate living facilities,
8. Lax administration of faculty regulations.
9. The q uarter system.
10. Failure to provide for faculty growth.

Prairie View, Texas
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March 1, 1946
Special Investigation on Scholarship attainments of students at Prairie
View University.
Arts and Sciences Division
This is a study, through the use of questionnaires, to ascertain the
basic causes of the low standard of scholarship at Prairie View University
as evidenced by the semi-a nnual reports on scholarship attainments issued
from the Registrars Office.
The study was made through the English Department , it being the
department involving all the departments of the institution; and, there
fore, giving us the best cross-section of the institution in general.
The questionnaires were so arranged as to reflect no personality; that
is to say, so devised that one could give his classification, male or female,
and the number of hours available for study daily. Those hours available for
study per week were then totaled. The number of study hours were then reduced
to percent of necessary hours for regular student carrying fifteen recitation
hours per week. The standard minimum time of study for one hour of recitation
being one and one-half hours of preparation, the percentage of study for each
individual per week was easily deductible.
The total number of cases studied were 511. Of this number, the total
number of cases having full or surplus time for study were 122, or 23.64 %
of cases considered. The 389 cases having less than 100 % of necessary
time for adequate study wwre divided into three classes:
Cases having from 22 down to 17 study hours per week, 172 in number or
33.65% of total cases studied.
Cases having from 16 down to 12 study hours per week, 149 in number, or
29.1% of total cases studied.
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Cases having from 11 down to 5 study hours per week, 68 or 13.3$ of cases
studied.
Since the questionnaires provide for the student to state what is his
occupation for each hour of the day daily from 7:30 A.M. to 10:30 P.M.,
secondary contributing factors for good or poor scholarship may present
the rase Ives in full evidence. Foremost of these problems might be (1) in
dustrial activity : (a) institutionally required; (b) institutionally
allowable for students maintenance. (2) recreation-voluntary or insti
tutionally encouraged without due consideration for the student's scholar
ship rating. By further studying the questionnaires, certain other are evi
dent which claim definite parts of the student's over-all time. These are:
hours of institutionally required industry, voluntary industry, in interest
of self-support, hours for meals, recitation hours, laboratory hours, and
hours for recreation. The sum total of these hours added to the study hours
as reported on the above report subtracted from the total weekly hours (84)
at the student's disposal will leave a differential balance of hours to be
Properly adjusted into his over-all weekly program. To properly adjust this
differentia 1 is institutional responsibility; whether it be to limit his
call load of to control his recreational activities in light of his scholar
ship attainments.
Another major factor contributing to scholarship is wholly institut
ional and physical. That is dormitory accomodations and necessary equip
ment; such as, dormitory space with adequate lighting, comforts of beds,
tables, chairs, and last but not least, emotional comforts: study nour
supervision to guarantee quietness and orderliness. Library 3or~
Positively come in for its contributing share in making possible good
scholarship. Each teacher should be fully acquainted with all library
materials pertaining to their field; so that he may
ments even to chapters and pages where may

make definite assign-

be found the definite research
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materials which expects the student to make use of; and not condemn the
student to wasteful hours of study time rambling aimlessly among the
book shelves.
In studying the questionnaires, we find very generally a surplus of
available hours of recreational hature. Or in some cases, they may be
considered as extra-curricular. These hours may, to a large extent, be
institutionally influenced by committee guidance into applied study time
which may help the student on to a plane of adequate study hours and there
by raise his scholarship level.
Among the several daily activities occupying the students time may be noted:
1, hours of institutionally required industry
2, institutionally allowable and voluntary industry on the part of the
student in the interest of self-support
3, hours for meals
4, hours for regular recitations
5, hours for laboratory work
6, hours consumed in extra-curricular activities on and off the oampus
7, hours purely recreational
8, hours as previously stated for study.

I

On reconsidering the questionnaires in studying the above mentioned
factors which severally make their claim on the students over-all weekly
allotment of time, being eighty-four (84) in the scope of time considered
in this study, two activities only extra-curricular activities and hours
of recreation may be condensed into houri of leisure time, This "leisure
time" factor seems to be the only one which may be reasonably influenced
or controlled by institutional guidance in favoe of increasing the student

available study hours.
In studying the set of questionnaires which showed the students having

174the least study hours per week; namely, from 11 dorm to 5 study hours per
week, the leisure hour time of the 63 cases presented (5 cases of nurses
giving all time on duty not mentioned specifically for study, were considered valueless for this statistical report), showed an over-all time in
hours for study 567; whereas, for leisure there were 1334 hours. In other
words, for every hour spent in study, there were two and thirty-five hundreths hours spent leisure.
Here is where institutional guidance and control may enter the picture.
We recorrmvend, therefore, that the administration of Prairie View Univ
ersity should appoint a standing committee to investigate the application
of the leisure hours of failing students with the specific purpose of invit
ing institutional guidance and control of their leisure time in the interest
of their available time wisely that they may attain a higher level of scho
larship.
Respectfully submitted
Mrs, Alice J. Drew
Dr, C.F. Stephens
Mrs. M, Hines
Mrs. Theresa I, Banks
Charles F, Carpenter, chairman
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SCRIPT

"The Kind of Music In A Time. Like This"

Address: December 12, 1943
First, I want commend this church; this is a friendly church and any
visitor can feel the sincerity of your welcome; there is a warmness that
makes one want to return. A visit in your midst is always a pleasure.
Besides the friendly spirit, you have the highest of respect of your lead
ers, your cooperation with the Pastor and the church program, is a brief
indication of your love for your church. You have a great part to play
in the religious and cultural life of this community, so don't love yout
church beyond common reason and lose sight of your responsibility. When
a man or a body of people become satisfied with themselves and with *hat
they are doing, then progress stops; that is where stagnation acts in.
become so satisfied, we cannot grow.

When you succeed in making a goal,

set a higher goal, increase your vision.
el toward perfection.
that direction.

Ve

We must aim still higher and trav

We can never reach perfection but ve can strive in

In so doing your community will feel that power and influ

ence of your church and by sharing your program with the community you
will not be merely Toliver Chapel, but Waco's iolivers Chapel.
such a trernemdous membership that you can take a hold ov

You have

aco s hand and

direct her religious and cultural activities to a higher plane. Your
Program will have to be enlarged to meet the needs of the community.
I feel highly honored to have been chosen by some of your leadeis
to speak on your program tonight; because there are others who are far
more capable of bring you the message than I. But your humble ser .ant
hopes that these few remarks may cause u*> to think a little while together
seek a lawin mutual understanding. Now when you want legal advice, you
yer, when you want medical advice, you seek a physician and now tonight
you want musical advice and so you have sought me.
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when the world is asleep; they go on their knees and talk with their God
out of their hearts.

ihey find him in silence and not in the frustration

of noise and emotional frenzy. The world changes with time and our church
program has to change to meet the heeds of the present day—but certain
fundamentals never change. We still and will always need HOPE, LOVE,
INSPIRATION and FAITH. These are spiritual values that will give U3 forti
fication for needed strength and courage, no matter what happens in this
fast moving and changing world, because of the National crisis. Now because
the world is changing and becoming a state of restlessness and enstability
shall the church do the same? Or should the church cling to Christian
principles?

In some respects the church is following the world beoause

the church feels that it must forsake the old and jump to the new in
Church music. Most of the great dignified hymns that form the foundation and
strength of church, that are built into history and growth of the church
have been discorded by the church. These old hymns cannot grow old be
cause of their greatness; they are songs of power, strength, endurance
that will

stand as long as Christian religion stands, because they repre

sent faith at its purest, simpliest and most genuine manner and were inspired
by the great Holy Bible itself. When we discard them, why don't we
also discard the bible for newer religious books? The ohurch lacks
influQnc0 in the world today, partly because of the music it now uses.
1

have examined hundreds of church songs that are being used anc lind tna

we can trace a great deal of this modern music to the true origin wnioh is tne
dance hall.

They follow the style of wordly songs;

They are written

for the same purpose that 7/ordly songs are written ..A.E-.: to nak moce..
snappy catchy rhythm and tune', peppy songs that imitate blues and quick to oatch the
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attention of an emotionally crazed world. Songs that lack spiritual val
ues j the church is overrun with such music, people hear them sung, fall
in motion with the rhythm of the song. They mistake rhythm, the strong
beat of the music (which gives their bodies a feeling for motion)—and
mistake it for religious inspiration. Mich of this music sung in the
church with religious words,—if we use the same music and change the
words, the music will fit blues or swing words and could be easily used
as a hit number in a night club.
What kind of church music in a time like this? We certainly do
not need shallow music that serves to set man's physical body in motion,
can't we leave that type of music for the dance hall? We need music that
will bsstir something deeper in man than a feeling for rhythm. What kind of
music in a time like this? We do not need music in the church to feed ex
citement and emotional tension in the world today. We need music in the
church that ha s depth of spiritual meaning, that has power• Its rhythm
may not be fast moving and catchy, it may not be lilting and intoxicating?
it may instead move slowly, stately and with dignity. Still waters run
deep, we need hymns with spifcitua 1 power, that purifies the heart of man
as the inner meaning of such hymns grips the heart while its spiritual pow
er sinks deeper and deeper. What kind of music in a time like this? Certain
ly we do not need music that is skin deep, with its beauty on the sur.a c,
its effect is instant but not lasting because it has no depth, no strength
no power to move it; it merely peps up for the moment.The world laughs a,
the church in its copying blues style for religious pur^ csei. Edna Carlyle
the famous New York Blues writer threatened to sue a California pastor
for singing one of her tunes which he had set to religious word, and sang
at a

revival meeting. The pastor had to seek means of appeasing her

waft to avoid going to court? this happened less than a year ago.

and the
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world laughed at the church. We are a reflection on the intelligence of
this age in which we live; even our forefathers sang songs of worth, when
they indulged in the Negro spirituals which are unsurpassed as expression
of sincere, religious fervor of deep reverance and conviction.
Ditty songs were unknown to them in spite of their lack of advantages.
They sang the songs that sprang from their hearts, while we sing catchy
and frivolous songs written by men who are inspired to make money. Their
songs were inspired by the love of their God. Times change, customs change,
churches practices changej but fickle ways and showmanship in religious
music, artificiallity in religious worship all tend to make us turn towards
hypocracy. What kind of church music in a time like this? We need to readopt songs that were the faith of our fathers. Principles of Christian
religion are the same now, as when Christ first gave them to the world.
Standards were set by Christ; we cannot modify them to fit worldly pat
terns.
We have a standard BIBLE, the basis of Christian religion.
We have standard HYMNS that have stood as the foundation of
Christian Faith for ages. These are inseparable.
Cloth that we buy has standards. We can bujr cloth that is IOC#
wool or cloth that is only 10# wool. Shall church music be 100# in spiri
tual value, the great grand old hymns of the church, the foundation of
true faith— or shall we use songs that have perhaps 10# spiritual va.ae
and blues value of 90# ? When you use a blues tune or a swing tune and
set religious words to it, you have a

wolf in sheeps clothing, this

Practice is dominating our churches in increasingly growing proportions,
and is a reflection upon our intelligence. What kind of church music
a time like this? Will Tolivers chapel set the example ior ITaco?
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Will she discard this uninspired pretentious music and go back to the
gra nd and fine glorious old hymns ? Will she make these hymns the foun
dation of her services ? Or will she let the world mock and laugh at her
practice of dance hall style of music? What kind of music in a tine like
this? In this tin© of National stress I'd recommend that church music
should be songs of love, courage, faith, hope and inspirations. To you I'D
say do not follow the trends of the highest and best, but stand neck and
shoulder above the crowd and be the highest and the best, Christ stood alone
for principles that were right and just. Meet the challenge of the times,
the needs of the people with worthy moving songs of strength. Don't change
your songs, don't change your Bible, Cheapeness in religious musie is sacriligious; a Blues tune set to religious words is a joke that the world takes
pleasure in. If you don't believe what I say, visit a large city cabaret or
night club, and you'll find them singing the same style of music that you
hear in the churches masquurading as gospel songs to different words, ihe
dance halls claim that you not only imitate their style, but you copy
night club singers bodily motion and they also claim that certain gospel
song writers actually steal some of their tunes and so the church loses
respect of the people that it would hope to save. This is near Christmas
time and let us consider what hymn is dearest to our hearts than 'Silent
Night'; no Christmas tune, no matter how catchy could mean as mucr. to
you as that grand old carol. What has more glory in it than '0 Come All
Ye Faithful'? These hymns may not sway the body but they grip tho :eart;
the more they are sung they are deeper in their meaning. Like o.ie
ture in the Bible, the more you read it or hear it read the more p. o.ound
its truth and effect upon our lives; the scripture can never grow old, it
. So with the fine old
has new meaning and greater power everytime we read it
hymns that are the foundation of our religion. In a time like
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would give us more courage than; Awake my Soul, A Mighty Fortress Is Our God,
Onward Christian Soldiers, How Firm A Foundation, My Faith Looks Up To Thee
and many others. Of course w© need other music besides hymns; and anthems,
are good for variety— but refrain from cheap a nthems. If you must use
a gospel song once in a while, consult a musician for choice and discard
these in current use, Negro spirituals are the finest and purest of all,
and always fit into services. In summarizing, let us say that the music in
a time like this, the church needs songs of deep power and strength to help
the people to withstand the present crisis and the church should avoid
shallow peppy songs that imitate dance hall styles.
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"Music In The High School And In After Life"

(Assembly lecture)

There is an increasing recognition as to the value of music study
in schools, by school boards, superintendents, and school authorities
everywhere. It is no longer thought of as an extra-curricular activity
but given an equal credit basis as any other subject.
Now, just what does music do for the student? It teaches the spirit
of cooperation, a sense

of values, develops thinking facilities, efficiency,

initiative, physical development and beside it is of vocational value.
How does it teach cooperation? A great flaw in general education
of today is that it develops selfishness. The pupil is told to study
master certain knowledge and he

Tri.ll be benefited. Seldom is he told

that he will benefit others, it is always the idea that there will be
something for himself; a better job or more money
in some particular line will reap

, He learns that skill

for him great returns. Baseball,Foot-

ball, and Basketball teach cooperation to a

few through active partici-

. But music is different;
pation; all cannot take part in these activities
here today we could arouse this

entire body of students to raise your

voices in song; cooperation would be necessary
sing together and make

in order for us all to

the results sound well. The singing would give

you pleasure in proportion to what you put into i ,
you cannot get pleasure out of it

without giving pleasure to others.

Take the glee-club that oust constantly rehearse,
real melodious and harmonious

it learns to develop

, and they
singing which they greatly enjoy

in turn bring pleasure to those who listen
true of the orchestra, band or so-o si.^ge
And you would like to know how

al development?

the other hand

to the singing. The same is

much music can help you in physic-
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The singer and player of Wind instruments, must practice correct deep
breathing; such breathing when tffren and smooth causes good blood cir
culation, fills the lungs, and makes the mind calm and alert. Good
physical control induces habits of physical poise and nental equili
brium. Good poise and physical grace go far to develop character of
strength and incidentljr, culture and ability.
From a vocational standpoint, thousands have found places in
eminent church choirs, orchestra members have joined musical unions
civic and national bands and orchestras, as a result of their high
school musical training; we may safely add radio artists and those
students who have been helped through college because singing and
playing ability gained in high school.
Often a retiring person develops initiative because of his ex
perience of leading a chorus section; there he gained courage to do
other things without being prompted.
Here in your own school, some of you have the notion that only
the gifted can sing. All of you are capable of giving team work in
group singing, if you will change your attitude by making a try.
Some of you are indifferent to music, I would advise you to place
nothing before you that would hinder your progress, along any line.
Open your minds, do not cling to your old ideas about things, if you
do you cannot grow mentally. A new truth cannot be brought to abias
Predjudiced mind, because that mind is already occupied and there isn't
room. If you cling to the same convictions that you had before you came
to high school, then the truths that the school aims to bring to you
will be shut out by the barriers you place there to your own destruction.
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If you think the same thoughts as the boy or girl who has newer been to
high school, what affect will your education have upon you? Bore is a bo-,
or girl who has not had the opportunity to broaden tho mind with knowledge
and understanding; and here you are with the opportuhity but you refuse to
let this knowledge enter your mind, because your mind ia olosed to new
truths,
Education is supposed to enlighten, to change the individual in
wardly, and in this way develop personality. If you speak inoorreot
English, by choice, even though the school instructs you in good English
what id the difference in the results of your education and the results
of the experience of the boy who does not attend high school? Suppose your
behavior along the street was no more commendable than the boy on the
street? Suppose you are just as selfish, just as oareless and non-dep
endable as the boy or girl who is not trained into these fine quaiitiesj
then your education is in vain because it does not touoh your personality
development.
Suppose you as high school students sing the same oheap so: -s ' •
the men and women of the streets sing, read the same oheap nagaiir.es,
listen to the san» low grade music, then you are not benefitting fror

our

educational advantages to acq uire knowledge and understanding of twMcf.
enriches and elevates the mind of students. Those of you who have s
musical talent, or who like muaic, or would like to learn a

thing about

music, should avail yourselves to the opportunity to lsarr. the male whiah
haa been brought to you by far toeing officials, who krs* t.-e ..*•<! of
Instruction better than you did. dive it a *r.si, ..ou

will no doubt find

. Join the glee-eieb
•omething there that will be of permanent value to you
ohoir, if you are too crowded in your prv sent schedule, then do jrow
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share of singing during the assembly periods.

uet music be your friend

by first showing your willingness of attitude to be friendly with it.
Below is a brief message, one of the first given to high school
children during a regular assembly period;it seemed to have caused them
to become curious to some extent, concerning the newly added musio depart
ment.
There were several such talks made, all tending to lead up to an
introduction of music appreciation in the school. This added its small
share in breaking the ground for the seed of music appreciation.
I shall quota only one of these short discourses:

Below

Lecture in High

School Assembly—
Influence of Music
I am reminded ol an incident of the appearance of a great concert
pianist in a certain large city.

The recital had been advertised months

ahead and all tickets were soLd fully one month before the scheduled
time of performance.
About ten thousand people sat in complete silence, full of hushed
enthusiasm and anxiety, anticipating the program.

They were already to

drink in the message about to be delivered by the gifts of the great
wizard.

He was the idol of music lovers throughout the world, The per-

former had requested that there be no applause which was unbroken only
by the return of the master to render more music! So subline, so akin
to the divine, an enjoyment that oould not be explained in words. A mess
age from hearts to hearts, from souls to souls, from the inspired
to inspire others.

Here was a great message from great geniuses

who created it, brought to the listeners by one who interpreted it perfectly.
Nothing is perfect in the world? Oh yes, we hear perfection here tonight,
thought the audience.

In the audience on of our race sat, and he was so

bored that he couldn't sit through the program.
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He whispered to the party who sat next to him, that he was going to
slip oht and go to a movie. So he made his way out quietly out of
the enthusiastic crowd, because he was disgusted, he could not see a
thing in what the world was raving over.
How was the audience of ten thousand wrong? And was he right?
Or was the fault in his? Like the smail boy who watched the hundreds of
soldiers pas3, trying to locate his dady; when he saw his father he
jumped up in glee and told his mother that all of the soldiers were
out of step, but daddy. According to our example, the crowd of ten thou
sand music lovers were the ones out of step in their judgement and our
friend who left the concert, was correct.
The discussion of music appreciation would take volumes, then it
would be treated non-exhaustively. I am not going to attempt to dis

(

cuss it all. But you see from the example given that our friend lacked
something very vital, as the reason why he could not enjoy the concert
like the others.
I shall endeavor to impress, that no matter what contact we have
with music, it has a powerful influence over us, whether we Realize it
or not. Its powers are not always for good. This depends upon the
type of music used. There are all types of music, just as there are
all types of people; each type of music has a different purpose, and it
usually fulfills its purpose for good or for evil.
The truly artistic music is that which strives to express the
highest ideals, the highest motives through the genius and personality of the
writer, his skill and knowledge all blended together in noble works of
art. Some of the most earnest and deeper expressions of human life find
expression through the medium of music.
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In every period of historical musical development, there are instances
of creators of music who led and held stoutly to truth and noble purpose
in the midst of hardships, bitter trials and defeated hope, to give the
world the best they had, the pure, the artistic, the noble and the great,
not the superficial and the cheap.
•

These people gave the world musical

literature, a universal message, a heritage for all times to come. This
type of music appeals to the best that is in us, when we listen to it with
intelligence.
But, all music does not appeal to the best that is within us; some
music appeals to the worse that is within us. Some music is not rich in
what if offers us in return, and through its power it leads us to the
baser attractions; it feeds us on the cheap and the sensational.
Let us compare music with people, and you will understand better what
is meant. There are some people,whom you know personally who seem to be
an inspiration to you, who give you courage, who give you strength of
character the more you come in contact with them. There are other people
whom you know, whom you would not trust because they are frivolous; they
lack sincerity; you like to be with them to pass off time because thej. are
carefree and give you some enjoyment but you would not go to them ±or ad
vice, consolation, help or for inspiration.
The same is true in music; in great music there are great hidden
mysteries of beauty, truth, nobility, strength of character and inspiration
for those who seek its friendship^ this music is a healthy stimulation to
beautiful thoughts, noble ideals and strong character.
Contrast this to the large field of amusement music which is oo ba
compared with shallow friends, whose attraction i ail on the ou^si e,
whose beauty is skin deep, but whose lives are frivolous, deceiving and cheap.
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Cheap music then, like cheap friends and cheap books go in for forming
cheap character for those who choose them for permanent association.
As intelligent high school boys and girls, are you choosing music
friends from this class to the exclusion of those sincere music
friends have something permanent-to offer to you in return?

Are you in-

telligent enought to make a wise choice? If you are not so sure, then why
not seek the music department for guidance? That is why you are given a
music department, in order to direct your music inclinations upward and
onward where in, if left alone you might direct it downward and outward,
to passing musical fads that come and go to make room for others li.:e
them.

Popular entertainers like popular songs die and are forgotten,

Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway and Ethel Waters will live in the minds of
the people as long as they keep before the public; they are sensationalists
of the moment. Cheap songs, cheap books, cheap entertainers are all of
short duration. Breat personalities whether they be in the field of
music, literature, art or science, live on in tlar
inspiration for generations to come,

- orks and serve as the

For the most part, most of you are

not acquainted with the great names of our high lights in the nus
'We have musicians whose names will never perish, whose works wi^i cause
them to rack with Dunbar the poet, Carver the scientist, and Booker
Washington, the educator,

Let us bring ourselves in contact with the de-

partment of music and learn about some

of the representative of music at
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its best to be found in our own race, and of whom you as a group of
intelligent high school pupils should not only "be familiar with hut should
also he proud of, and should seek understanding, association and inspira
tion from.

MUSICAL WUESTlUHUATa-R

1. Please check Two

Male

Female

Classification: Sr Jr_
Sonh
Fr

2. What is your Major field?.
3. Check in proper column the hobby or interest for which you have first,
second and tiiird preferenceJ
Athletics
heading
Playing a musical instrument
Singing solos or in musical organization
School Paper
Dancing (Social)
Aesthetic Dancing
Scientific or mechanical construction
Dramatics
4. List names of magazines you read regularly:
5. List 6 hooks which you voluntarily read and consider important and are
not required in school work.
6, With which church denomination are you and your family affili.tei?
7, Give approximate education of your parents, whether hi^h school or
college graduates or lbss:
Mother

Father

8. Check icem which most strongly influenced you to choose this College:
a. Convenience to home
h. To please parents — c. influence of
relatives or friends
d. Less expensive than other colie :es
e. Influence of H. S. teachers
f. Previou visits to this
with friends __ k. Visit of college orchestra to your com oni y
1. Visit of college glee club to your community __
popularity of school because of travels of dance orcheetr
.
to become a member of swing band .
9. hame large cities which you have visited
10. List magazines taken or purchased regularly in your hone
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11. List newspapers taken or purchased regularly in your nome

12. Lid you have access to public library at home?.
13. Check all items below which you have seen, heard or experienced:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

When
Symphony orchestra
Oratorio
Grand Opera
Art Museum
Historical (natural)Museum
Zoo

Where

list subjects you like best in college_
List subjects you like lease in college
14. List your favorite week day Musical Radio program:
15. List your favorite singers, musicians or music organizations on re
cordings on radio or in person:
16. List your favorite Sunday- Radio program:
17. List your favorite musical organization in this college:
18. List six of your favorite religious songs and composer if i ossitle
19. List six of your favorite popular, semi-popular or classic music
selections according to that which appeals to your inters:;ts.

20. Name six outstanding Negro composers whose works have been aocepted as
contributing to American culture:
21. List ten serious Negro and white Musicians of National oi Into. ..agonal
Fame.
Answer no. 21 in the space below

Answer No. 20 in the space below.
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Questionnaire for Negro Schools
County
Enrollment

Location of Sehool
Music Department Enrollment

Mixed Okamus
Specialty is( check below)

Sacular

Swing

Number of mambars
Nana example of eaek
I Example
Example

Raligious

Example

fopular

Example

Simi-popular

Example

Instrumental Organization (check)
Concert

Number of membore

Band
Concert
Orchestra

Swing band
Swing orchestra

"

"

"

Give number of instrument players ow following instruments
Basses

Cello
Viola
Clarinets
Saxaphone
Any otherst

—

~~

~

-

-——
——
——

List members of public programs rendered during last year and
selections used on each
I.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
1t

Does your school have a music superrisor?_____
»
n
H
» i» special music teacher?
Training of Music teacher

Degree
From where
When

,
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Nam* community programs sponsored by your school
I. ^Hjtivities war*:
2* List favorite Music used

Does your city school offer uniform music instruction in all grades from the
primary grades through high school according to standards set by the State
Department of Education!
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Questionnaire for Superintendents
Number of Negro schools la your city
llementary
Junior High
Senior High
Approximate total enrollment of children
Do you have a musical supervisor of Negro schools?
Do you employ special teachers of music in Negro schools?
Do Negro schools have organized music instruction according to State
Department Music Bulletin from the primary grades through high school?^
If not, what is the extent of music activities offered?
Can students major in music in High School?
What are the typical educational music activities promoted by Negro schools?

Is music 93 a program a part of the curriculum or is the mueio program extra
eurrioular?
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Music Questionnaire
The Civic Music Association has been organized how long in your city?

Present membership
How many Negro members do you have?
IP YOU HAVE FEW OH NO NEGRO MEMBERS, Please check reason below:
Do now accept Negro memberships
Have solicited Negro memberships but they do not respond.
State any other reason

IP NEGROES STRUM INDIFFERENT TO MEMBERSBIP.Please check your belief:
Lack of cultural environment for generations make them lower in musical
intelligence than the whites.
Negro musical culture is limited to spirituals, popular musi- an- swing
music because of traditional environmental conditions.^ _
,
Most Negro southern colleges are still failing to
along cultural lines because of general racial indi
^
values due to segregated inferior pattern of all pha
»
including education.^
not olosely
Organized music in Negro Public Schools and colleges iseffort
to make
supervised under state department of education
them on equal basis with that offered in white institutio .
GIVE YOUR SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEGROS GENERAL MUbl AL
ATTITUDES:

APPRECIATION SKIT
Reader: Peter Franz Schubert (1797-1828) was born in Vienna January 31.
Today he is con-

His father was a poor school master and his mother a cook.
sidered as the great Romantic composer of 1100 works.

Hundreds of great

songs mark him as the greatest song writer of the world.

In influence he

stands with Mozart and Beethoven in bringing German music to maturity.
But his life is the most pathetic in music history. His life was a
succession of disappointments. Every ambition to receive recognition failed.

he had contacts with nobility and with other musicians that might have

brought him rich returns. But he sold himself to social isolation because
he was bashful, shy, sensitive and resorted to Bohemian life. Hie peouliar
personality was a stumbling block; he was
tinued poverty was due to

often misunderstood, wis con-

small prices paid for his works, to his shyness,

to unsympathetic managers and publishers

towards unknown writers and to

hostile criticism on his works because they were
In spite of this

different.

torrents of melodies poured from his pen.

creative power was inexhaustive, and his worts stamp him a,
greatest song writer and one

His

the world's

of the greatest symphonic composers in history.

His songs are of sucn high artistic

demands that they are sung by the world's

most skilled artists, including Marian Anderson.
ed Symphonies are in the repertoiie

His C. Minor and Unfinish-

of every major orchestra

in the world,

t oday.
lot Schubert died in poverty; his important
his status. nis fame came thirty years
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friends did not improvo

after his death.
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Schubert had many disappointments in love, one of which happened
when he taught music to the daughters in the famous Ester - nazy home
Schubert: &ood morning ray dear young patron; is your highness ready
to receive the music lesson?
Hiss E: Sir, I am losing interest in music; you had better confine your
instruction to % -elder sister.
Schubert: Do you realize that you have talefi and that you should apply it, great lady?
Miss E: That is a kind compliment, but I have other interests.
Schubert: Grand and glorious lady, may

I ask what they are?

Hiss E: I am studying poetry and very fond of it.
Schubert: lour highness, I too am fond of poetry;
a volume of lieine, Shiller and Goetne.

see here, I have

Would you like to share them with

me?
Hiss E: un than* you, but V library is quits coasts; a»d to. I
am not oblidged to borrow books from servants.
know that XOU like poetry.
Schubert: lour highness, I love it.

But it is interesting to

See, X set these poems to music.

Hiss E: les?
Schubert: Poetry and music belong together,
lose interest in the other; allow me

how can you love one and

to revive your love for music by
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dedicating this song to you, great and glorious lady.("bows) Kisses her
hand.
Miss E: That is kind of you and quite unusual and unexpected; and
why dedicate a song to me?
Schubert: (to knees) it is because 1 love you with all my heart; allow
me to
Miss E:

now dare you!

1 despise your presence and also your songs.

Good day! (exit)

Schubert: hows head, walks away

off stage

(Orchestra takes place on stage)
Schubert's Serenade

MCJSIC:

Schubert: I have been rejected as a member of the society oi mumusic school. The music
sicians. I have been rejected as head of the new
publishers will not publish my works; they say my songs
AVE MA.ilIA are no good.

I see nothing but starvation.

the 'Erl King, and
(goes off stage)

Music: continues (Schubert's Serenade)
Schubert: The counted plainly showed that the detected ne.
Header: His music is the product

of nis genius and Ms misery, and

that which he wrote in his greatest distress is
to the world.

that which proved greatest

(Exits to Scnubert's Serenade)

Header: Schubert, because

of various disappointments turned to Boand he died at the early *6° of

hemian life; poverty sucked his stren6th
32.

About thirty-seven years

after his death we see

-
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Huttenbrenner: Great master, the Schubert selections on the program to night
excelled all previous performances. Accept my congratulations.
Herbeck: (hows low) Thank you, Sir.
est of his works.

And what a pity he never knew the great-

I should like to give an all Schubert

program; tell me where I can locate some of his unpublished

works; I hear that there are many manuscripts of his hidden
away among his former friends.
Huttenbrenner: My brother Aselm was a personal friend of Schubert n he
some of his works hidden away. You go to him, catch him in a
good mood, tell him that he is a great musician like Schubert
use some of Schubert's manuscripts.
was , and maybe he will let you
Herbeck: What a revelation! Are you sure he has them?

What a revelation 1

(exits)
Header: Several months later we see
, the great B .linor SyinHerbeck: Here it is! It has heen discovered. les
heard it, the world
phony by Franz Schubert! And Schubert never

never heard it! And thirty seven years
shall have the privilege of presenting

after Schubert's death I

it to the world.

What a

to breast)
revelation (exit) (Crushes manuscript
implified and abbreviated

Reader: The string ensemble will now play a
arrangement of Schubert s

Unfinished Symphony.

First Inovement.

APPENDIX - C

I

1.

Organization of Music in the
Negro Public Schools.

2.

Negro Spirituals
Assembly
Junior Class

Script of
Radio Address

Waco, Texas
April 6, 1942

ORGANIZATION ON MUSIC IN TH;, N..GRQ PUBLIC SCHOOLS
I Bring greetings to the radio audience from the Negro Public Schools.
The schools to be represented on this program each week at this same time
join me in thanking those who are making it possible for them to contribute
their small share to the gigantic music series which is instigated and
directed by the ingenuity, skill and educational vision of Miss Stivers.
And we appreciate the interest manifested by the Negro schools of the county
and we hope that they may be listening in, each we k.
In the Colored schools of Waco, our music program for the term will
culminate in a music festival which will grow out ol the units developed in
our regular class work.
Now, these broadcasts cannot hope to give a general prospective of the
work as done under regular class room conditions, but we hope the} w.ll fi/o
some insight into a few of the things that we attempt to do.
In organizing music instruction there are several factors to be con
sidered. Pirst of all, the music is planned from the standpoint of the masses of children who will be merely the average citizens of the future. And
so the musical training must be of such a nrture that it will not only biinf>
enjoyment and benefit to the children while they are still in school, but it
must contribute something of permanent value to them, that will function in
their later life, to such an extent that the children, when they reach the
200 -

201 adult stage will greatly augment the small intelligent music public of our
community today. In our organization we must not only plan for the masses
of children but we must provide for the especially talented, to further musi
cal training according to ability.
Now, each community has specific factors that must be studied and con
sidered seriously. The organization of music instruction must consider the
general characteristics of the children in the community; communities like
individuals have characteristics, and the music must be planned with emphasis
upon specific needs. In other words, the Negro children of Waco require the
same tested methods of approach and the same high quality of music instruction
as does any other group, but because of the difference in background and be
cause of certain environmental conditions, the emphasis in a given course
of study will have to be placed differently. And since music instruction is
so recent, the parents of most of Waco's Negro children meted school music
opportunities in their youth, and because of thin fact they do not sun ort
cultural musical attractions to any noticeaole extent. For most of them the
finer music of the world does not exist. In other words, listening and
participation in fine music, are not included in their small vorli of activity,
of the working parent whose musical interests are more or less contrary to
school standards. We can see then - that the environment of the child not
only offers diverse musical interests in opposition to the instruction in the
school, but the environment is also giving the child more experience with
inferior music, the influence of which the school is not prepared to off-set
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at the present time.
Our aim in Waco t:.en cannot be just to offer a balanced music pro
gram, but we must adjust our program to the needs by placing emphasis where
it is needed most.
Negro people.

Waco suffers for a more intelligent music public among

Emphasis must be upon-music appreciation in the earliest

formative years so that fine music may be woven into the very fabric of the
child's plastic mind.

The child must be afforded an abundance of rich

musical experiences under expert guidance and supervision to off-set the
inferior musical experiences that he is constantly exposed to outside of
school hours.
In our organization of music in Waco, we have the set-up, the teachers
are willing and ready, the children are receptive and eager. All we need
is the material required by standard courses of study, namely: a standard
electric victrola and about one hundred carefully selected recordings from
standard music literature to start with, and we would be takir - the first
steps towards our goal of developing a music loving public favorably compared with th t of any other group of people, We are not only hopeful but
determined to get adequate material for this all important phase of our work.
We realize however that all music study involves appreciation and so we are
encouraging the teacher to correlate music and especlnll.. IO.P e

r.i..

i ..

the child's study of history, literature and other social studiss which not
only makes music more enjoyable but heightens the child's interest in other
studies and causes: the child to discover that music and human progress
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supplement and. compliment each other and are inseparable.
hi the organization of vocal music, the respective class room teachers
instruct their ov/n music from the First through the Seventh Grade. AH
children in these grades are taught music daily using the fusic Hour and
Our Music in Story and Song (Foresman) as the basic texts.

Music is

elective from the Seventh grade on through the high school. Choral organizations begin in the grade schools where teachers are encouraged to develop
school choirs. There is a Junior High mixed chorus, a general high school
chorus, and a special group known as the J. A. Kirk Chorus that is develop
ing into skill in interpreting larger works and an A Capella group which
interprets materials beyond average expectation. There are two high school
glee clubs and a double male quartet, All high school organizations were
organized and formerly directed by your humble servant; however, recently
Miss Braxton, a new co-worker, is relieving me of some of the high school
duties and she will present a group later in this series of broadcasts.
In instrumental music, we begin very early with rhythm band training
and do some creative work in constructing simple instruments. We have a
school band composed of elementary, junior and senior high school students.
This year, we have recently experimented with a pre-band group, organized
by Mr. Dan Howe who is also the regular band director. There is also a
string ensemble that has only fifteen members ranging from elementary
children to high school age.

This group needs more players; the instruction

is free, the only requirement is for* the parent to purchase the instrument
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and only a part of the music used. We hope that you will listen to the
programs that are to follow in this series of broadcasts; they will give
you some idea of how music is taught the children in the :<e~ro "ublic
schools of Waco. I thank you for listening.i •

1Addreas

by: Mis3 Leolede Smith, Supervisor qf Uualo Hegro
Public Sehools, .Yaeo, Texas.

NEGRO SPIRITUALS
Appreciation Skit

Assembly (Junior Class)

Time 186?

Place: Alabame Plantation home - table,lamp, costumes of the period

Characters

Amanda Jane .Burton (Young graduate of reconstruction period)
Joe Brown - (Her former farm friend)
Uncle John Burton (Her uncle)
Aunt Lucinda Burton (Her aunt)
Mr. Louis Carter (An eastern musician)
Chorus - (background music)
At rise of curtain, Amanda Jane examines mall, opens letter mall, begins to
read letter (Countenance changes from placid to Joy)
Amanda Jane: I'm thru with singin plantation songs, I'm thru with the farm.
Oh, I am selected to be the soloist for the big church choir
in the city! I've always wanted to sing anthems. 1 shall
leave at once!
(Enters Joe Brown)
Amanda Jane: Hello Joe, what's on your mind?
Joe: ... (excited) The old man did like he promised, he glved me the 25
acres with the house on it fer my 21st birthday! Go ahead, Amanda
Jane an name the wedding date! Ain't you happy honey?
Amanda Jane: Oh, Joe, 1 don't want to live in the country anymore, my education and training calls me to the city to sig.
Joe (dejected) Oh, honey yo don' hav to go to the cUy to s'.ng, we has good
singing right here.
Amanda Jane: Oh Joe. can't you see that I don't fit into this environment
anymore, I'm trying the city for a while anyway ... excuse me
Joe to answer this letter.
Joe (grieved, hurt, ai»pvolnted) (Mi**,
» ">»!>•• J"
yo mind so we kin git married as we planned years ago.
Amanda Jane (sits at table oeglns to write answer to letter) Enters Uncle
John
Uncle John (calling back at Aunt Lucinda) lucinda! Come on.1ain't
to be late waitin fer you. Amanda Jane, every body Is xint, hy
you ain't leading the singing tnis season; ain t yo com ng .o de
cacro meetln tonight?
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Amanda Jane: No, I am busy Uncle John (continues to write) He goes out in

disgust.

I believes education is ruined our Amanda (shakes head)
(Enters Lucinda)
Aunt Lucinda: Honey, de need yo lovely voice to lead de singing; yo is com
ing tonight, aunt you?
Amanda Jane: Aunt Lucinda, 1 don't like camp meeting songs anymore; I'm
going to the city where I can learn to sing anthems in the
stylish church choir.
Aunt Lucinda: (on her way out, shakes her head) Honey, I'se goin to pray
i'er you.

- Spirituals - (Chorus behind scenes)
Scene II. Same setting. Five years later.
Aunt Lucinda in rocking chair, knitting ; Uncle John smoking pipe.
Uncle John: Who was that big city stranger at the city meeting to-night?
Aunt Lucinda: That's what I'd like to know; he didn't take part in the sing
ing did he?
Uncle John: No, he Had pencil and paper, writin all the time, (knock at door;
Aunt Lucinda opens door) Enter Mr. Louis Carter.
Mr Carter: Good evening, friends.
Uncle John: Who be you?

Louis Carter:
heard was a lot of cheap antnems, until a fine oeaut-ful lady
directed me here. And I just want to say that the camp mee.ing singing was the most thrilling I've ever heard.

Uncle John and Aunt Lucinda: Thank you, stranger.
Uncle John: But why was yo writin all de time de singing was goin on; why
didn't you join in de singing?
I listened to the
Mr Carter: Why w, dear sir, I v:as writin do-«. the m-ic n,
sinking. I shall gather a collection o- t-.ese songs and have them
fished, iou see they are so
1. d.o*>»•'* But
Jubilee singer, toured the continent singing »»..
,
there are no printed copies
„.nt •• h.r.
collection published and t
these grind and glorious
*^
will be the soloist of the group singers - these gr of
the
world,
for
she
is
to
be
my
wife.
son s
side young lady? - (Enters Amanda Jane)
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Aunt L: Oh our Amanda Jane (embrace her)
Uncle J: I knowed the good lord would send her back.
Aunt L: I knowed she was not too educated to sing our songsI
God bless you, our children.
Amanda J: I have learned that these spirituals are the greatest
of all folk music, and I shall dedicate my life to
singing them for the whole world. Louis and I will pre
sent these majestic melodies to the whole world and each
generation of music lovers will cherish their beauty and
worth which will stand as long as the art of music
itself.
Let Negro America forever sing the songs which she gave
to the world of culture and art.

Spirituals (Chorus) or assembly

APPENDIX - D

1. Musio Appreciation (Script)
(a) Sample Program-Open Air
Sohool, Prairie View University

APPENDIX D
Script:

MUSIC APPRECIATION DEMONSTRATION

6/13/46

READER: Co-workers, students and friends, on behalf of the Music
Department, please accept our sincere thanks for your pre
sence.
And now without further preliminaries, I wish to state, that there
is not a term more abused, more mis-represented and more misinterpreted than our subject of today's program.

And the subjeot

is too vast, too great in scope, too far reaching in value and signi
ficance for us to represent it to any fair advantage in a small demonstration covering perhaps an hour. Thero is always a danger in
a presentation of this kind, The danger lies in the possibility
that spectators may entertain a narrow conception of the subject
in terms of what was demonstrated. And to off-set such results we
wish to state that our aim, or our sincere hope is, for our pro
gram to arouse or kindle your interest and not only cause you to
want to know more about the field but to cause you to want to do
more and more about it in your local school system, '.Ye hope you
will keep in mind that even though MUSIC APPRECIATION oovers all
branches of music experience, the term is often limited to
DIRECTED LISTENING when treated as a separate subject by someauthox*
or authorities. And now With the hope that the message of the evening may unfold to you as it progresses aocording to the printed
program, we shall new prooeed with the demonstration, conducted
by Mr. Dillard Warner, a graduate student with Music Education as a
Major.
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MUSICIAN;

Come right in Madame, and won't you sit down? What can
I do for you?

TEACHER:

I am an elementary school teacher, I know very little
about music, but my children enjoy singing the songs
I teach them more than any other school activity. I
have often wanted to give them appreciation lessons.
Please tell me how to conduct appreciation lessons.

MUSICIAN:

My dear Madame, you might as well ask me how to practice
Medicine effectively, and if you did, I'd say go in for
rigid professional training over a period of years. And
likewise a teacher of music must be professionally trained.
However I can demonstrate a few lessons on what IS NOT
appreciation, and on what IS appreciation.

TEACHER: OJ please doi
Come in ohildren, it is time for your class. Now ohildren
I have the names of some music compositions that I want
you to listen to and when you come back tomorrow, I want
you to be able to recognize this music. (On the board:
Hall of Mountain King (Grieg) Moonlight Sonata (Beethoven)
Prelude C# Minor (Raohmannieff) Stars and Stripes Forever
(Sousa)
READER: That was an example of what does not constitute a lesson in
Music Appreciation, and Mr. 7farner will tell you why.
MUSICIAN:

MUSICIAN: No, the more playing of unrelated, di§oonnected selections,
no matter how beautiful each may be, is not music apprecia
tion. There was no plan, no sequence, no purpose in this;
therefore it was not a lesson.
READER:

And Americans are rhther inconsistence in some matters.
It is strange that Americans choose their wearing apparel
their food and personal property with carc, that they use
discrimination in selecting their books -nd magazines—
but have you noticed that these same people accept an\
kind of music that comes over the radio! ithout ohoice!
Borne people turn on the radio in the mornings, it goes all
day long and anything,^good, bad or indifferent may come over
the air because no one'listening half the time anyway, And
so the average American child comes to school and has to be
taught that music is created to be listened tooJ

MUSICIAN: Listening habits are a matter o: train ng and music is not
to be approached in the spirit of mental idleness. And
here is another example of what some people conai or as
music appreciation
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Children, I want you to answer some questions for me.
Helen, what did we learn about Heethoven, yesterday?
Helen: We learned that his is the greatest name in all music
history and that he was born in 1770 and died in 1827.
MUSICIAN:./hat else did we learn about him Henry?
Henry: He wrote his greatest symphonies after he became deaf.
MUSICIAN: Irene, define Allegro.
Irene: It means to play music at a rapid tempo.
TEACHER: Oh, that was very interesting!
MUSICIAN- Yes but children may recite faots about music with the
accuracy of a dictionary or history book and still have
no conception of music; Facts about music or musicians do
not constitute music appreciation, my dear madame.
TEACHER: 01 will ^ouexplain to me what you mean by music appreciation
I am so confused.
MUSICIAN: My dear madame, please remember that music appreciation
results from music exp rience of all kinds whether it be
singing, playing an instrument, listening to mu :io or
associating music with some life situation. If the musio
experiences of the child are rich, wholesome, refining
or elevating, the result will be musio appreciation. If
the child's music experiences are meager, oomronplaoe or
unguided or left to ohance, the results will bo de
preciation.
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Every child has a right to understand the world in which he
lives and to appreciate the finest heritage that civilization has
to offer and to utilize the culture of the ages as a moans to his
crwn growth.

And if the schools are engaged in the process of edu

cation which serves to draw out the best powers in developing the
child's mind, his imagination his power of concentration, discrimination and judgement, then the school cannot ignore the most powerful
educational force music, hich when properly taught has no equal in
developing the individual according to his capacity and aptitudes.
My dear Madame, it takes three classes of people to make musice
possible:

The small percentage of geniuses who create, and they

must be trained; the somewhat larger class of talented musicians who
perform, and they need training— and the very large and most im
portant group of music consumers and ametuers—-and the publicsohools
have the responsibility of training this third great class and hat
are you going to do about it? Are you going to leave them to ohance?
Will you cause Negroes to rise to cultural levels of other people?
Are Negroes always to be limited to hep-oats and jitterbuggers
because of the neglect of Texas «egro public sohools? Its up to
the public sohools of Texas to make this dicision.

And now for an

example of an Appreciation lesson, our subject is DESIGN (or torm)
Teacher lead children to discover ABA patterns etcj lead them
to let design of music tell them when to repeat of contrast the
creative dance steps to the Chinese Dance. The discussion leads to
comparative study of Eastern and estern pooples. The desi®a of the
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music was compared with designs of houses, and these .ere illustrated
and compared etc.
MUSICIAN:

Since music has developed from life of the race, a full
appreciation of it will include, when pos ible a correlation
with the history of the race, its discoveries, its science
and its expression in literature and in the other arts,

We

shall give an example of a skit which originated and developed
in a sixth grade class in Waco, Texas which was motivated
from curiosity of the origin of patriotic songs in a history
class. This likewise is an example of an appreciation lesson.
Ensemble plays: America
(Enter two children)
Jesse Wilson: Say, we sing that song all the time, I wonder v/hnr' it
came from.
Cecelia Phillip: 0, I know that.'.Don't you know that most patriotic
songs have an interesting history? They are usually
born in the time of some political storm orrtress.
Jesse Wilson: What are you talking about anyway?
C.O.U*. I -an the song haa a hiatory. it did act origin,to in our
country but we borrowed it from England, It was first used
during the "JACOBITE UPRISING" in England in 1743.
Dramatization: Group of rebels, swords, guns, clubs, sticks, rush across
stage shouting. "Down with the king". Another group so®
follows waving English flags, shoutin,

g Lire the Ring)

PLACARD (right)
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Ensemble plays: (Audience sings: "God Save the King".
Cecelia: Isn't it strange that even the song originated in England?
It has since been used SB a national tune in Germany,
Denmark, America and Seiterland.
Jesse: That is very interesting, I can better appreciate the song now.
When was it first sung in Amerioa?
Cecelia: On that immortal day in our history on July 4th, 1832. It
was 3ung by a group of Boston Publio Sohool ohildren who were
directed by Lowel Mason the father of Publio School iitusio
in the United States.
James: Did Lowel Mason write the words too?
Cecelia: No, the words were written by Rev. Samudl Franoes Smith a
Best Boston clegyman and friend of Lowel Mason. Now let us
sing the English words and then the American words••
MUSICIAN:

And now public school leaders of Texas the challenge is
up to you. Shall our boys and girls be enoouraged and
taught to play the violin in our public sohools and become
skilled enough and intelligent enough to organise and perform
in symphony, orchestras, civic opera oompanies, and ooncert
bands? Will our Negro people become intelligent enough to
support their own great artists and to enjoy the art of
other peoples.

Among the other race, every city of any site

has its own symphony orchestra for their youth to enjoy.
All white children are taught music under expert guidance
and under a well organised music curricular. What kind of
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music will Negro children be taught to enjoy? Will Negroes for genera
tions still ba deprived of becoming enlightened muaioally in a day
when progress is everyshere so apparent among the other race? You,
the publio school teaohers of Texas must decide whether future genera
tions must remain in darkness or whether the light of great muaioal
culture of the ages will shine into their lives beoause you will awaken
to your responsibility as educators?
READER;

And the music Department of Prairie View is interested in

your music problems and desires to help ypu in any way we oan.
Perhaps some of you want information, call on us or write to
us and we'11 do what we can for you. Perhaps thene are others
who would like to ask questions. I oan see that Mr. Warner
is perhaps quite anxious right now to answer your questions,
and we could open up a forum now. So you are at liberty to
come forward and ask or seek information at th9 end of our
program. Thank you again for your presonce.
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PRAIRIE VIEW UNIVERSITY
Open Air School
Department of Music
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APPRECIATION
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Prairie View University
OPEN AIR SCHOOL
Department of Music
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ir
Thursday, June 13, 1946
At 6:30 P.M.
On the Lawn
West of Academic Building
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PRAIRIE VIEW UNIVERSITY
Open Air School
Department of Music
MUSIC

APPRECIATION
(sample)

PROGRAM

FOREWORD
TEXAS NEGRO EDUCATORS CANNOT CONTROL:
Glaring educational inequalities and cultural backward
ness made hopeless by sheer complacency.
Limited educational facilities and cultural deprivations im
posed upon our race.

DEMONSTRATION:
(a) Misconceptions of Music Appreciation
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SUBJECT
Demonstration:
(a) A Model Appreciation Lesson
(b) Correlation Heightens Appreciation

TEXAS NEGRO EDUCATORS CAN CONTROL:
The almost anti-cultural pattern found in Texas Negio
youth.
(HOW?)
By demanding, promoting and building the highest stand
ards of accredited music courses throughout local Negro
public school systems in Texas.
What will your school do to enlighten, elevate and lift
people to higher levels of intelligence by means of; music: M.
(he Negro boys and girls tread as their fathers did m
pits of cultural obscurity?
Their fate is in your hands and mine.

Participants
(Who interviews demons!rntor)
Mrs. Blanche E. Johnson
Jimmie Leo Phillip
Jesse Wilson
Mae Helen Wilson
Barbara Johnson
James Daily Jr.
Cecelia Phillip
Mary E. Fry <
Henry Patton
Helena Patton
Jeane Fry
Barnard Johnson
Irene Fry
Delorcs Churchill
Mary Woodson
Essie Malone
DII.LARD WARNER (Graduate Student)
Demonstrator
LACLEDE SMITH (Faculty)
Mistrew of Ceremonies
R. VON CHARLTON (Head of Music Department)
Accompanist
USHERS
Rosemary Bradley

Facts from:

CULTURE IN THE SOUTH <W. T. CROUGH)
University of North Carolina Press
r IHRARY)

GOD SAVE THE KING
God save our gracious King,
Long live our noble King,
God save the King;
Send him victorious,
Happy and glorious,
Long to reign over us,
God -save tlic King'-

Robert I-ee Singletary
AMERICA
My country, 'tis of thee. Sweet land
of liberty. Of thee I sing,
Land where my fathers died I
Land of the Pil-grim's pride!
From every mountain side.
Let freedom ring!

APPENDIX - E
1. General Course in Music Appreciation for
High School
(Suggested tentative outline)
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APPENDIX E

GENERAL COURSE IN MUSIC APPRECIATION FOr. HIGH SCHOOL
(Suggested tentative outline)

INTRODUCTION

Lecture on: "The Media of Music as
Compared with other Arts."

I. ANALYSIS OF MUSICAL ELEMENTS

With Illustrative Kecords.

(1) Rhythm
(a) Sensing rhythmic patterns
(b) Stepping note values in patterns for analysis
(c) Listening to music with rhythmic pattern on
board.
(2) Melody
(a) Sensing phrase unit; noting beginning rise
and fall of phrases, listening for peak of
phrase.
(b) Discovery of relationship of phrases.
(3) Tone Color
(a) Recognition of tone quality of orchestral
instruments.
(b) Discovery of which instrument carries melody.
(4) Harmony
(a) Sensing solid chord effects in contrast to
broken chord effeots; and combinations of
both.
(b) Sensing difference between mood in major and
minor.
II.

APPLICATION OF MUSICAL ELEMENTS..Musical Examples (short classics)
(1) Listening to discover whether compositions have a
preponderance of:
(a) Rhythmic interest
(b) Melodic interest
(c) Harmonic interest, Solid or broken
(d) Tone color
(2) Listening to more than one element at a time.
(3) Listening to all elements at the same time.
(4) Analysis of each element in each given composition.
(5) Listening to more than one melody at a time; discovery
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of counter-melody and original melody.
(6) Listening to both melodies and other elements.
(7) Building up Norms for musical compositions based
upon the musical elements and their treatment.
(8) Could a composition place emphasis upon one
element to the sacrifice of other elements and
still be considered good music? Subject for term
paper for the end of the first quarter.
III. REVIEW

Employing Folk Music and Short Classics.

(1) Analyze musical elements in each composition
(2) Make comparison of treatment of elements in each
(3) Analyze phrase structure in each; count number of
phrases in each given composition leading to:
IV. FORM (or design)

Employing same material used in review.

(1) Study of two-part design; analysis of melodies in
this form, (Notation on board for analysis)
(2) Study of simple three-part design (same procedure)
(3) Study of simple variation form (Analyze main structure)
(a) Analyze form of main structure.
(1) Discover whether two or three part.
(2) Analyze each given variation.
(a) Compare form with main structure
(b) Analyze treatment of musical elements
in each.
(c) Discover unifying elements in each.
(d) Observe the difference as well as
unity.
(4) Study of large three part designs. Bong and Trio for
(a) Analysis of Song and Trio from Haydn's
Surprise Sym.
(b) Analysis of Bong and Trio from Mozart's
Jupiter and comparison with Haydn's Surprise.
Note: Themes on board in notation; also
diagram the parts, on board as
record plays.
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(c) lecture on Classic Conception and purpose
musically.
(d) Analysis of Tchaikovski's 6th (Song and Trio)
Same manner and compare with above.
(d) Class memorize themes from these movements.
(f) Analysis of Beethoven's Song anci Trio in E
Flat Sym. Compare with other examples.
(g) Analysis of Song and Trio from Beethoven's
First Sym. same procedure; compare with others.
(h) Lecture on Beethoven's and. Romatic Movement;
objectives purpose; genius of the master.
Norms for judging music literature.
Form in Music

V. REVIEW,

(a) Analysis of excerpts from the Masters in two and three
part design.
(b) Analyze the treatment of musical elements and the mood
of same compositions.
(c) Analysis of Song and Trio Form from Tchaikovski's
^ifth Sym., Haydn's London, Beethoven's Eroica, and
Mozart's G. Minor.
(1) Class discover form, without knowledge of name of
composition or composer.
(2) Class discover period and style without knowledge
of name of composition or composer.
(3) From recognition of style, characteristics and
treatment, class should be able to name the
composer.
(4) Class memorize themes from these works.
(5) Review Haydn's Surprise (Song and Trio movem nt)
" Tchaikovski's ^ifth
" Beethoven's E Flirt
"
" "
" Beethoven's First
(a) Recognition Test
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(b) Discussion of Treatment and Comparisons
(c) Discussion of Norms of Musioal literature
(d) Intensive Listening to all o above works
for familiarity: for discovery of hidden
beauty; for better conception of the works,
into deeper musical insight.
VI. EXTENDED STUDY OF DANCE FORMS

To culminate in a term paper

"The Story of the Evolution of Dance Styles"
(1) Classic suites from the Masters (Musical examples)
(a) Form, style, objectives, characteristics.
(2) Dance Forms of Romantic era.
(b) Romantic style, objectives, characteristics, as
compared with the classic.
(c) Memory Themes from idealized Danoe styles of
Lizt's and Brahm's Hungarian Rhapsodies,
Strau3s's and Chopin's Laltzes etc,
(d) Discovery of the Norm for artistic Danoe Styles
(3) Modern Dance Music of the Negro (jazz and Swing)
(a) Comparison on basis of our Norm; -^hen in
character and quality; threadbare, distortion
of musical elements exaggeration of rhythm.
Nothing in common with artistic standards.
(b) Influence of the Negro Dance Element upon
music.
(1) Debussey's Cake-walk
(2) Stravinski's Piano Rag.
Compare elements with those in >ss *nd
quHn£! Compare with Gershwin's Rhapsody
in *>lue and Ellington's Moon Indigo.
and artistic
Term paper should reveal the solidity, permanence
danoe styles as compared with
merit of standard music based upor.
and frivolous nature of the
the fanciful but weak thread-bareness
of the musical elements
dance erase music of modern times; in terms
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and. form, the standards or norms which we have discovered must serve
as the basis for comparison.
VII.

STUDY OF OTHER NEGRO MUSIC
(1) Negro Spirituals
(a) Analysis
(b) Analysis
(c) Analysis
(d) Analysis

of
of
of
of

(Analysis with illustrative
music)
lecture on the origin

Melody
Harmony
the Form
the Moods

(2) Comparison of the spiritual with other folk music.
(a) Comparison of melody, harmony, form and mood, and
Nationality.
VIII.

STUDY OF ART MUSIC

The General field of Art Music,

(1) Review of the Classic Suite (Analysis, technique, objectives)
(2) Review of ^heme and Variations "

"

(3) Review of Dance Styles from Suite to Symphony
(a) Review of Song and Trio from Symphonies of Haydn
Mozart, Tchaikoveki, and Beethoven.
(b) Additional song and trio movements from these
with the others from D'vorak, Brahms and Frank;
comparisons as well as analysis. B Minor
Subert Symphony.
(4) Study of four Operas; Four Oratorios; and selected art
songs from Brahms and Schubert.
(5) Works by outstanding American Composers.
(6) Study of First Movements of all symphonies used thus far:
'
/1
a
"
ftlt
"
"l» Second
" Third
" Fourth

